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It's not my
real hair.
During the Greek Folies.

Lambda Chi Alpha Jason

Stewart, accounting

junior, does his best Elvis

Preseley impersonation.

The Follies were held to

raise scholarship

money for outstanding

Greek students.

Photo by Frank Benedeto
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nyone stepping foot on the University's campus

can easily see the diversity of the students. From

campus residents to international students to adult

and transfer students, each individual had his or

her own personality and style. All of these stu-

dents havea different roleatthe University, whether

they run a campus organization or simply attend

a sporting event. Each student is a part of the

whole. As Generation X continues its way onto

college campuses across the nation, a new voice

is being heard throughout many hallowed halls of

learning, the voice of equality. And the one thing

that all of these students have heard sometime in

their life is to Cut Your Hair.

Through the course of each student's career at

the University, many will undergo Hair Raising

experiences. From events that excite and

inspire to disheartening occurrences, the

student life on campus is interesting for

everyone. While some found excitement during

the many Homecoming

activities like building

yard displays and watching comedians
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Nice 'burns.
During his performance for Homecoming Week, comedian

David Spade tells a joke to the audience. Homecoming

Week included events such as yard displays, speakers, the

football game and spirit contests.

Photo by Dale Watson

The honorable governor.
As keynote speaker for Crime Awareness Week, Governor

Don Sundquist spoke to students and visited with children

from Campus School. Crime Awareness Week stressed

being careful and gave tips for campus safety.

Photo by David Parker

Eye on the ball.

During a game for the women's soccer team,

goalkeeper Frances Currin, undecided freshman,

makes a save. This was the first year for the

University to have a women's soccer team.

Photo by Dole Watson



perform, others were inspired to wallow in the

mud during MudBowl I. Some students were

disappointed to return to school and find detours

set up all around the library and down the streets

adjacent to campus. Several were satisfied by

the myriad of dining opportunities offered on

campus. Whatever the individual reaction to life

at the University was, each student played a very

important role.

By staying on campus after class to improve

the lives of other students, many were Letting

Their Hair Down by being a part of one of many

campus organizations. Some organizations al-

lowed students to have a say in the daily life of the

University, while some just let the students kick

back and have fun. The Women's Action Coali-

tion mourned the injustices of domestic violence

while writers for The Daily Helmsman ex-

pressed their individual voices each day in

the newspaper. The Mob Squad gave stu-

dents an opportunity to vent their woes against

sports opponents while

members of the Resi-

dence Hall Association were given a

oA \aow l/yvif
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During halftime of a football game. The Mighty

Sound of the South blares out a tune. The

marching band performed at all home football

games to excite the fans attending the games.

Photo by Dale Watson

We're number one.
While on the sidelines during a football game.

University president V. Lane Rawlins antagonizes

Pouncer, played by Bill Murray, English senior.

Bouncer and Pouncer were on hand at all home

football and basketball games.

Photo fay Dale Watson

During a game at Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium, Tiger

quarterback Joe Borich, physical education senior, steps into the

pocket to throw a pass. Borich was injured early in the season,

and the Tigers went on to post a 3-8 record.

Photo by Dale Watson



chance to network and have fun with other people

living on campus. Anyone can be a part of Univer-

sity life by joining one of the many organizations

on campus.

Every student was a part of one of the eleven

colleges on campus and stayed on The Cutting

Edge with the college. As technology advanced

almost daily and had its impact on students,

everyone had a learning experience that was

unique. While the University College allowed stu-

dents to take classes through satellites, the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences sent students to learn

about ancient Native American cultures at

Chucalissa Archaeological Museum. Students in

the College of Education were sent on the road to

teach at local elementary schools. No matter what

was being taught, each studentwas on the cutting

edge of academics.

As a member of one of the 26 Greek

organizations on campus, any student was

given a chance to be

Cutting Loose from the

daily routine of college life. Greeks were

OPENING



Hollywood comes to Memphis.
As part of the Homecoming festivities, movie producer

Spike Lee spoke to students about such topics as politics

and civil rights. Other Homecoming events included comedy

concerts, movies, and a pep rally.

Photo by David Parker

If Jesus can do it.

On his way to his next class, Andrew Ruhland, undecided

sophomore, attempts to walk on the water behind the

music building. Construction in front of the library and

behind the Theatre and Communication Arts and Music

Buildings caused inconvenient detours for many students.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Kids count.
Before taking the court for the second half of a home

basketball game. Tiger forward Rodney Newsom.

physical education senior, signs autographs for children.

The Tigers lost in the first round of the NCAA
tournament to Drexcl University, 75-63.

Photo by Dale Watson



also cutting away from the traditional stereotypes

of being party animals by contributing money and

time to worthwhile charities. While some raised

money at Anchor Splash for Sight for the Blind,

others were helping Special Olympians at Derby

Days. Other Greeks cut loose in the boxing ring by

helping Sigma Alpha Epsilon raise money for

United Cerebral Palsy. Greeks came together to

participate in events like Follies, Greek Week and

the annual Greek Leaders Retreat. Whatever the

event, Greeks were constantly cutting loose from

the daily college grind.

As athletes played sports on one of many

teams they were daily Making the Cut to repre-

sent the University on the field. While some ath-

letes were building the future of the football team

under first-year head coach Rip Scherer, others

were trying to break records during the Midnight

Madness first basketball practice of the

season. Several athletes were putting to-

gether an impressive volleyball record while

rugby club members were creating a better

image for themselves

with new uniforms. Mak-

ing the cut meant proving worthy to start a

cu\ \\OW 1/lAif
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We love Louisville.
During the home basketball against Louisville, Tiger fans

show their lack of support for the Cardinals. People who

came to watch home football and basketball games were

led in cheering by members of the Mob Squad.

Photo by Dale Watson

Could you spare some tuna?
While trying to collect cans for the homeless during

Operation Feed, Jenny Davis, human development junior,

dons a fish mask and talks with University President V. Lane

Rawlins. Several campus organizations and offices

participated in the food drive.

Photo by David Parker

/V Step to the right.
During their step show on the alumni mall,

members of Kappa Alpha Psi move in harmony.

The show was part of the fraternity's interest

week to recruit new members.

Photo by David Parker



new women's soccer team for some students

while others made it as cheerleaders or pom

squad members. Being an athlete for the Univer-

sity meant daily proving yourself worthy of making

the cut.

With the diversity and individualism of students

at the University, it can easily be seen that the

people on this campus are A Cut Above. The

many faces and styles of our students are seen

everyday in the classrooms, in the offices of the

Administration Building, in the Tiger Den and UC

Cafeteria, and at any sporting event. Wherever

students represented the University, the caliber of

the individuals was always a cut above.

With the many opportunities and activities of-

fered on and off of campus, students were given

the chance to better themselves and the

many traits that characterized them was

that everyone has atsome point been told to,

and whether they did it or not is another story,

Cut Your Hair.
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Tough D.
While defending against an University of

Alabama-Birmingham player, Tiger Kurt

Clemence, undecided sophomore, defends

against an attempt for a goal. The Tiger soccer

team finished its season with a loss to St.

Louis University in the Conference USA

tournament.

Photo by Dale Watson

Servin' up mud.
Before serving to her opponents, Jamie

Scarbrough, electrical engineering sophomore,

laughs with some teammates at MudBowl I.

This was the first year that the traditional

MudBall game was named MudBowl.

Photo by David Parker

The Tigers are awesome,
baby!
For the Tiger's basketball game against Arkansas

at the Pyramid, ESPN basketball analyst Dick

Vitale was on hand to broadcast the game. The

Tigers compiled an overall record of 22-8.

Photo by Dale Watson

Genius for sale.
While looking for some wall decorations at the

poster sale in the University Center, Michelle

Alonso, business graduate, and Mark Gcismar.

business graduate, arrive upon a picture of their

mentor. The second floor lobby of the UC was a

popular site for sales of all kinds.

Photo by David Parker
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The lifestyle of a University student involved more than

going to classes and studying for exams. From everyday

events to the planned, students interacted with others

and each time discovered more about their own

community.

These events brought excitement, and they tried nerves.

Whether playing Twister or listing to the Gin Blossoms

during Spring Fling or waiting to cross the railroad

tracks day after day because ofa train, adrenaline flowed

in students' bodies.

And when the MTV Choose or Lose bus parked itself

in front of the administration building, would-be voters

were signed up by the dozens and given information on

how to be better prepared to vote in the 1996

presidential election.

Students came and listened — community at its best,

reaching out to encourage others to get involved. The

same students vowing to take an interest in the election

were also the ones who stuffed themselves in a pie-

eating contest not too long before.

In the end, students never stopped moving, unless they

were waiting on that train, and never stopped learning

about the people and events surrounding them.

F
MICHAELS. VAN EPPS

Section Editor
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Armed and
dangerous.

During the live performance of

"The Rocky Horror Picture

Show" in Richardson Towers,

students prepare their water

guns for the rainy scenes.

Students were also allowed to

throw rice at each other during

the wedding scene.

Photo by Dale Watson

Do the right
thing.

As part of Homecoming Week
festivities, the Student

Activities Council sponsored

Spike Lee to talk to students.

Lee told students to stay

involved in what happens in

their society.

Photo by Dale Watson
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HYSTERIA
Tigers lost 34-3, with the only Tiger points

scored by placekicker Jimmy Keith, undecided

sophomore. "They out-coached us, out-played

us, and their team was better prepared," said

head coach Rip Scherer.

The non-traditional activities of the

homecoming celebration included a live

production of "The Rocky Horror Picture Show.'

The performance took place in Richardson

Towers, and participants were allowed to shoot

water guns during rainy scenes and throw rice

at each other during the wedding scene. Also

included were a showing of the movie "Casper"

and a pie-eating contest.

The week ended at the football game where
itwas announced that Kappa Sigma/
Delta Gamma and the Baptist

Student Union were the overall

winners of Homecoming
competitions. "Delta Gamma and
Kappa Sigma put 110% into

Homecoming, and we are very

proud to win," said Delta Gamma and SAC member
Carol Nunes, international relations sophomore.
"We were also glad to see such a diverse group
represented in the competitions. The rivalries were
tough and there was a lot of participation."

Melissa Fitzhugh

They out-coached us,

out-played us, and their

team was better prepared.

Rip, Roaring Rivalry.
While working on the Alpha Tail Omega/Alpha Gamma
Delta yard display, Mario Musurra. undecided junior, tries

to decide how he got stuck in the middle. The winners of

the yard display competition were Kappa Sigma/Delta

Gamma and the Baptist Student Union.

Photo by Dale Watson

Homecoming Week
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It's always nice to

be recognized for

effort you put into

something. We
definitely had spirit.

cyose to

HYSTERIA
Students spent several hours in their yards playing with tissue paper.

Students shot water guns and threw rice at each other. Students gathered

in large groups to talk about jungle animals.

Mass hysteria at the University?

No. Homecoming Week.
Homecoming was marked by many traditional activities and some that

might not be perceived as traditional. As always, students competed in

yard displays and banner competitions. Both of these contests were
open to a Greek division and a non-Greek division.

The theme that had to be reflected in these contests was "Rip,

Roaring Rivalry." The rivalry referred to the rivalry with Ole Miss, and all

of the banners and yard displays showed the Tigers defeating the

Rebels. The winners of the yard display competition were Kappa Sigma/
Delta Gamma in the Greek division and the Baptist Student Union in the

non-Greek division.

The banner competition was won by Alpha Tau Omega/Alpha Gamma
Delta and the Baptist Student Union. "Alpha Tau Omega and Alpha Gam
worked really hard together," said Alpha Gam Stephanie Simpson,
communications junior. "We spent a lot of time together and many new
friendships were formed."

A spirit competition was also held that measured how involved each
group was in the activities throughout the week. The winners of the

spirit competition were Lambda Chi Alpha/Sigma Kappa and the

Baptist Student Union. "It's always nice to be recognized for effort

you put into something," said Lambda Chi Keith Acton, human
development junior. "We definitely had spirit."

Included in the traditional were the comedians and guest

speakers brought to campus by the Student Activities Council and
the Student Ambassador Board. Filmmaker Spike Lee, and
comedians Wendy Liebman and David Spade from "Saturday

Night Live" talked to students on different nights of the week. "As a

college student," Lee said, "you should stay aware of events in

your society."

The week approached its climax with a pep rally that featured cheers

from the various groups participating in the event. The purpose was to

increase the enthusiasm for the next day's football game against the

Rebels. The Tigers were coming off of a 17-16 victory against Ole Miss the

previous year. Despite ^_^^^^^^_^^^, t,
,
, _

the enthusiasm, the j^^^^PB^wP^^^^T ir ^^'
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The Mighty Sound. » ***•» /•-«». M&
During half time of the Homecoming

football game against Ole Miss,

members of The Mighty Sound of the

South marching band perform for the

crowd. Homecoming Week included

activities such as guest speakers,

comedians and a pep rally.

Photo by Dale Wotson
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Big Blue.
Before the Homecoming football game against Ole

Miss, members of the team run onto the field to stop

the Rebels. However, the Tigers lost, 34-3, and were

"out-coached and out-played," according to head

coach Rip Schere.

Photo by Dale Watson

Showing support.
As part of the yard display competition. Alpha Tau

Omega/Alpha Gamma Delta decorated their yard with

this display of Tiger victory. Homecoming Week was

sponsored by the Student Activities Council and the

Student Ambassador Board.

Photo by Dale Watson

Homecoming Week
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We've enjoyed

playing in the mud since

we've been kids, and

this gives us the excuse

to do it once again.

SAMEMUD
Like the fountain of youth, the event lured players to revert to their younger
years. But it was not water that caused the players to recall their childhood.

It was the mud.
Six inches of mud covered several volleyball courts on which about

250 participants of Mud Bowl I played.

"We've enjoyed playing in the mud since we've been kids, and this

gives us the excuse to do it once again," said Jeremy Ricketts, English

senior and member of Emma Jean, the winning six-person team which
won a prize of $100.

The tournament, formerly known as Mudball, was sponsored by the

Student Ambassador Board and involved teams of both six and two
participants.

Emma Jean's members formed the team the day of the event to

compete, but the members of the winning two-person team, The Divers,

practiced by playing volleyball recreationally together for several months
before the tournament.

"Everyone threw everyone else into the mud," said Rob Paesche,
mechanical engineering freshman and member of The Divers, which won
a prize of $50.

Most of The Divers' prize money was used for a bachelor party

for Chris Zocolla, the other member of The Divers and 1994
University graduate, Paesche said.

For Dave Snee, captain of Emma Jean and architecture senior,

Mudbowl was not only non-traditional fun, but was also a chance to

bond with friends.

"If you want to dunk someone in the mud, it's usually not called

for," Snee said. "But there are no hard feelings that day."

Participants were able to see administrators as well as students

play in the mud.
"Usually we see them as polished, but not today," said Angela

Milam, early childhood education junior.

When Leighanne Hart Fowler, Student Ambassador Board advisor and
special events coordinator for University President V. Lane Rawlins,

organized the two administrative teams, she received a couple of eager

phone calls from prospective participants.

"I had to do a little arm twisting on the others," she said.

Profits from the tournament benefited the J. Wayne Johnson Memorial

Scholarship fund, named for the University's first Tiger mascot, and awarded
to outstanding student leaders each spring.

But in the end, showing support for the Student Ambassador Board and the

scholarship caused only enjoyment for the teams playing, Fowler said.

"Getting muddy
wasn't as bad as I

thought it would be—
and I did get muddy,"

she said.

Bethany White

Are we muddy yet?
Testing out the mud, participants begin to practice for

their first Mudbowl match. The tournament transferred

the Alumni Center lawn into several muddy volleyball

courts and involved both six and two-member teams.

Photo by Dave Parker
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Servin' up some mud.
Standing at the back of volleyball court filled with six inches

of mud, Brady Porter, management sophomore, holds the

ball up as he prepares to serve. Mudbowl I profits benefited

the
J.
Wayne Johnson Memorial Scholarship fund, named for

the University's first Tiger mascot.

Photo by Dave Parker

Trash can sink.
Standing at a trash can full of water, Amy Tatum, biology

junior and member of Emma Jean, the winner of the six-

participant division, rinses off her hands. Emma Jean was

organized the day of the event and was not only awarded

a prize of $ 1 00, but also beat the reigning champions,

according to Jeremy Ricketts, English senior.

Photo by Dave Parker

Hey, that's my daddy!
While her mother, Stephanie Beasley, holds her, Dakota

Beasley cheers as she watches her father. Dr. Daniel

Beasely, assistant to the dean for the College of Arts and

Sciences, play volleyball in the mud for the Administrator

Terminators' Mudbowl I team against Media Relations.

During the tournament, about 250 participants played

volleyball in six inches of mud.

Photo by Dave Parker

Mud Bowl
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Gueysts myst hav

nayles cleane or

they wyll dysgust

theyre table

companyones

POSSIBLE
Turning the University Center ballroom into a 16th century great hall is no
minor feat, but every year the tapestry and coats of arms drape the walls,

and guests attend the Madrigal Dinner, which marks the beginning of the

Christmas season on campus.
In order to enjoy the music of the Camerata singers, jokes of the court

jester and the menu of wassail, cranberry orange sallat, roasted chicken

breast, carrots vichy and plum pudding, guests must follow the rules of

"etyqueit" listed in the program and read by the jester, James Tarrant,

music instructor.

"Gueysts myst hav nayles cleane or they wyll dysgust theyre table

companyones," stated Tarrant. Other rules included not picking their

teeth, leaving bones on the table or telling unseemly tales at dinner.

"Gueysts myst not wype theyre greezy fingers on theyre beardes," was
another stipulation noted by Tarrant.

After reading these rules, Tarrant called for the wassail, the drink that

began the festivities for the night. "Be out with the old and the stale,

waiters—bring on the wassail!"

The wassail was served, and the king, Dr. Richard Ranta, dean of the

College of Communication and Fine Arts, and his queen, Dr. Carol

Crown, associate professor of art, toasted the audience and then

watched as the guests ate their meal. Entertainment during the dinner

included jokes from the court jester, melodies played by lutist John
Ross, music graduate student, as well as duets sung by members
of the choir.

Also a part of the entertainment were three recorder players,

including Deanna Stark, music history graduate student, who has

been involved with the Madrigal Dinner for 10 years. Stark felt that

the outreach of the dinner was one of its most important purposes.

"It draws people in from the community who wouldn't otherwise

come to campus," she said.

Continuing to entertain the guests, the court jester also let the

visitors know what exactly was happening.

After Tarrant finished his antics, the Camerata Singers took the stage

and sang for their guests.

When the group had sung its sings, interspersed with music from the

recorders and trumpet fanfares, Tarrant sent the guests on their way.

"We send one wish for you—that love and peace may reign with you,"

he said.

Bethany White

Campus royalty.
During the exit procession,

University King and Queen John Du

Ban, psychology senior, and Callie

Calloway, make their way down the

main aisle. The dinner turned the

University Center ballroom into a

Sixteenth Century dining hall.

Photo by Dale Watson
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The main course.
While helping to carry in the pork

dinner, servant Neal Oldham,

undecided freshman, parades past

Sara Shelton, undecided freshman.

The diners had to follow many

interesting rules, such as not

"wyping greezy fingers on theyre

beardes."

Photo by Dale Watson

A harmonious bunch.
As the guests were dining, members of the choir sing for their

enjoyment. Students and faculty from the department of theatre and

dance as well as members of the Students Activities Council organized

and participated in the event.

P/ioto by Dale Watson Madr igal Dinner
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Most of the

computer labs pick up

at night, but the

McWherter lab stays

busy all the time

HOTSPOT
During the week, the library closes at 1 1 p.m., the University Center closes

at 10 p.m. and the Tiger Den closes at 9 p.m.

The TigerLan Lab inside the Ned R. McWherter Library, however, is one
place on campus that does not close. But even with 24-hour access, keeping

up with student demand proved difficult.

Complete with 20 computers, the lab allows students access to the word
processing, graphics applications as well as the Internet and the World Wide
Web. The TigerLan Lab hosted a continually increasing number of students

throughout the semester, according to Farokh Eslahi, manager of client

services in information services.

"You can tell from observations, such as when every machine is taken,"

he said. "Most of the computer labs pick up at night, but the McWherter lab

stays busy all the time."

With peak hours lasting all day, students found it increasingly harder to

find a computer on which to work.

"We've had many complaints about students not being able to get on a

machine," Eslahi said.

One student, Nino Scruggs, history senior, once waited for two and a half

hours before getting a computer.

"It's hard to get here in time to find a computer," said Scruggs, who works
full-time and who turned in three papers late because of the problem.

The complaints were enough to cause the administrators to keep
the engineering computer lab open during finals along with the

McWherter TigerLan Lab.

For some students, however, accessing a computer was not a
problem.

"Usually when I come here in the afternoon, there is a computer
available," said Heather Wolak, political science senior.

But instead of waiting, if she could not find an available computer,

she could go home to use her computer there, she said.

For students who could not go home to use a computer, there were
four Macintoshes and 16 PCs at high demand in the TigerLan Lab,

along with 12 tables and numerous chairs, all of which could be accessed with

the help of a University ID card.

Eslahi contributed the high usage of the lab to its central location and its 24-

hour access.

"Students shouldn't have to spend time waiting when they could be
spending time with their families—or sleeping," Scruggs said.

Bethany White

In deep thought.
Staring at his screen intently, Andy

Auston, physical education senior,

finishes up a final project. While some

students worked, other students often

waited for them to finish, sometimes

for hours. Because of this demand,

another computer lab was kept open

around the clock during finals,

according to Farokh Eslahi, manager of

client services in information services.

Photo by Dale Watson
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Power trip.
With the computer stations full, David Scott,

healthcare management senior, uses his laptop

computer at a table in the TigerLan Lab inside the Ned

R. McWherter Library. With a total of 20 computer

stations in this 24-hour lab, the need often outnum-

bered the students' demand for on-line access.

Photo by Dak Watson

Arched and ready.
While typing a paper on Sunday night, a student pauses

while she looks at a book for information. The

TigerLan Lab was open 24 hours to students, who had

immediate access to the lab with their University IDs.

The lab included 16 PCs, four Macintoshes and about

1 2 tables and a number of chairs for student use.

Photo by Dale Watson

Compute, compute.
While working on final papers, sending electronic mail

and surfing the World Wide Web, students stared at

screens and plucked at keyboards inside the TigerLan

Lab inside the Ned R. McWherter Library. While some

students could choose to use a home computer if a

station was not available, others could not. and ended

up waiting. For Nino Scruggs, history senior, the wait

became two and a half hours one night after work.

Photo by Date Watson

TigerLan Lab
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There was a $250

prize for first place,

$ 1 50 for second, and

$100 for third, and

it's ail just for twisting

your body

THETWIST
Come on baby, let's do the twist.

During the Spring Fling that's exactly what the Student Activities Council

was promoting.

Regardless of whether they were contorting their bodies while playing

a game of Twister during the Twister contest or dancing to the music at

one of the concerts, everyone that joined in the festivities of SAC's
Spring Fling was "doin' the twist."

Spring Fling was a week-long event that began with Monday's Twister

Tournament. According to Ryan McKeever, chair of SAC's novelty and
variety committee and management information systems sophomore,
students could both pre-register and register on the day of the

tournament.

"There was a $250 prize for first place, $150 for second, and $100 for

third, and it's all just for twisting your body," said McKeever. Also, SAC
served free Sprite and pretzels and grilled hamburgers during the

contest.

On Tuesday, SAC's movie committee rented the Highland

Quartet Theater. "Students were able to attend the midnight

showing for only one dollar with their student ID," said Marissa

Frazier, chair of SAC's movie committee and criminology and
criminal justice sophomore. "When we did this during the fall

semester, we sold out the midnight showing. We figured we would

try it again in the spring, and sure enough it sold out again," she
said.

Then, on Wednesday, SAC's promotions committee held a key

lime pie eating contest in Tiger Den. "We had a total of nine

contestants, and they competed three at a time," said John DuBan,
chair of SAC's promotions committee and psychology senior.

After those

three contests, the three

winners, who were Kevin

Woodruff, international

relations junior, Billy

Garaffa, finance senior,

and Todd Truelove,

mechanical engineering

freshman, competed
again for first, second,

and third place.

According to DuBan,
there was a $100 prize

for first place, $75 for

continued on page 28

Dj Effie.
While playing music for the

Twister participants to compete

to, Effie Gilliard, undecided

freshman, calls out colors and

body parts for them. The

contestants competed for a

grand prize of $250.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps



Can I have more?
After finishing his pie during the pie-eating contest,

Robert Green, English sophomore, cleans his hands

and looks for more. There was a $100 prize for first

place in the contest.

Photo by Dave Parker

Nice socks.
While getting a foot on the green circle, David Tyler,

English senior, shows off his argyles while Mindy

Kantner, undecided freshman, manages to get her foot

on a dot too. The Twister competition allowed for

students to pre-register and to register on site .

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

You get it our way.
While cooking hamburgers for the students

at the Spring Fling. SAC members Neal

Oldham, undecided freshman, and Wesley

Gentry, undecided freshman, have to stand

back from the heat of the grill. SAC provided

burgers. Sprites, and pretzels for anyone

who attended.

Photo by Michael S Van Epps

Spring Fling
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I don't have time for

that, so I keep going.

I end up going to a

snack machine

wakka kilt

SOMETIME
Students would wait. And wait. And then wait some more.

There were lines when registering, lines when adding or dropping a class,

and lines when getting lunch in the Tiger Den. And when calling in via

modem to get on-line, students often waited in another kind of line, trying

over and over for a connection.

Some chose to wait, but others did not.

Scot Adams, civil engineering senior, planned his day around any
lines on campus, avoiding the Bursar's office during lunch, for example.

The lines at the Tiger Den, however, did not phase Adams.
"Most restaurants have long lines during lunch anyway, so it doesn't

bother me," he said.

When Cheryl Baldick, English senior, saw a long line at the Tiger Den
during lunch, however, she usually did not wait. "I don't have time for

that, so I keep going," she said. "I end up going to a snack machine."

When students went to the University Center at the end of the fall

semester to register, however, the wait was shorter. And when they went
to the University Center to register at the end of the spring semester, the

wait was even shorter than before.

Baldick agreed. "Once you got accustomed to using the phone
system, there was no problem," she said.

At a time when complaints about waiting had peaked,

registration for the spring semester went even more quickly

—

almost students went directly to a computer terminal, few waited

longer than 90 seconds in the Center, and most everyone
completed the task in three to five minutes, according to the

enrollment services management team.

But Angel Howell, journalism senior, found that the lines at

registration were not much better this time around.

"Usually when I see a line, I go somewhere else," Howell said.

While that option was not available for registration, she often chose to

leave, like some students, rather than to stay and to wait.

Bethany White

Hurry Up.
While waiting to pay for their food

in the Tiger Den, students have to

wait while others check out. Some

students avoided the cafeterias

because of the occasional long waits.

Photo by Dave Parker
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In a line of the past, students wait to go to a

computer to register. During spring registration

for fall I 996, however, students waited in line for

a shorter period of time to go to a room in the

back of the registration center full of phones for

phone registration.

Photo by Frank Benedetti

Drop/Add Lines
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We set up a jar

full of small

twisted pretzels

in Tiger Den

\z\'$ do

THETWIST
continued from page 24

second, and $50 for third.

Following the contest, students could listen to

the music of Simple Souls. However, this was
only one of two concerts that were scheduled
for the week of Spring Fling.

On Thursday, SAC provided a free concert in

the parking lot on Southern which featured not

only Dishwalia and Tommy Keene, who were
the opening acts, but also the Gin Blossoms.

"The Gin Blossoms are really hot right now,

and we thought they would be something the

students would enjoy," said Anne Bergman,
chair of SAC's comedy and concerts

committee and psychology junior.

Also, SAC held a contest the week before

Spring Fling in which the winner had a chance
to go backstage with a friend and meet the Gin

Blossoms. "We set up a jar full of small twisted

pretzels in Tiger Den," said Christi

Washington, chair of SAC's Tiger Den
committee and undecided sophomore.
"There were forms available for students

to fill out their guess, and the winner was
announced at the Simple Souls concert

that we sponsored during Spring Fling,"

she said.

In order to make the contest fair, the

pretzels were not counted until after the

contest, and in addition to the backstage

passes, the winner got to keep the

pretzels, according to Washington.
For the final day of Spring Fling, SAC

planned no events and encouraged everyone to

just relax, according to DuBan.
.

Jessica Harden

They're in my
parking spot.

During the Spring Concert in the

Southern Parking Lot, students

packed the stage area to hear

Dishwalia, Tommy Keene, and the

Gin Blossoms. "The Gin Blossoms

are really hot right now," said

Anne Bergman, chair of SAC's

comedy and concerts committee

and psychology junior.

Photo by Dak Watson

1

Left foot on red.
During the Twister competition, Mary Craig, international relations

senior, and David Scott, undecided freshman, both get a foot on a red

circle. "It's all just twisting your body," said SAC novelty and variety

chair Ryan McKeever, management information systems sophomore.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps
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GRADUATE
How do you spell relief?

C-o-m-m-e-n-c-e-m-e-n-t.

At the Winter Commencement ceremony, 1 ,220 students received a
degree; 883 were undergraduate degrees. The ceremony was
highlighted by guest speaker Senator Fred Thompson of Tennessee.
Music was provided by the University Brass and Percussion Ensemble
while members of the Student Ambassador Board and Golden Key
Honor Society served as commencement ushers and banner bearers.

"For every nickel I've put in, I've gotten a dime back," said Janis

Milczewski, who graduated cum laude with her degree in sociology. She
was a member of Delta Gamma, the Women's Panhellenic Council,

Omicron Delta Kappa and Golden Key. She says she has an "intrinsic

desire to serve people. I'm not following a career for the money. That's

not what fills you up on the inside."

Twenty students graduated summa cum laude (more than 3.8),

71 graduated magna cum laude (3.5-3.79), and 93 graduated cum
laude (3.25-3.49).

David Snee, who graduated with an engineering technology

maturing, learning degree and was a member of SGA, Student Ambassador Board,

and Alpha Tau Omega, said, "I've been 100 percent happy. It's

responsibility and been the total college experience."

Looking back on his college career, Joey Boyd, who received his

Understanding the degree in political science and psychology and was an officer of the

Interfraternity Council, Phi Gamma Delta, and did volunteer work

real World witn United Way and United Cerebral Palsy, said, "There are a lot of

opportunities to get involved, especially for students from out of

town. It's been a growing experience, a time of maturing, learning

responsibility and understanding the real world. It's been a preparation for

the future, having the opportunity to make some mistakes, to learn some
personal habits and to learn what you need to do to change those before

you get out into the business world. The biggest thing I've learned is how
to work with people and to relate with other people."

Good luck in the real world.

It's been a growing

experience, a time of

Michael S. Van Epps

The President's
Platform Party.

While sitting on The President's

Platform, Faculty members Dr.

Maurice Mendel, dean of the School

of Audiology and Speech Pathology;

Dr. Toni Bargagoiotti, dean of the

Loewenberg School of Nursing; and

Dr. Richard Ranta, dean of the

College of Communication and Fine

Arts, peruse their programs. More

than 1 ,000 students graduated at the

Winter Commencement.

Photo by Dole Watson



When do we start.
Before receiving their degrees,

students wait anxiously for the

ceremony to begin. Tennessee Senator

Fred Thompson was the guest speaker

at the Winter Commencement.

Photo by Dale Watson

Good luck.
After receiving their degrees,

graduating seniors are congratulated

and wished good luck by President V.

Lane Rawlins. Sociology graduate Jams

Milczewski said that "for every nickel

I've put in, I've gotten a dime back."

Photo by Dale Watson

The big day.
While waiting for the ceremony to begin, students take in the atmosphere at

the Pyramid. Almost 200 students graduated with honors—a 3.25 or above.

Photo by Date Watson

Graduation
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The

construction

might not be

worth all the

hassle

I CLOSED
Over the hills and through the mud, we're just trying to get to class. During

the spring semester, several parts of the University campus became one
big detour. Dodging bulldozers and trying not to fall into the trenches

became an everyday occurrence.

The construction of the Ned McWherter Library mall fell behind

schedule because of weather conditions, and students were forced to

walk around the orange plastic fences. Avoiding these fences meant that

students were forced to take unusually long routes to class. "It takes me
ten minutes to get to places I used to be able to walk to in three or four,"

said Melissa Jones, nursing freshman. "The construction might not be
worth all the hassle."

When approaching the campus from Central Avenue, students were
faced with two choices. They could choose the detour to the left or the

detour to the right. They were paths either around the parking garage or

towards the library. These detour routes posed even greater problems for

the University's disabled students who are in wheelchairs. Because
one of the two paths was not wheelchair accessible, their choice of

detours was narrowed down to only one.

Jamie Feltus, business sophomore, predicted that "the problems
aren't going to get any better, especially when they begin

construction on the new arts center." Construction of the arts center

is planned to begin next fall and will not be completed until spring

of 1998.

However many problems might arise, some students back the

University were glad to see the improvements. "A lot of us are

happy to see the changes. The University is improving its image
and a few inconveniences are okay," said Kalista King, undecided
sophomore.

As the students drudged through the trenches and dodged the

bulldozers, the anticipation of a more beautiful campus was constantly

promised them. With the planned construction for future years, however,

the detours have just begun.

:/'*\
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Lone Sweeney

The road not taken.
Outside of the Ned McWherter Library,

a detour sign directs students to

alternate paths. Some students felt that

the temporary inconveniences may not

be worth all of the trouble.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

DETOUR DETOUR
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After leaving the library, Danny Ward, biology senior, has to walk

around the construction site of the library plaza. Workers were busy

building the plaza throughout the spring semester.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Watch for potholes.
While walking home from class, Greg Jordan,

English senior, and Andrew Ruhland.

undecided freshman, have to avoid the large

holes dug in the street. Utility crews worked

for more than two months repairing problems

in the neighborhood west of campus.

Photo by Michael S Van Epps

Hard at work.
While working on the library plaza, a

construction crew lays the foundation for a

sidewalk. Many students had to go far out of

their way to get around the construction site.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps
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LETME IN
"No Parking As of August 28, 1995" read the signs on Veterans Avenue.
The street was gated this year in an attempt to provide more parking

spaces for residence students. Although this action was favorable for

those living in the dorms, it caused parking problems for other students.

When Veterans Avenue was gated, the students living in dorms were
the top priority for the office of parking affairs. Diane Hale, director of

parking operations, reported that "residence students are one of the

biggest concerns we have." Hale knew that residence parking was
limited, especially by Richardson Towers. There, many students had
problems with commuters and even non-students taking parking spaces
that were reserved for residents through higher fees.

Putting up gates caused problems as well as solutions for students.

Both commuters and faculty were affected. In most cases, students and
staff were ticketed and sometimes even had their cars towed. An
estimated 32 spaces were taken from the faculty and staff in providing

more spaces for dorm students.

Parking by the library also became inaccessible. This left many late-

night students parking in unsafe areas in order to get to the library. An
abundance of parking citations were also issued. However, Hale said

that "we really write a very small number of tickets compared to other

universities, such as UT-Knoxville. Our estimated citation revenue

is $250,000, while theirs is around $2 million."

The parking office believes that taking away spaces will result in

more interaction between students. "We don't want a campus
where students can simply park their cars by the door and walk in,"

Conditions they reports Hale. Gating streets would promote a pedestrian campus
because students would have to park in designated areas and walk

should Stand up and to their destinations. "I've found that it's easiest to just park off of

campus and ride my bike to all of my classes," said Brooks V.

Say Something Brown, communications senior.

There are possible solutions to the ongoing parking problem.

Building a parking garage would be one such solution. However, students

must be willing to pay for it. A new parking lot or garage would be very

expensive to use only a few hours during the day. In addition, there are

8600 parking spaces at the present time and some commuters are not

using those spaces. There is also a possibility of utilizing a shuttle or bus
on campus to reduce the need for parking spaces.

Although the parking situation is still unresolved, Hale said that

proposals and plans are in the making. SGA office secretary Lee
Kemodle, undecided sophomore, said that "if students want a change in

the parking conditions they should stand up and say something."

If students want a

change in the parking

: .......
.
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Melissa Fitzhugh
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Just doing his job.
When finished writing the parking citation, student parking officer Todd

Kenton, criminal justice junior, drives away in his patrol cart. About $250,000 is

collected annually by parking citations.

Photo by Dave Parker

No Parking.
After raising an illegally parked car onto the tow truck, student parking officers

ason Whitmore, undecided sophomore, and Jason Sealy, undecided

sophomore, talk with the truck driver. Many students found that parking was

limited around campus buildings.

Photo by Dave Parker

While parking around the Ned McWherter Library was limited, many

students decided to park in the field behind it Creating new parking

spaces for residents was a main concern of the Parking Office, according

to director Diane Hale.

Photo by Dove Parker

Gated Parkin g Lots
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Huge ice storm strikes Memphis!
Well, not exactly. After forecasters predicted that Memphis would receive

six inches of snow and everything would be shut down, the city got a light

dusting. The campus experienced minimal icing, but the low

temperatures did affect some of the area.

Despite the lack of snow, the campus closed for two days. Over that

period of time, a pipe in the Ned McWherter Library sprinkler system
burst and caused extensive flooding. Jim Heliums, vice-president of

physical plant and planning, said, "The accident was caused by a faulty

damper in the sprinkler system. The damper was designed to keep air

out of the pipes, but in this case the damper allowed air into the pipe

which caused it to freeze and consequently burst."

-p, . I The damage affected many parts of the library's first and second
I he accident was floors. Carpets and ceiling tiles were both damaged and a small

, , ( I
amount of damage was also done to the furniture. Computer

Caused by a faulty damage was hard to determine, but Ken Smith of the net

administration team in Administration Services said that, "of the 33
damper in the machines that did get wet, not all of them could have sustained

damage." Around 500 reference books were also damaged.
Sprinkler System Despite the damage, crews worked overnight to ensure that the

library could open the next day. Amelle Huggins, associate director

of libraries, said, "although

the library wouldn't look

good, we had it open for its

normal hours." The library

was open the next day, but

without the normal

computer facilities open.

After two weeks, the

computers were back up,

and it was business as

usual. Damage still

remained, but the normal
hours were met. Complete
repairs were scheduled to

be made by the end of the

spring semester.

Lone Sweeney

?_

Where's the carpet?
While walking across the periodicals section on the

second floor, Jeremy Maxwell, undecided junior,

surveys the water damage. Much of the first and

second floors were damaged when a pipe burst.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps



Plastic protection.
After cleaning up the water that sprayed the library, workers covered most

of the furniture with plastic to protect it from further damage. Freezing

temperatures and snow caused the University to close for two days.

Photo by Dave Porker

Drying the walls.
After water sprayed most of the first and second floors, members of

physical plant and planning mop up the puddles. Several computers and

around 500 books were damaged.

Photo by Dove Parker

Library Flood
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Our income is

estimated at

around $2.8 million

for the year ending

June 30, 1995

wceA vome

FOODB\ST
If you are what you eat, then what are you if you eat on campus?
The University offers many places to eat for hungry students, but the Tiger

Den and the cafeteria in the University Center are where most students go
to get a bite to eat.

Tiger Carts are also available in several buildings and are stocked with

finger foods like chips, fruit and sandwiches. "Tiger Carts are helpful

because you can grab something to eat on your way to class if you don't

have much time," said Angela Winter, music junior.

The most popular vendors are the fast food establishments in the

cafeterias. After a two-year wait, Chick-fil-A finally opened in the

University Center. Between the Tiger Den and the UC a Subway,
Taco Bell, Pizza Hut and Corky's Bar-B-Que are also available.

"There is a good variety of restaurants, but the food is a little over

priced," said Jennifer Barron, undecided freshman. Students are

able to use cash or Tiger Funds at the registers in the cafeterias.

"Our income is estimated at around $2.8 million for the year

ending June 30, 1995," said Danny Felker, associate director of

administration and business services.

If students are not in the mood for fast food or the Tiger Carts,

there are many alternatives. Health conscious students can pick up
something a little healthier at the salad bars. The breakfast center

has items like cereal, bagels, pancakes and eggs. Grille works offers

heartier food such as hamburgers and other sandwiches.

"I eat on campus everyday and I enjoy the food. The quality of the food

is definitely getting better," said Amy Hunt, journalism senior.

There are all sorts of sweet possibilities in the cafeterias. Ice cream
stands, cappacino machines, and the bake shop are open for students

who need a recharge of sugar and caffeine.

No matter what the students at the University are in the mood for, the

food services are almost always able to satisfy.

Kerry Avens

The ladies and gentle-
men who^unch.

While in the Tiger Den, Lei Geng,

economics graduate; Ajay Chawdhry,

business graduate; and Voralax

Siriratchuwong, business graduate, decide

who gets to eat the crackers. Many students

feel the cafeterias, located in Jones Hall and

the University Center, are very handy.

Photo by Dave Parker
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Chow down man.
Before eating his lunch, Walter Flowers, undecided

freshman, taste tests his food. The University offers many

places to eat for hungry students. Tiger Carts are also

available for students on the go.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell

"Do you have any tater tots?"
While in line at Subway, Douglas Diets, civil engineering

junior, requests his favorite lunch of tuna on wheat. Subway

is one of the most popular restaurants on campus.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell

"What are your feelings
on global warming?"
On their lunch break. Dr. David Appleby,

theatre and communication arts professor,

and Steve Ross, theatre and communication

art professor, have a little snack and a

conversation between classes in Tiger Den.

There are salad bars and low fat foods for

health conscious students in the Tiger Den.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell
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I used them a

lot until they

made us start

paying for it

SPECIAL
They became living environments fit for kings and queens.

Well, good enough for college students anyway.
The department of residence life spent nearly $3 million renovating the

dorms on campus. According to director Danny Armitage, the dorms
received new washers and dryers, new elevators, new lounge furniture,

new carpets and cabinets, and new plumbing systems.

Furthermore, plans were made to renovate the game room in

Richardson Towers and to open the cafeteria and Pizza Hut some time

J

soon.

"We are hoping that food services will bring back the cafeteria some
time down the road," Armitage said.

Many students took advantage of the modern washer and dryer

facilities right away.
"When they first installed the machines, they made it free to use

the dryers as a promotion," said Karin Cox, physical education

senior. "I used them a lot until they made us start paying for it."

Despite the new look in most dorms, the rules and regulations of

life in the dorms still apply. Visitation hours remained unchanged
and students are still not allowed to have hot plates or other heat-

producing

appliances.

"I have lived in the

dorms all throughout

my college career, like

an idiot," said Leigh

Williams, political

science senior. "I was
really good for the first

three years, but now
that I'm almost done,

I've started to get bad.

Don't tell my RA."

Michael S. Van Epps

Eight ball in the corner.
While playing pool on one of the new pool

tables in his dorm, resident, Jonathan

Carroll, undecided freshman, watches his

shot intensely. New lounge accomodations

were provided for in most of the dorms.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Nice boxers.
While doing his laundry in the basement of Robison

Hall, resident Brent Gilliam, nursing junior, takes his

clean clothes from the new dryer. The department

of residence life installed new washer and dryer

facilities in all of the dorms.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps
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It made me want

to get out and vote

THEVOTE
Beavis and Butthead, The Real World and the Top Twenty Video

Countdown are usually what MTV brings to mind.

However, MTV is trying to change its image by promoting voter

awareness.

Rock the Vote is a program that encourages students to register for

upcoming elections. The program has a bus that travels around the

country following candidates and registering young people.

The Choose or Lose bus paid a visit to the University and set up camp
in front of the Administration Building. "I was walking to class and all of a

sudden saw this multi-colored bus parked in the middle of the sidewalk,"

said Michelle Campbell, journalism senior. "I think the very sight of the

bus alone made a lot of people go up and find out what it was all about."

The Choose or Lose team was assisted by several students from

various organizations, including the Campus Democrats. By playing clips

of the candidates while they were campaigning and blaring modern
music over their speakers, the team was able to get the attention of

anyone that walked by. Once the students went up to see what the

commotion was all about, the team registered them to vote. If the

students were already registered, the team asked them to sign a
pledge card promising to vote that would be mailed to them around

that Very day, but election time. "I was already registered and voted in the last

presidential election too, but I did sign a pledge card," said Todd

there Were no polls Barber, psychology senior. "It's good to see that MTV does have a
social conscience enough to get the younger people involved in our

Open that day country's election."

.

The bus featured interesting designs drawn on the outside with

quotes of famous people about politics and government written on the

sides. "I was really excited

to see the bus, it made me
want to get out and vote

that very day, but there

were no polls open that

day," said Brian Simmons,
communications
sophomore. "I did choose
not to lose."

Kerry Avens

What are the issues?
After promising to vote in the coming

election, Kevin Gallagher, political science

senior, Mike Padilla, foreign languages senior,

and Jason King, political science senior,

discuss the issues. Many students were

inspired to consider the current issues for

the upcoming presidential election.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell
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Get on the bus.
While listening to popular music being blasted from the

Choose or Lose bus, students register to vote and sign voter

promise cards. MTV sponsored the bus on many college

campuses to help increase the number of students voting in the

presidential elections.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell

Choosing not to lose.
After registering with the Choose or Lose staff, Dev Starrett,

undecided sophomore, Jason Coulston, undecided freshman,

and Brian Simmons, communications sophomore, talk about

the presidential candidates. "It made me want to get out and

vote that very day," said Simmons.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell

Choose or Lose
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I have been

late many

times because

of the trains

CU\SSVILLE
Most University students have grown out of their love for "The Little Engine
That Could" bedtime story.

There are many obstacles that can get in the way of a student getting to

class on time. Malfuntioning alarm clocks, late carpools and car

accidents all play their part in delaying students. One of the most
common and frustrating obstacles, however, is a train.

"The trains are a terrible inconvenience because they always seem to

be coming right when classes start," said Jana Slemons, biology

freshman.

The train tracks that run east to west go across many of the main
streets in Memphis. Traffic on Mendenhall, Perkins, Central, and

Highland can be held up for what seems like hours to the hurrying

student. Many careless drivers often try to rush across the tracks

and beat the train, but the rest just put their cars in park and wait it

out.

Trains can also delay students who need to cross the tracks on
foot. "I have been late many times because of the trains," said

Lauren Vanderscaff, graphic design senior. "They are really

annoying."

A second after the approaching train blows its warning horn,

students run as fast as they can to try to make it to the other side. The
leftovers stand back and hope that the train is short enough for them to

arrive on time in class. Trains are an important part of the transportation

system. They can move a lot of cargo a long way economically.

But to students, both in cars and on foot, they are a major frustration. "I

understand that they have a purpose, but it does not have anything to do
with me and they cause me to be delayed." said Casey Casteel,

undecided freshman.

Kerry Avens

Late for class.
While waiting for the train to

pass so that he can get to his

class, Juan Sacoto, business

graduate, tries to see if the

end is in sight. Most students

found the trains to be

annoying and a hindrance for

getting to class on time.

Photo by Dave Parker
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Let's get out of here.
While moving their belongings at the end of the school

year, Greg Steiner, business graduate, and Tony Dohogne,

undecided freshman, argue about who owns the ironing

board. Some students had to move their things out of one

room and into storage for the fall semester.

Photo by Dave Parker
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I took an exam

the morning we

moved out. I was

ready to die.

GOODBYES
One would think juggling would be a required class, with all that students

often had to balance at the end of each semester.

But the class was not listed as required for any major, and the students

that did juggle working, studying for finals, and moving out of the dorms
did not receive credit for their performances.

Trista Blair, communications senior, knew this all too well. She had
eight papers due in two weeks, on top of her other finals, and when a

large job came in where she worked, she stayed late—until 5 a.m. the

Thursday before finals began. And then she had to find time to move out

of Richardson Towers North.

Her preparation for the final few weeks of the semester began just

after her midterms were over, researching for her papers, and then each
weekend was spent going through books and photocopies, studying.

Doing all that was difficult, she said, but imagine packing between exams
as well.

"I took an exam the morning we moved out," Blair said. "I was ready to

die." In regards to this final crunch for time, Blair said it was her worst

semester yet, even though it was her best semester grade-wise.

Others had lived through the final crunch before, and had decided to

remove one of the juggling balls: moving out of the dorms. They did that

by moving off-

campus, where,

in her apartment
in Mynders
Village, Tamara
Jones,

international

relations senior,

found she could

concentrate more, and
better, during finals.

"After studying, I can
come in and drop, and
not have to worry about

the logistics of a move,"

Jones said. But moving
off campus had a bad
side for Jones — she
found it harder and
harder to get to class

Continued on page 48

Catching up.
Before his final in the morning, Todd

Barber, psychology senior, tries to catch up

some reading he has neglected. Some

students found themselves staying up all

night to study for their finals.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps
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In a way, it was

like graduation

didn't even

happ

GOODBYESm
Continued from page 46

on time.

Graduating seniors were required to add
another item to their final University juggling

performance before being awarded a diploma.

Graduation practice was held that Friday

morning, and the ceremony began at 3:30 p.m.

In between, students had just enough time to

change clothes and grab lunch. But those living

on campus also had to pack sometime; they

were required to be out of the dorm the following

day.

"My problem wasn't finals and moving out,"

said Kathleen Stevens, biology senior. "It

was work and graduation."

Rather than celebrating, she and a
friend spent graduation night moving out

of the dorm. Even though those

graduating were allowed to stay in the

dorms until the day after graduation, one

en day longer than other students, the extra

time often did not really help for those with

work, like Stevens.

"It didn't give me enough time to celebrate

graduation and move out," Stevens said. And
while both of her parents wanted to take her out

to dinner, she had to tell them no.

"In a way, it was like graduation didn't even
happen," she said.

This final semester was one of her lighter

loads, however. "If it had been one of my regular

semesters, there would have been no way. I

would have owed a late fee."

Almost any day of the semester, most students

would claim they did not have
enough time. And most
students juggled classes and
work all semester. But in the

final crunch, learning to juggle it

all often took the cake.

Bethany White

What's your opinion?
While trying to review for a final the next

day, business graduates Hubert Wong and

Ramesh Balakrishnan. discuss the questions

they expect on the exam. Having a study

partner made it easier for most students

to concentrate on studying.

Photo by Dave Parker
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I think this is my chair.
While moving out of Robison Hall, Peter

Watson, journalism graduate, stops to

consider is he is taking the University's

chair. Many students found that the stress

of finals and moving out in the same week

was very difficult.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

These were not made
for lazy boys.
After picking up his lounge chair, Brent

Phillips, art senior, realizes that it may be

heavier than he thought. Some students

stay in the dorms over the summer just

to avoid having to move their belongings.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps
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A nice, grassy
perch.
Before starting to study on a sunny

spring afternoon, John Turner,

physics graduate, finds a

comfortable place in the grass.

Most students tried to find ways to

relieve the stress of finals.

Photo by Dave Parker

Final Exams/Moving Out
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The foundation ofcampus organizations hinged on unity,

seen even in differences. When classes were over,

organizations gave students not only a place to share

their concerns with others, but also a place to break free

of their daily routine.

During the Student Government Association's Unity

Week, harmony was heralded in a unity quilt and a unity I
€

rally. But itwas one nightwhen unitytook the floor atthe

Mall of Memphis' ice rink, offering free skating for |^

students.

And the Residence Hall Association opened its doors for

students to relax, drink mock cocktails and place their

bets during Casino Night. Uniforms gave way to T-shirts

and early morning physical training gave way to friendly

competition during the annual ROTC Commander's

Cup.

The Women's Action Coalition joined together to

compete against domestic violence, protestingthe deaths

and beatings of both body and soul, by standing in vigil on

a street corner with signs. Unified in their purpose, all

organizations offered a needed escape to students,

whether it was to play blackjack, ice skate, or voice their

concerns in solidarity.

And even though the events differed, the unity across

campus became one that was continually built upon.

JESSICA HARDEN
Section Editor

Welcome to the
Tomb of Doom.
During a rally at a Tiger home

game, members of die Mob Sq

the Student Activities Council s

—mittee, lead the fans in che

:eam. The squad was prese
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STAN DU P
TAKE NOTICE

the

im

The main

concern

is to make

sure

there is

no more

violence.

Jessica Harden

our typical drunken fraternity party, right?

Not quite.

At one of the Kappa Alpha fraternity parties,

the combination of a fender bender and some
alcohol led not only to a fist fight, but also to an
increase in racial tensions at the University. The
fight, involving several Kappa Alpha fraternity

members and three University athletes, caused
the Black Student Association to call for

mediate action.

A special meeting was held the day after the

fight in order to discuss the incident and the

overall racial tensions that had been building on
campus.

The approximately 200 students who attended

the meeting decided to boycott all campus stores

and activities, except classes, until the fate of

Kappa Alpha was determined. They also decided
to hold a sit-in outside President V. Lane Rawlins'

office every day until the situation was dealt with

justly, according to Cory Major, Black Student
Association president and journalism senior.

The main concern, according to Major, was to

make sure that there was no more violence as a
result of the incident and to address the

demands.
The BSA asked for suspension of all of Kappa

Alpha's privileges until a full investigation was
completed, expulsion of all those found guilty,

and a revocation of Kappa Alpha's charter for two
years, according to Jemarion Jones, Black

Student Association membership chair and
journalism junior. "The Black Student Association

also asked that Kappa Alpha's national

headquarters pay the hospital expenses for the

three athletes and give them a formal apology,"

Jones said.

All three groups, school officials, Kappa Alpha,

and the Black Student Association, discussed the

demands. "There has been a tremendous amount
of cooperation from Kappa Alpha," said Dr.

Donald Carson, vice-president of student affairs.

"Without their cooperation, the incident never
would have been cleared up as quickly as it was."

The sit-in lasted three days and was then

continued on page 54-55



Have a seat.
Black Student Association members gather outside of

President V. Lane Rawlins' office. At an emergency meeting

of the BSA, members decided to hold the sit-in every day

until the situation was dealt with justly.

Photograph: Jimmy Shotwell

Is it my turn?
Standing to speak, Roger Fowler, director of public safety,

meets with the Black Student Association in an emergency

meeting to discuss what actions should be taken

concerning the fight at Kappa Alpha's fraternity house. The

BSA held several other meetings to discuss students' views

on the racial tensions at the University.

Photograph: Jimmy Shotwell
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did work very

diligently to

meet our most

continued from page 52-53
ended as an act of good faith for all of the

University's efforts in the investigation. "We did

Administrators tn 's because administrators did work very

diligently to meet our most pressing demand,
which was to have Kappa Alpha off the campus,"
Major said.

A week after the incident the boycott was also

ended because getting food and other supplies

other than through the University was becoming
a problem, according to Katrina Snow, Black

Student Association council chair and undecided

junior.

"There were some students who had no
transportation to off-campus food outlets and
many of them depend on Tiger Fund accounts to

pressing eat," Snow said.

With all of the arguments and confusion, at

least three violent acts of retaliation occured,

demand. one in wnicn a black non-student punched three

Kappa Alpha members on the day after the initial

incident. To help relieve the racial tensions on
campus, several groups held forums that were
open to the entire student body and faculty.

These forums were designed to give people the

opportunity to voice their opinions and offer

suggestions to school officials and student body
officers, according to Carson.

However, this one incident was not the Black

Student Association's only concern. "We are

also concerned with other race related issues

such as recruiting more minority faculty and
offering more African-American heritage courses

that are taught by black professors," Snow said.

According to Snow, the Black Student

Association decided to have t-shirts and buttons

made to remind faculty and students not only of

this incident but also of the fact that there are still

many improvements that need to be made.

Let's eat!
Participating in the boycott of all

campus stores and activities. Novel

King, political science junior, and

Afryca Wagstaff, consumer science

and education junior, help

themselves to the food that the

Black Student Association provided

for its members. The BSA provided

this food because many students

had no other means of getting food

other than through Tiger Funds.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwe//

A time to study.

?_

During the sit-in outside President V. Lane Rawlins office, Chenise

Richardson, psychology senior, uses her shift to get in a little extra

studying. After three days, the Black Student Association decided to

end the sit-in as an act of good faith in response to all of the

University's efforts in the Kappa Alpha investigation.

Photo by pmmey Shotwell
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GET YOUR
KICKS HERE

You don't

have to

know a lot

about

karate to

join.

Kerry Avens

x on, Wax off."

Now that you have seen all three "Karate Kid"

movies, where can you go to act on that Martial

Art impulse?

How about joining the University Karate

Club?

The Karate Club is open to anyone with an
interest in karate. Members can demonstrate or

just watch. "The Karate Club is a good place to

meet other people who are interested in learning

more about karate," said Phillip Howard, fitness

management senior.

Most of the members are recruited from the

karate classes taught for physical education

credit. The members usually meet in one of the

gymnasiums in the Elma Roane Field House to

share stories, moves, ideas and to practice .

Although they are not a team, the members
attend many of the regional karate competitions

and are encouraged to compete.

"It's a chance for people to show off different

karate styles." said Brian Callies, physics

sophomore. "We have a lot of fun when we
compete together."

The university sponsors many seminars for

the club.

Superfoot Bill Wallace, Chuck Norris and
Michael Douglas Walley are just a few of the

masters who have conducted past seminars.

The club members were given the chance to

discuss karate with the professionals and were
taught several new techniques.

"The Karate Club is an opportunity for

students to share their knowledge and skills,"

said Callies.

"You don't have to know a lot about karate to

join," said Jena Scott, nursing sophomore. "The
club is for people who want to learn more."

Mr. Miyagi will be pleased if you join.

Check out this polish.
During a practice session in the Elma Roane Field

House, Joanna Kent, marketing freshman, executes a

front kick. The members of the Karate Club often

met to practice with each other and discuss strategies.

Photo by Dave Parker



While practicing with other club members, Allison Kent,

undecided freshman, demonstrates her favorite punch. The

club sponsors several guest speakers throughout the year to

discuss karate techniques with the members.

Photograph: jimmy Shotwell

While preparing to

practice a kick on a

punching back, Scott

Pangle, psychology

senior, concentrates on

his target. Although the

club is not an official

competing team, many

members do compete

in local tournaments.

Photograph: Jimmy Shotwell
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WA C I S
WATCHING

^
Jessica Harden

We made a

big impact

because

we were

out there,

and people

had no

choice but

to see us.

hy are women looking over their shoulders and watching their backs as
they walk across campus?

Not because someone is stalking them, nor is it because someone is

spying on them. It's because someone is watching them, and that

someone is the Women's Action Coalition.

The Women's Action Coalition is an alliance whose goal is to support

and protect the rights of women, thus the group's motto: "WAC is

watching." WAC has sponsored several activities, including a concert, a
speaker, and a vigil in order to show its support for the many women who
are victims of domestic violence.

The concert featured the bands Car 54, Mr. Oatmeal, Shindig, and
many other alternative bands. All proceeds went into the group's Women's
Legal Defense Fund, according to Michelle Borok, undecided freshman.

"We had a great turnout, and we made more than $1000," she said.

According to Jennifer Sauer, WAC public relations officer and
undecided sophomore, the purpose of the Women's Legal Defense Fund
is to provide money for women who have been abused in some way and
who come to the Women's Action Coalition looking for help. "Women have
come to us before looking for our help, and we have never had the funds

available," she said. "As a result of the concert, we now have the funds to

support the women who ask for our help."

Not only did the concert raise money, Borok said it also made
information available to many people who would otherwise have never

been exposed to such information. "We had tables set up around the room
that provided information about domestic violence and other such crimes

that are committed against women," she said. "It is a scary thought that

one of the leading causes of death among women and children in the U.S.

is domestic violence."

Another activity that the Women's Action Coalition sponsored was a

lecture by Stacey Kabat, a human rights activist and motivator. As a part of

Domestic Violence Awareness Month, Kabat spoke on ways to combat
domestic violence.

According to Kabat there are three ways to fight the violence: making
information about the problem available to the public, giving all people the

human rights that they deserve, and believing in oneself enough to make a
difference. Along with her lecture, Kabat showed her film on domestic

violence. The documentary, which is entitled "Defending Our Lives," won
an Academy Award in 1993.

"Stacey Kabat was a very intense and impressive speaker with many
good ideas on how to act against domestic violence," said Amy Harmon,
interdisciplinary studies senior. "We are going to reorganize our

organization and implement some of the ideas that Stacey presented in

her lecture," said Sauer.

To go along with the lecture, the Women's Action Coalition also

sponsored a week-long vigil at the intersection of Poplar and Highland. All

of the participants wore black and remained silent while standing at the

street corner, according to Harmon. They also held signs stating their

reasons for holding the vigil. The signs stated such statistics as "every 15

seconds a woman is battered in the U.S." According to Sauer, there were
between two and six people at the intersection every day. "I think we had a

big impact because we were out there and people had no choice but to

see us," she said.



Fighting for women's rights.
As cars pass by the intersection of Poplar and Highland, Diana

Schroeder, former student of the University, silently presents her sign

in protest of domestic violence. Before going out to the intersection,

participants took a vow of silence that lasted the entire hour-long shift.

Photograph: Dave Parker

Taking a stand.
Standing in a coffin, Julia Baltz, undecided sophomore, participates in a

vigil against domestic violence. At least two participants were at the

intersection of Poplar and Highland for an hour every day and every

evening, Monday through Friday, during the week-long vigil.

Photograph: Dave Parker
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A life or death situation.
Dressed entirely in black, Adele Hunt, Women's Action Coalition

member, holds up two signs that give statistics about the amount of

domestic violence that occurs in the United States. According to the

Surgeon General, domestic violence is the leading cause of injuries and

one of the leading causes of death for women in the United States.

Photograph: Dave Parker
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ONE NIGHT
MANY PAGES
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Kerry Avens

I've never

really thought

about

everything it

takes to make

the paper a

good one

everyday

Many students read The Daily Helmsman
everyday, some between classes and some during

classes.

The paper covers almost every aspect of student

life at the University. From news to sports to

editorials, the paper has something for almost

everyone. "I read the paper all the time and find it

helps pass the time between classes," said Bobby
Judd, criminal justice junior. "I've never really

thought about everything it takes to make the paper

a good one everyday."

Most of the staff members start working on the

paper when they get out of class and sometimes
stay in the office until after midnight. There are nine

reporters, two photographers, and seven editors

who split the work on each paper. When the paper

is ready to be printed, it is taken to New Albany,

Miss, to be printed. When they are finished, the

papers are brought back to campus and put on the

stands around 9 a.m.

The editors of the Helmsman spend numerous
hours every week on their paper and are usually in

the office until after midnight. "There is no point in

leaving, because all of my friends are here," said

editor-in-chief Matt Wilson, journalism senior.

Working on a newspaper is good job experience

for students and it often wins them awards. Danny
Linton, a communications graduate student who
writes the entertainment section, was voted as

having the best section of his kind by The American
Scholastic Press Association.

Besides the awards, the people who write the

paper seem to be the reason for working so hard

on it.

"The staff of The Helmsman gets along so well,"

said staff reporter Mimi Morgret, journalism senior,

"they have all become my really good friends."

Kimberly Rodgers, journalism senior, agrees,

"The experience is great, of course, but the people

are really why I do this. We're like a family."

The Daily Helmsman is a service that some
students might take for granted. Next time you pick

up a Helmsman remember everything it took to put

it in your hands.



The movie man.
After viewing a current movie. Arts and

Entertainment editor Danny Linton, communica-

tions graduate, writes his review. Linton's

section was voted the best entertainment

section by The American Scholastic Press

Association.

Photo by Dave Parker

Head Honcho.
During a staff meeting, editor-in-chief Matt

Wilson, journalism senior, assigns stories to his

staff. Wilson said, "There is no point in leaving,

because all of my friends are here."

Photo by Dave Parker

While working on a story, managing editor

Jennifer Gurliaccio. journalism senior, discusses

her quotes with Amulya Malladi, journalism

graduate. Most Helmsman editors work at least

I 2 hours each day.

Photo by Dave Parker

Helmsman
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TO THE BEAT
OF THE DRUM

Traveling to

the away

games is the

best part of

being in the

Band

Jessica Harden

ly students work their way through school, a
fgroup of students at the University play their

school,

[roup is seen by anyone who attends any of the

University's home football or basketball games. However,

this group is not a sports group of any kind. It is the

University's Band.

The Band, as a whole, serves several different purposes.

According to Mark McCrory, electrical engineering

sophomore and trumpet player, four different groups exist

within the Band—the Marching Band, the Pep Band,

Concert Band and Symphonic Band.

"The Marching Band plays during the fall at all of the

home football games and the big away games, like

Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi State," he said.

'Traveling to the away games is the best part of being in the

Band," said Perry Pennington, sociology sophomore and
trombone player. "I think I had the most fun playing at

Tulane, because we got to spend some time in New
Orleans," said McCrory. However, being in the Marching

Band is not all fun and games. "We practice 10 hours every

week during regular football season," said John Fox,

accounting sophomore and trumpet player. "It's not that the

music is hard, but the fact that we have to practice marching

together," said McCrory.

The spring semester, however, is a different story. In the

spring the Band is divided into nine different pep bands.

"There are three pep Bands for the men's basketball games
and six pep bands for the women's basketball games," said

McCrory. "That way everyone only has to play at every third

men's game and every sixth women's game, rather than

having the entire band at every home basketball game."

According to Fox, band members only practice

approximately two hours a week during the spring. "We
usually meet about an hour before each game in order to

warm up," said McCrory.

The other two groups—Symphonic Band and Concert

Band—also perform during the spring semester. "We just

perform random concerts throughout the semester," said

Fox. According to McCrory, Band members audition and are

then placed in one of the two bands.

Students must also audition to become a band member.
According to Fox, students must prepare a piece to perform,

sight read some music and play a few scales.

However, band is more than just a way of getting a
scholarship or a fun trip to New Orleans. It is a way of

meeting people. "For me, Band was a good way of getting

into the University and my main way of getting to know
people," said Fox. In fact, "that's how I made most of my
friends when I came to the University."
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Making beautiful music.
Before starting one of their spring concerts,

some of the Symphonic Band members

practice their music while others chat

amongst themselves. Both the Symphonic

Band and the Concert Band perform several

concerts throughout the spring semester.

Photo by Dave Parker

Warming up.
While waiting for the show to start.

Symphonic Band members tune up their

instruments. In order to become a member

of the Symphonic Band, one must audition

by performing a piece, sight reading some

music, and playing a few scales.

Photo by Dave Parker

Pucker up.
Clad in stripes, trumpet players, Joe Smith, undecided freshman, Jason Eaheart.

criminology/criminal justice junior, and Trace Card, undecided freshman, play a pep

song to encourage school spirit during a basketball game. All band members are

divided into three pep bands that play at the men's basketball games.

Photo by Dale Watson

University Band
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AT HOME
WRECKERS

We want

to wreak as

much havoc

on the other

team as we

possibly can

^
Jessica Harden

We all know the cheesy high school cheer, "We've got

spirit, yes we do. We've got spirit, how 'bout you?"

For members of the Student Activities Council (SAC)
spirit committee this is more than just a cheer. It is a serious

question that the members are proposing to not only

students at the University, but also to Tiger fans in general.

The goal of the SAC spirit committee, more commonly
known as the Mob Squad, is to promote spirit at all

University sporting events, according to David Toombs,
theater and communication arts senior. "We try to attend as

many sporting events as possible," he said. According to

Virginia Dallas, art junior, the Mob Squad attends home
games in order to get the fans involved. "We must be doing

something right because the University seems to win the

home games and lose the away games more often than

not," she said.

The tactics of the Mob Squad include everything from

using noise makers and confetti to pom pons and
megaphones. According to Toombs, some members of the

Mob Squad arrive at games two hours early in order to put

signs, confetti, and/or newspapers throughout the student

section as well as to hang the Mob Squad's Banner. "We
hold up the newspapers at specific times throughout the

game in order to show that we don't care what the other

team is doing, like shooting a free throw," he said. "We also

give away things, like t-shirts, at a few of the games," said

Dallas.

Another thing that the Mob Squad does for students at

the University is provide shuttles from campus to the

sporting events. "As a result of this service students don't

have to worry about money for parking," said Dallas. "I think

that we are definitely effective in what we do for the fans as

well as the team," she said. According to Jim Klug,

undecided freshman, the Mob Squad has been so loud that

the other team was forced to leave their bench and go out

on the floor during the time outs. "We want to wreak as

much havoc on the other team as we possibly can," said

Toombs.
"Even though we have received some bad press, I think

that both the teams and the coaches appreciate what we do
for the athletic department," he said. "We bolster team
support by showing our own," said Klug.

However, as with any organization, there is always room
for improvement. "There's no doubt in my mind that we
could do better," said Klug. According to Dallas, there are

25 to 30 active members from a membership of

approximately 80.

"No one can possibly attend every game," she said.

Regardless of who the voice belongs to, "the more voices

we have, the better we are, and the louder we are," said

Toombs.
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Nice to meet you, too.
While attending one of the University's basketball

games, Dick Vitale, ESPN sports commentator

takes a moment to meet some of the fans while, a

fan holds up a sign bearing Vitell's catch phrase,

Tigers are "awesome baby". Holding up a variety

of signs was only one way members of the Mob

Squad showed their spirit and support at

University sporting events.

Photo by Dale Watson

Smile for the camera.
With a television camera in his face. David

Toombs, theater and communication arts senior,

cheers the University on to victory. The goal of

the Mob Squad was to get students, alumni and

fans in general involved and excited about the

sporting events at the University.

Photo by Dale Watson

Stand up and shout.
With megaphones in hand. Mob Squad members yell their support for the

University's basketball team. In preparation for these games. Mob Squad

members sometimes arrived up to two hours before the game in order to

put confetti, newspapers, and other such items in every Tiger fan's seat.

Photo by Dale Watson

University Mob Squad
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NOTICE THE
WELCOME MAT

One of the

important

parts of the

Center is to

provide a

hospitable and

warm

atmosphere

Uttii/ii

Kerry Avens

Looking for a home away from home?
Or maybe you want a place to relax and meet people?

Are you an international student needing a place to learn about God
and make friends?

Or maybe you need a place to study the Bible.

The Christian Student Center may be the place you are looking for.

The Highland Street Church of Christ sponsors the Christian

Student Center, but it is open to students of any religion. The center

tries to provide a friendly atmosphere for students. "It's a place to feel

at home," said Paula Briley, marketing junior. "I've met lifelong friends

there."

The CSC offers a variety of things to do. A game room complete
with ping pong, air hockey, and table soccer provides a place to relax

and meet new friends. "One of the important parts of the Center is to

provide a hospitable and warm atmosphere," said John Moreland,

Director of the CSC.
A large number of international students go to the Christian Student

Center and an international student retreat is offered to the Chinese
students every fall. Another one of the services offered is a chance for

international students to have one on one English conversations and
develop friendships with other students.

"One of our goals is to provide an opportunity for open Bible study

on a university level," said Moreland. The Bible Study groups are

informal and offer a chance for discussion. They also are a support

group for the students.

Once a year the Center sponsors a trip to a foreign country to help

teach English. Last summer the group went to Ukraine and the

members plan to go to Taiwan in the future. The group, made up of

three to four teams of students, teaches English by teaching the Bible.

"The Christian Student Center is a place to build relationships with

other students and other Christians," said Patrick Stubblefield, biology

senior. "The Center is a place for students to relax and have a place to

worship."

It is a place for fellowship and learning. Ultimately the Christian

Student Center is a place to find peace with God.

Lunch time.
During a weekly lunch gathering,

Christian Student Center

members share experiences with

each other while eating. The

center offers lunches, parties and

retreat services for Christians at

the University.

Photo by Dave Parker

Group project.
Before a Christian Student Center sponsored scavenger hunt, Paula Briley,

marketing junior, Jeff Mitchell, undecided freshman, and Jenni Lott, English

graduate, discuss what items should be found. The CSC offers a place for

students to spend free time with people of similar religious beliefs.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps
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SHOWTIME AT
THETIGER DEN

Jessica Harden

There is a

Hollywood scouts were at the University and ready to discover

some raw talent.

Actually, not any scouts, just lots of talent.

In order to provide all of the talented students at the University with

an opportunity to perform, the Student Activities Council's Tiger Den
committee sponsored an Open Mic Night. "I've had a lot of students

who wanted a venue at which they could perform. There is a great

surplus of talent at the University, so we thought we would make use
of the students," said Christy Washington, undecided sophomore and
Tiger Den Committee chair.

The Tiger Den committee came up with the idea of an Open Mic

Night in a rather round about way. According to Washington, the

great Surplus committee made it a goal to focus on bringing more local talent, such

as musicians Devan Yanik and Grooms and Kelly, to the University.

Therefore, "a night for students to perform just made sense," said

Of talent at the Washington.

"It gave students a chance to practice performing, and it gave them
some publicity in the process," said David Toombs, theatre and
communication arts senior.

This event was open to all students, and, according to

Washington, many students expressed an interest in the event.

However, "not all of the students who were interested were able to

perform because of time conflicts," said Washington.

Toombs was only one of the many students who was excited

about having an opportunity such as this to display his talent. "I like to

sing, and I try to perform every chance I get," he said.

Not only was the night beneficial to the performers, it was also

beneficial to the audience that the performers attracted. "While being

entertained by the diverse array of talent on the stage in Tiger Den,

the audience was also served refreshments," said Mimi Morgret,

journalism senior. According to Morgret, some of the other talents

which were displayed throughout the night included reciting poetry,

playing the guitar, and juggling.

University, so

we thought we

would make

use of the

students

Two for the price of one.
While Mimi Morgret, journalism senior,

juggles in the background, Eric May,

undecided freshman, recites poetry. These

talents, along with others, such as playing

guitar and singing, were the types of acts that

students performed during Open Mic Night.

Photo by Dave Parker

Do, Re, Me...
In order to entertain the audience that gathered in Tiger Den,

David Toombs, theatre and communication arts senior, sings a

song during the Student Activities Council's Open Mic Night. The

event gave students an opportunity to showcase their talents.

Photo by Dave Parker
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WHOSE CUP
RUNS OVER?

This year

we played

tug-of-war,

ultimate

frisbee, and

flag football

for the fall

competition

Jessica Harden

ce again, the winner is—the Navy.

Of the eleven times that the Commander's Cup
has been held at the University, the Navy Reserve
Officers Training Corps has won the overall title and
trophy nine times.

The Commander's Cup is a tri-service meet in

which the three ROTC units at the University, the

Army ROTC, the Navy ROTC, and the Air Force

ROTC, all compete against each other in various

athletic events.

The competition takes place on two Saturdays

during each school year, once in the fall and once
in the spring. According to Micah Lenox,

mechanical engineering junior, the events that are

to be held are decided on by representatives from

all three ROTC units.

"This year we played tug-of-war, ultimate frisbee,

and flag football for the fall competition," said

George Stringham, journalism senior. "Then in the

spring we had track and field, within which there

were sit-ups, pull-ups, push-ups, running, volleyball,

and basketball," he said.

"During both the basketball games and the

volleyball games, it was required for each team to

have at least one woman on the court at all times,"

said Ryan Vincent, civil engineering freshman.

There were also different types of pull-ups, push-

ups, and sit-ups for the men and women during the

track and field events, according to Vincent.

After the spring competition is held, the scores

from both the fall competition and the spring

competition are tallied and the winner is

Nowhere to go.
While driving to the basket, Navy cadet Craig Hislop is

surrounded by Army defenders. The purpose of the Commander's

Cup is to bring unity and competition to the three ROTC units,

according to George Stringham, journalism senior.

Photo by Dale Watson



Fan support.
While watching from the sidelines, members of the

Air Force ROTC unit show their support. Every

member of each unit is required to attend the

competition, but not everyone has to participate.

Photo by Dale Watson

Four hands are better
than two.
While competing against the Navy ROTC,

Air Force cadets Chris Lee, undecided

sophomore, and Heather Caldwell try to

hit the ball at the same time.

Commander's Cup is held in the fall and

spring semester.

Photo by Dak Watson
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continued from page 70

announced. The traveling trophy is then

presented to the ROTC unit which earned the

most points.

According to Lenox, members of the ROTC
units are required to be present at all of the

events. However, it is not required that

everyone participate. "There are very few
exceptions that are allowed," he said.

"However, the majority of the members look

forward to the event each semester. Those
who don't compete watch from the sidelines

and cheer for their team."

According to Stringham, the purpose of the

event is unity. "One thing that the whole
Commander's Cup competition does is teach

the members of the ROTC units to work
together and get along," he said. "However, the

main factor that keeps the competition going

from year to year is the friendly rivalry and fun

that Commander's Cup provides."

You're going down, buddy.
While his teammate shoots a freethrow. Army cadet Jeremy

Lenny tries to intimidate Navy Cadet Joel Hill, mechanical

engineering graduate. Each ROTC unit was required to be

present at the competitions.

Photo by Dale Watson



Easy steal.
During the basketball competition, Navy cadet Jeff Wilkerson,

undecided sophomore, steals the ball from Army cadet Jonathan

Lovelace, international relations senior. The Navy won the overall

competition for the ninth time in eleven years.

Photo by Dale Watson

I'm open. I'm open.
While waiting for the opponent to pass. Army cadet Cecil Stewart

waves his arms to block the view of Navy cadet Derric Rogers,

architecture freshman. The competition included tug-of-war, ultimate

frisbee, and flag football during the fall.

Photo by Dale Watson
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UNITY AND
AN ELECTION

The

committee was

looking for a

way to involve

everybody on

campus, and it

was determined

this would be

the best way

Michael 5. Van Epps

They quilted.

They voted.

They rallied.

These were just the highlights of the Student

Government Association sponsored Unity Week.
The purpose of the event was to bring together the

many different cultures and convictions on campus
to show that everyone can live together in

harmony.
The Center for Student Development Multi-

cultural Committee was in charge of promoting and
creating the quilt. "The squares are all different, but

they're all the same," said Dr. Barbara Bekis,

coordinator of the Educational Support Program.

"The committee was looking for a way to involve

everybody on campus, and it was determined this

would be the best way."

Several campus organizations were responsible

for creating a square to put on the quilt and then all

of the squares were sewn together. The squares
represented groups from Greeks to B-GALA to

religious groups. It showed the diversity of the

many students on campus.
"While each individual square is important, the

impact is greater when put together as a whole,"

Bekis said.

The quilt was presented at the unity rally in front

of the administration building. Several University

administrators and student leaders spoke at the

rally and encouraged everyone to come together

for unity and to vote in the SGA elections to show
their voice.

Diane Van Tilburg, secretary in the ESP office

said, "We've had such a good time. It's very

interesting because everybody's block on the quilt

is different."

Another highlight of the unity week was an SGA
sponsored ice-skating night at the Mall of Memphis.
Students were allowed a free skate rental and ice

time with their student ID card.



Showing unity.
While the campus unity quilt is being

displayed, several students and faculty

members join hands to show their own

unity. Different campus organizations

submitted swatches for the quilt.

Photo by Dave Parker
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continued from page 74

Jtorney Johnny Cochran of O. J.

Simpson's dream defense team was
brought to campus to talk about a myriad

of topics from discrimination to politics.

Following the week's activities, the

student government elections were held.

Much controversy surrounded the

elections as Mario Musarra, undecided
junior, defeated Steven Shaver,

engineering graduate. Shaver appealed
the election and forced the students to

vote again and the votes to be counted
twice.

Musarra again came away ahead and
Shaver dropped the appeal. "It was very

exciting all during the campaign and we
had some good debates and a lot of

good things were said about campus
issues," Musarra said. "I am just very

relieved about the election and now I can
get to work doing my job as president of

the SGA."

Don't let go of me.
While skating at the Mall of

Memphis, Ashley West, history

sophomore, ;April Turner, chemistry

sophomore; and Ciscley Elliott, art

sophomore, help each other across

the ice. The event was free with a

student ID card.

Photo by Dale Watson
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Free pizza.
After receiving a sticker for voting in the election, students could

eat free pizza as a reward. Despite the good turnout for the

election, the votes had to be recounted after an appeal was filed.

Photo by Dave Parker

A unity speech.
Before the unity quilt is displayed, Dr. Donald Carson, Vice-

President for Student Affairs, talks to the crowd assembled in

front of the administration building. Students were encouraged to

come together and show their unity and to voice their vote in the

upcoming SGA elections.

Photo by Dave Parker

The quilt itself.
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The unity quilt was sewn together from swatches

of fabric designed by many different campus

organizations. University administrators plan to

make it a yearly project.

Photo by Dave Parker
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COME IN, FEED
YOUR SOUL

It was a very

positive

experience

because of ail

of the diverse

backgrounds

that were

represented

?

Jessica Harden

Is anyone hungry?

Here is some food for thought from three of the

religious houses at the University.

The Presbyterian House, along with the help of the

Jewish Student Union and the Wesley Foundation

(United Methodist), is offering Soul Cafe every Thursday
afternoon in Tiger Den.

According to Rev. David Whiteley, director of the

Presbyterian House, the purpose of Soul Cafe is to

allow students from any religious background to come
together and not only give, but also receive different

perspectives on a variety of religious issues. "At our first

meeting the topic was organized religion," he said.

Over the course of an hour, the group that had
gathered discussed the definition of organized religion,

what counts as religion and what the substance of

religion is, according to Karla Blume, geography
graduate student. "It was a very positive experience

because of all of the diverse backgrounds that were
represented," said Paul Criss, music graduate student.

"In organized religion you usually don't hear the views of

the other religions; that's what made Soul Cafe so

interesting," he said.

"It was a lively discussion," said Blume, "because
there were so many different perspectives presented.

Out of the seven people present, there were five

different religions represented, including an atheist, a
Jew and an Episcopalian."

According to Whiteley, the group also discussed the

ten most ridiculous perceptions that people have about

organized religion, such as giving animal sacrifices,

building expensive church buildings and going on
crusades.

However, organized religion is not the only aspect of

religion that the group is going to discuss, and this along

with other such specifics are yet to be worked out. "All of

the topics we want to cover this year have not been
decided yet," said Whiteley, and, "we are still trying to

find the best time to have Soul Cafe since the University

does not have a set lunch time." However, regardless of

the time or topic, "it is my hope that many other religious

groups will become involved," said Whiteley.

"So far the majority of the people that have come
have either been Christian or Judaic," said Criss. "If

more religions are represented then the discussions will

be even more interesting than they already are."

"We have to be able to recognize different beliefs and
not let that divide us," said Whiteley.



Searching for God's Word.
While meeting in Tiger Den, Christi Neuf,

education sophomore, Jannie Sneed, physics

sophomore, Andrew Smith, history junior, and

Steve Reeder, history senior, discuss Soul Cafe's

topic of the day. Soul Cafe met once every

Thursday and was open to anyone who wanted

to join the discussion.

Photo by Dave Parker

Well, I believe...
Looking to the Bible for answers, Jannie Sneed,

physics sophomore, and Christi Neuf, education

sophomore, discuss their beliefs concerning

religion. During the course of the semester. Soul

Cafe opened up many issues which were discussed

by those in attendance.

Photo by Dave Parker
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This year we

only had about

150 people

attend the

event

VIVA,VIVA LAS
RICHARDSON

Jessica Harden

Is Tunica too far to drive for a night of gambling and
fther such entertainment? Well, for one night and one
night only this entertainment is no further than your own
back yard.

Once again the Residence Hall Association (RHA)
held its annual Casino Night. "Casino Night was a

function of RHA Week, and it served as entertainment

for any student that lived on campus during the spring

semester," said Jeff Koehn, co-advisor of the RHA and
sociology graduate student.

In the past, Casino Night has been held in the game
room of Richardson Towers. However, due to

renovations the event was held in the University Center.

Koehn felt that the event was much smaller this year as
a result of this change in locations.

"We usually have a very large turnout of

approximately 400 people," he said. However, "this year

we only had about 150 people attend the event," said

Louis Henderson, RHA president and engineering

senior.

According to Koehn, when Casino Night was held in

Richardson Towers, many people just walked by on their

way to the stairs and stopped by just out of curiosity.

However, with Casino Night being in the University

Center, not as many people were attracted just by
chance because not as many people walked through

that area. "The night was still a success and everyone
had fun," said Shawanda Perkins, education junior.

According to Dan Patterson, co-advisor of the RHA,
Casino Night was held at the end of Operation Feed, a
canned food drive that Residence Life sponsored.

During Casino Night, University residents can receive a
certain amount of money for each can that they bring.

With this fake money they can then play such games as

craps, blackjack, and roulette. After the event, all the

cans from both Operation Feed and Casino Night were
donated to the Memphis Interfaith Association (MIFA),

according to Henderson.

Double down on aces only.
While playing with their fake money at a blackjack

table, campus residents watch the dealer reveal his

bust card. Residents were given fake money to play

with based on the number of canned goods they

brought for Operation Feed.

Photo by Dale Watson

Mama needs a new pair of shoes.
Before Casino Night begins, RHA member Lindsey Sevier, undecided

freshman, decorates the room. "The night was a success and

everyone had fun," said Shawanda Perkins, education junior.

Photo by Dale Watson
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The backbone of the University was the number of

people who made the learning society beneficial to

all and many worked with the community in doing

so. From showcasing student business owners to

working on renovations at the Chucalissa Archaeo-

logical Museum, the strength and character of the

students remained prominent.

Students and facultyworked together at the Ground-

water Institute, learning about how to ultimately

keep Memphis' groundwater safe from harmful

additives. And law students volunteered their time

outside the classroom to offer supervised legal

advice to residents in need.

Whether helping others set up their own business

or giving advice on an eviction notice, these stu-

dents and faculty worked hand-in-hand to create an

ever-changing, ever-growing environment.
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Being involved with a fifteenth century Native American
village for a weekend was more than just extra credit for

anthropology students.

Volunteering at Chucalissa Archaeological Park also brought

two cultures closer to each other.

"The event helped foster the understanding that we have a
diverse nation," said Jacqueline DeVries, anthropology senior,

CREDIT
who took her four-year-old son,

Tommy, with her to do crafts and
see exhibits.

Along with three permanent
exhibits, singing, dancing,

storytelling and making dream
catchers were some of the

Bethany White

activities the children were able to

participate in during the Native American Days festival.

"My son loved it," DeVries said. "He could describe every

single exhibit."

And while the exhibits were mainly for children, allowing

them to grind corn, shell peas and make pottery, the event did

not lose its effect on the adults present, according to DeVries.

"Being there showed that white mainstream America is not

all there is," said DeVries.

The Native American Days festival was made possible due
to the continued reconstruction of Chucalissa, which consists of

seven huts depicting a reconstructed Choctaw village during

the 1400s.

Since August of 1995, several of the huts have been re-

thatched and the interior of a few huts have been rebuilt.

"We haven't made a complete face-lift yet, but we've taken

little tucks here and there," said Melissa Buchner, anthropology

interim director.

The seven huts were at different scales of deterioration

before the reconstruction began, according to Ray Ezell,

archeology graduate student.

"It wasn't like every hut was going to fall over at the slightest

touch," Ezell said. "Some were fine, but others had big, gaping

holes in the roof."

It was those gaping holes that exposed the interior of the

huts to the elements and contributed to the decay of the wood
and grass.

While rebuilding, the techniques used were as close to the

Native American traditional processes as possible, Ezell said.

During the festival, several Native Americans helped

demonstrate pottery crafts and booths scattered around the

village sold Native American food as well as hand-made crafts.

"We have to learn

about other cultures

and learn to coexist,"

DeVries said.

"Tolerance is

extremely important,

and understanding

brings tolerance."

Making dinner.
During the Native American Days Festival at the

Chucalissa Archaeological Museum, Michael Quinn,

psychology sophomore, helps Ashley Watson, age 5, grind

corn. When the village was active, the village chief would

redistribute the corn among the people after it was

ground. Other booths at the festival offered making

dream catchers, shelling peas and making pottery.

Photo by Dale Watson

CIA

All Dressed Up.
Wearing Native American traditional dresses, several women

help get ready for visitors to a booth selling beaded necklaces,

rings and bracelets. The Native American village Chucalissa,

which means "abandoned houses," was discovered in the late

1930s by Civilian Conservation Corps workers.

Photo by Dale Watson
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Ready, Aim, Shoot.
While aiming at the target, Eric

Albertson, anthropology graduate

student, holds a blowgun during a

competition at the Native American

Days Festival at Chucalissa

Archaeological Museum. The

blowgun, a traditional Native

American hunting instrument, was

mainly used to shoot darts while

hunting for food.

College of Arts and Sciences

Dean: William E. Carpenter

STUDENT POPULATION

Undergraduates
full-time male 890
full-time female ..1187

part-time male 313
part-time female ..432

grand total 2822

Graduates
full-time male 323
full-time female ....279

part-time male 177
part-time female ..207

grand total 986

MAJORS
Anthropology 85
Biology 327
Chemistry 69
City & Regional Planning 47
Computer Science 89
Creative Writing 20
Criminal Justice 299
Economics 22
English 404
Foreign Languages 49
Geography 89
Geological Sciences 39
Geophysics 9

Health Administration 28
History 253
International Relations 52
Mathematical Sciences 60
Mathematics 95
Philosophy: 49
Physical Science 3

Physics 28

Political Science 177
Pre-Professional 582
Psychology (General) 555
Psychology (School) 6

Public Administration 30
Romance Languages 22
Sociology 145

Social Work 150

Undecided: 35

Cultural Expo.
Visitors to Chucalissa Archaeological

Museum examine handmade items at

a Native American craft booth during

a four-day festival. The thatched

roofs of the huts in the background

were recently repaired with grass in

the traditional Native American

methods with help from University

anthropology students

Photo by Dale Watson
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MIDWIFE
Mimi Morgret

Loewenberg
School

of Nursing

Dean:
Toni Bargagliotti

STUDENT
POPULATION

Undergraduates
full-time male 33
full-time female .... 116
part-time male 22
part-time female ....88

grand total 259

And this one?
Before class began, nursing instructors Margaret Taylor and Vickey

Wright look over students' tests. While away from campus, both

women worked at the nurse-midwife practice they owned.

Photo by Dave Parker

The word "midwife" probably brings to mind a woman in the back
woods of the nineteenth century with little or no medical training.

However, today's certified nurse-midwife is different, and the

Loewenberg School of Nursing has on staff the only two certified

practicing nurse-midwives in Memphis.
Nursing instructors Margaret Taylor and Vickey Wright teach

maternal child nursing at the School of Nursing and also own a
nurse-midwife practice.

"Certified nurse-midwives work in association with physicians

each person providing certain aspects of care," Taylor said. "We
believe pregnancy is a normal event, and we don't intervene in ways

a physician might."

A nurse-midwife blends nursing

and the art of midwifery into one
profession, Taylor said. They are

trained in the basic sciences, but their

roles are more advanced than

nursing because nurse-midwifery

touches on the physician's role of

caring for the woman.
Taylor said there was nothing wrong with the procedures used by

physicians, such as electronic fetal heart monitors, intravenous

fluids for the mother and medication to relieve pain. However, they

can often be uncomfortable for the mother and should be reserved

for women with high risk pregnancies, she said.

"There are an awful lot of healthy (pregnant) women who don't

want to be treated as if they are sick," Taylor said. "Pregnancy is not

an illness."

Employing a nurse-midwife also makes the birth more personal

because the mother-to-be actively participates in planning the birth

through a birth plan, Taylor said.

A birth plan contains the mother's preferences for the procedures

and atmosphere at the time of birth. This includes things such as
deciding who is present, whether or not the father will cut the

umbilical cord, and choosing personal items to make the mother
more comfortable.

Taylor said that nurse-midwives also provide routine

gynecological care, such as pap smears, and refer patients to

doctors if there is a problem.

"There are physicians who view us as a threat, and it makes
them uncomfortable, but we are part of the system," Taylor said.

"We have physician partners that we refer patients to as needed."

Taylor said she is interested in opening a free-standing birth

center, which is a home-
like facility where women
are given care for normal,

healthy pregnancies and
deliveries. Centers are

also equipped with

emergency supplies and
have ready access to a
hospital.

"It's the next best thing

to home because there

are women who object to

going to a hospital, but

they also don't want to

stay home," Taylor said.

Checking it twice.
Looking over a student's work, Margaret Taylor, nursing

instructor, double checks to ensure that it is correct. After

teaching class, Taylor went to work at the nurse-midwife

practice she co-owned with Vickey Wright, nursing instructor.

Photo by Dove Parker
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Olusola Ogunlade measured the success of his three-year-old

computer programming business not by how much money he
made, but by the amount of classes he could take and still make
money.

Ogunlade, a 45-year-old business graduate student, carried his

beeper with him so his 30 clients in Memphis and others in Chicago
and Tuskegee, Ala., could contact him. He worked out of one room
of an office near Eastwood Hospital, which he shared with a
member of his church. No one answered the phone in his office if it

rang, and he was the only one to handle a service call. It was a lot

for Ogunlade, who sometimes came to school at 6:30 in the

morning to catch up on work, even to catch up on the one class he
took during the spring semester.

"I have to remain focused,"

Ogunlade said. "It's rewarding for me
now, but I think I do not want to jump
into (running the business) too fast."

Ogunlade knew it was important to

tell other people about his business,

though, to be able to compete with

other businesses. To do that, he was one of the 10 student
Penny Aronson business owners at the first annual Student Business Expo at the

Fogelman College of Business and Economics.

The Society for Advancement of Management sponsored the

event to help student business owners and students interested in

entrepreneurship, said Dr. Barbara Davis, management assistant

professor and co-sponsor of SAM.
Davis said the organization decided to hold the event two weeks

before it was held, when funds became available through the

management department. The purpose was to find out how many
students out there were interested in entrepreneurship.

"We just don't know about student businesses unless faculty pick

them out in classes and tell other faculty about them," Davis said.

"To be honest, I have no idea how many student business owners
are even out there."

The program allowed students to promote their businesses, talk

to other student business owners and allow students interested in

entrepreneurship to get information.

Two speakers talked to students about entrepreneurship, as
well. Tom Peace of Corporate Copy talked about the 10 tips

students should know about running a business, and Shelley

Phillipy of One Source Marketing discussed entrepreneurial

empowerment.
Ogunlade said he was nervous and excited before the event. He

had fliers about his business printed and passed them out to

students. He sought advice from other student business owners on
taking more hours at school, dealing with staff shortages and
handling competition.

"Time management is one of the keys to success," Ogunlade
said.

"But students need to remain focused and go to school to learn

what they can use in the real world, rather than worry about getting

a grade. That's

a little of what
it takes to run

a business."

Networking.
While opening up a computer

file, Rita Williams, business

graduate student, talks on her

phone to a customer. In her

business, Visionaries, Williams

helps other prospective business

owners set up their own

businesses, plans future budgets

for them and offers pointers for

first-timers

Photo by Frank Benedeto.
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Puttin' away.
While talking on his cellular phone,

Keith Ferguson, business graduate

student, concentrates on his

putting aim. His business, Big Dog

Productions, began in November

1995, and designs packaging later

to be sold in stores, such as Sam's

Wholesale Club. The student

business exposition featured 10

such student-run-businesses.

Photo fay Frank Benedetti.

Fogelman College of

Business and Economics

Dean: O.C. Ferrell

STUDENT POPULATION

Undergraduates
full-time male 730
full-time female ....552

part-time male 318
part-time female ..395

grand total 1995

Graduates
full-time male 234
full-time female ....140

part-time male 214
part-time female ..136

grand total 724

MAJORS
Accountancy 488
Business Administration 647
Business Economics 18

Finance 196
Financial Services 12

International Business 76
Logistics/Marketing 27
Management 270
Mgmt. Info Sys/Dec Sci 207
Marketing 59
Marketing Management 131

Office Administration 2

Production Operations Management 7

Sales 62
Risk Mgmt. & Insurance 20
Real Estate 13

Undecided 471

Which wire again?
With steady hands, Olusola Jacob Ogunlade, business graduate student and

owner of the computer company Lade & Co.. changes the hard drive on a

NEC Power Mate SX Plusa. Ogunlade shared information on running a

business and earning a degree simultaneously at the student business expo.

Photo by Frank Benedetto.
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TEACHER

Former student David Moore's second-grade

class built the world's biggest salami sandwich,

according to the Guiness Book of World Records.

The fall semester was his first semester
teaching after completing the student teaching

requirement for the University, which all education

students planning to teach must do. For both

semesters, the College of Education had a total of

about 300 students learning through the hands-on
experience.

"It was challenging to be alone in a room with

eighth-graders, but it

was exhilarating to

see the world

through different

eyes," said Altamese
Greer, former

University student,

who student taught at

Elmore Park Middle School and Newberry
Bethany White Elementary.

Prospective student teachers were required to

have a 2.5 grade point average in the teacher

education program, to pass certain tests and an
interview.

"Students are exposed to schools throughout the

program, but it is totally different from 7 a.m. on,"

said Dr. Mary Hall, student teaching coordinator.

The 15 weeks of student teaching were divided

between two schools, but the student teacher

spends only eight of those weeks in full control of

the classroom. The other weeks are spent

observing and becoming familiar with the

classroom environment.

And while some students discover that they

were not meant to teach after the experience, most
find that they still love the job, Hall said.

"When you walk in and see a child's eyes light

up because they are motivated, it's wonderful," said

Randy Johnston, early childhood education

graduate, who now teaches at Caldwell

Elementary. "It's not only teaching, but interacting."

Johnston found that student teaching did

prepare him, but did not allow the same satisfaction

of having his own class.

"Now, my learning process stays with the kids,"

he said. "I was born to teach."

One thing both Greer and Johnston agreed on
was that no course work could prepare a student

for leaving the children after a month with them.

"It is very hard to guard your heart," said Greer.

A year after she student taught, she continued to

visit the children.

•'•3



Teaching teachers.
Holding up a manual to show

student teachers, Dr. Cindi Chance,

professor and instruction and

curriculum leadership director,

explains techniques to her class, a

seminar on student teaching.

During the semester that students

teach alongside a teacher in a local

school, they are required to take a

class on campus for additional

learning and support.

Photo by David Parker

College of Education

Dean: Nathan Essex

STUDENT POPULATION

Undergraduates
full-time male 216
full-time female ....943

part-time male 64
part-time female ..260

grand total 1483

Graduates
full-time male 111

full-time female ....305

part-time male 212
part-time female ..617

grand total 1245

MAJORS
Clinical Nutrition 8

Consumer Science & Education 91

Counseling & Personal Services 205
Counseling Psychology 36
Curriculum and Instruction 366
Early Childhood Education 2

Education 24
Educational Administration & Supervision 17

Educational Psychology & Research 54
Elementary Education 34
Exercise Science & Health Promotions 5

Health and Safety 51

Health, Physical Education & Recreation 40
Higher and Adult Education 50
Home Economics 39
Human Learning 2

Human Development & Learning 827
Instruction and Curriculum Leadership 301

Leadership & Policy Study 102
Physical Education 170
Recreation & Park Adminstration 73
Rehabilitation Education 31

Special Education 108
U.S. Studies 7

College of Education
9 I



Ho} A
couch

POTZVTO
Bethany White

Students didn't have to get out of bed in the morning

for these classes. Instead, some curled up under a
blanket with a remote control, while some set their VCR
as they left for work.

Of all the classes offered by the University College for

the spring semester, these three classes had one thing

in common: they were broadcast on TV.

"Students are controlling when they study and when
they go to class," said Sam Brackstone, extended
programs director and vice provost.

Classes were broadcast via Memphis Cablevision and
the campus network and
were also available on
videotape at labs on
campus.

Usually, the tapes

shown were selected from

various producers to form

a series which met
curriculum requirements, he said. Often, these tapes

would have been previously shown on educational

television programs.

Whether taking War and American Society, The Adult

Years, or American Cinema through the television

format, some students found the tapes more stimulating

than attending class, Brackstone said.

"A certain number of students wouldn't have any other

option," Brackstone said. Conflicts with classes came
not only from work, but from moving away from the

University and family emergencies.

And not all students found the classes a dream come
true.

"I like the freedom, but I miss the interaction," said

Kevin Watson, technical writing graduate student, who
took American Cinema and watched the required

videotapes in his living room.

Several classes offered one or two optional class

meetings, to provide opportunity for interaction and
discussion.

"But you don't take them because they are easier,

because they're not," said Brenda Landman, arts

administration junior, who missed the routine of going to

class.

"The class is demanding in a different kind of way,"

she said. "You must set your own schedule and your

own pace. There's no one there to motivate you."

While she said she was used to a learning situation

that was more personal, she appreciated being able to

watch classes, sometimes even twice, and learn from

her TV— all when she felt like it.



Going to class.
Getting ready to watch a movie for his American

Cinema class, Kevin Watson, technical writing

graduate student, puts the tape into his VCR before

he gets comfortable on his couch. Classes offered on

tape, on Cablevision and the campus network usually

only had several optional class meetings. For Watson,

the freedom these classes offered was enjoyable, but

he missed the interaction with other students.

Photo by David Parker

Class preview.
While adjusting the volume, Sam Brackstone,

extended programs director and vice provost, looks

on as a videotape helps explain history. Some of the

tapes chosen might have been previously been shown

on educational television, according to Brackstone.

Before the curriculum on VCR was broadcast to

students, however, it was first reviewed by professors

to make it sure the information necessary for the

course was covered.

Photo by David Parker

University College

Dean: Ramsey Fowler

STUDENT POPULATION

Undergraduates

full-time male 56 part-time male 116
full-time female .... 1 1 8 part-time female .. 1 65

grand total 455

MAJORS
Individual studies 430
Legal Assistant 28

University College
93



A.

OASI
Bethany White

It is something so widely used, so basic, that one would never

suspect it had its own floor in an engineering building.

What what would we do with all that water, anyway?
Even though the water itself was not stored at the Ground Water

Institute of Memphis, a plenitude of information about it was, and that

information students helped to perfect.

"Water is this area's greatest resource," said Dr. John Smith, civil

engineering professor and Ground Water Institute director. And,

according to Smith, it may very well be the one resource taken for

granted.

Students work with a geographical information systems database,

which allows them to work with on-line

maps and find answers to questions. The
Institute's database also includes the

location of ground water, its users and the

activities above ground which might affect

the ground water.

"With the computer program, you get a
better feel for how the water moves," said

David Smith, civil engineering graduate student. Areas of Collierville or

of Shelby County can be seen with the click of a few buttons, and
students also help to put these maps into the computer database.

The Institute receives no funding from the state, and its main focus is

on research, public service and public information, according to Smith.

The actual water

What number was that?
Reading a list of zones of Shelby County,

Douglas Dietz, civil engineering freshman,

replaces a number on the map with the

correct new zone number. He is working

on a contamination source inventory,

which involves updating—specific

zones for Shelby County.

Photo by David Parker

is still tested by
Memphis, Light, Gas
& Water, which has
about 160 wells

drawing ground

water for Memphis
and its surrounding

communities,

according to The
Commercial Appeal.

"Every city does
its own water

testing," said Becky
Jackson, engineering

development
director.

In Memphis,
however, it is civil

engineering students

who do their part to

keep the Memphis
ground water pure.

Herff College of

Engineering

Dean: Richard C. Warder

STUDENT POPULATION

Undergraduates
full-time male 583
full-time female ....148

part-time male 230
part-time female ....38

grand total 999

Graduates
full-time male 102
full-time female 26
part-time male 52
part-time female 8

grand total 188

7_

MAJORS
Architectural Technology 123
Biomedical 38
Civil Engineering 172

Computer Technology 134
Electrical Engineering 269
Electronics Technology 64
Engineering 49
Engineering Technology 2

Industrial & Systems Engineering 7

Manufacturing Technology 71

Mechanical Engineering 228
Technical Education 4
Undecided 26

A mouse?
Using a computer instrument, David Smith, civil engineering

graduate student, is converting a map from paper to a computer file.

Once the maps are on the computer, the Ground Water Institute

uses the information to educate others about the status of Memphis

ground water and to keep an eye on the quality of the water.

Photo by David Parker
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Is it straight?
Setting up her research project, Janet

Panter, psychology graduate student, pins a

sheet of her presentation to the backdrop.

Panter's research compared two rating

scales designed to assess the Attention

Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and

discussed the findings. Panter was awarded

second place in the Social and Behavioral

Sciences division, as well as $250.

Photo by David Parker

The projects were on everything from

playgrounds to free radicals.

At the eighth annual Graduate and
Undergraduate Research Forums, the

topics varied, but the focus remained the

same—to share one's research with

others.

"The forum helped me to stand back
and look at my research in an organized

form," said business administration

graduate

FORUM
Bethany White

1996 Graduate
Research

Forum
Winners

Business:

1 st—Ashay Desai

2nd—Joyce Hoffman
3rd—Kristin Prien

Education:

1st—Mary Beth Wulff

2nd—Michael Fowler

3rd—Toni Woodson

Laboratory Sciences:

1 st—Xiao-zhong James Luo

2nd—Kyung Tae Chung
3rd—David Thomas

Engineering:

1st—Hongjun Song
2nd—Carol Stephens

3rd—Jin Ye

Social and Behavioral Sciences:

1st—Karen Ringwald-Smith

1 st—Kenneth Ward
2nd—Destiny Shellhammer

2nd—Janet Panter

2nd—Karen Swaim
3rd—Karen Ann Silien

3rd—Hokulani Aikau

Humanities:

1st—Sandra Frink

student

Joyce
Hoffman,

whose
research on
strategies

within firms

in the grocery industry was awarded
second place in the Business category.

Most students who participated

already had research underway,

according to Jana Measells, history

graduate student and assistant to the

undergraduate research forum.

For example, David Thomas, physics

graduate student, had worked on his

experiment with Wright Medical

Technologies in Arlington, TN, and
recently presented the results at a
biomedical conference. "It wasn't much
more effort to participate," Thomas said.

He placed third in the Laboratory

Sciences division.

Some, like Karen Silien, psychology

graduate student, participated to gain

experience for future professional

conferences.

"Being able to articulate my research

findings was truly fulfilling," she said.

Silien's research project explored self-

worth being associated with a positive

body image and possibility leading to an
eating disorder. She was awarded third

place in the social and behavioral

sciences division.

All students were required to submit an
abstract and to follow guidelines in

designing their posters, which were set

up on a Wednesday morning, and judged
that Friday morning. First place winners

were given $350, second place winners

were given $250, and third place winners

were awarded $150.

CIA

I



Friends who pin to-
gether.
Graduate students Holly Hanks and Paige

Madden work together on Hanks'

research presentation, "A Comparison of

Nutritional Status in Elderly Patients with

Diabetes Mellitus on Either a Calorie-

Controlled or a No Concentrated Sweets

Diet." Hanks found that the differences in

the nutritional status were few and not

significant, which meant that, possibly, a no

concentrated sweets diet may be an

acceptable alternative to a calorie

controlled diet.

Photo by David Parker

Question time.
In front of her exhibit, Thamar

Taylor, English senior, explains

her research project, which

studied linguistics and the

merger of vowels, to Desiree

Harper, psychology freshman.

Taylor won first place and $350

in the Undergraduate

Humanities division.

Photo by David Parker

Graduate School

Dean: David Ciscel

STUDENT POPULATION
full-time male 855 part-time male 684
full-time female .... 888 part-time female .. 1 036

grand total 3463

SCHOOLS
Arts & Sciences 986
Business & Economics 724
Communication & Fine Arts 242
Education 1245
Engineering 188
Individual Studies

Audio and Speech Pathology 78

Graduate School
97
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Bethany White

One artist was inspired by vines and trees while

another was inspired by the people around her. One was
inspired by scenery usually ignored, and yet another was
inspired by the different parts of one's self.

Yet for all four art graduate students, the end result of

their final thesis was a thematic grouping of works on
exhibit in the University Art Gallery's Master of Fine Arts

Exhibit.

Long before the works were hung on the walls of the

gallery, the process began with serious thought and
experimentation.

For Terry Tutor, his abstract canvases, all based on
landscape or reactions to nature, actually began years

before when he became fascinated with nature, its trees

and vines, resembling our

own circulatory system

—

both uniquely vital to

survival, yet so similar in

design.

"We are so insulated

from our natural

surroundings we lose

touch with it," he said. "I wanted to internalize nature, to

make it personal."

In another hall of the gallery, Paige Joyner's collection

of portraits of people are labeled with a single name.
"The people I drew were people I like who are in my life,"

she said. She included friends from work, from church
and from her husband's family.

"The graphic designer in me picked the feature, the

area on their face that was the most them," Joyner said.

And beside each portrait, Joyner put a saying or Bible

scripture with the face. Her work was later to be moved
to the main foyer of her church, Kirby Woods.

For Michael Gray, photographing the features that

made the Mid-South landscape significant also meant
making viewers aware of the immense beauty

surrounding them. He photographed both sides of the

Mississippi River, seeking out what was usually looked

over without much thought.

"The main idea was to photograph what was normally

driven by," Gray said. "I hope that the photos show how
beautiful these ordinary places are."

Gray also wanted to make people think twice before

choosing to ruin the landscape near them.

Mari Lynn Trevelyan's work also portrayed the

obscure, but instead of focusing on different aspects of

nature, she illustrated the different parts of one's self.

"If a person is healthy, then all of those parts are

working together," she said. "But if a person is

unhealthy, they're not."

One portrayed a woman tied with a scarf. "She could

get out of it easily," Trevelyan said. "But she's tied up by

what is in her mind." With the progression of her exhibit,

the works portrayed these different parts becoming more
aware of each other.

All four artists differed greatly, but all graduated in the

spring semester. TheirMFA thesis was complete.



Expression.
Making his way through Mari Lynn Trevelyan's Master of

Fine Arts thesis exhibit, Larry Edwards, art professor,

stops to study one of the portrayals of one's self. As one

moved through her exhibit, which portrayed different

aspects of one's psyche, the parts became more aware of

each other, Trevelyan said. All who graduate from the

University with an MFA are required to do the final

thesis exhibit.

Photo by David Parker

Is that you?
Visitors to the University Art Gallery MFA Exhibit

reception look at the work of Paige Joyner, art graduate

student. Portrayed in the silver frames were portraits of

people close to her, including her family, friends from

work and her husband's family. Throughout their final

semester, each of the four participants in the spring MFA
exhibit were required to meet with a committee to

discuss their final exhibit.

Photo by David Parker

College of Communication
and Fine Arts

Dean: Richard Ranta

STUDENT POPULATION

Undergraduates
full-time male 447
full-time female ....464

part-time male 104

part-time female ..153

grand total 1168

Graduates
full-time male 80
full-time female 77

part-time male 27

part-time female ....58

grand total 242

MAJORS
Art 372
Art History 45

Journalism 302
Music 208
Music (Commercial) 97

Theaters Comm. Arts 195

Communication 71

Theatre 98

Undecided 22

College of Communication and Fine Arts
99



The show must go on.

For these students, the main speaker was in New
York, snowed in — but spoke at the luncheon anyway.

Actor James Earl Jones was scheduled to speak for

The 26th Annual Mid-South Conference on
Communicative Disorders, sponsored by the School of

Audiology and Pathology, but snow kept his flight from

taking off. But for those planning the conference, the

disappointment was hardly a setback, according to

Marilyn Dunham, supervising clinician.

"We'd worked all year to get him there, and we
couldn't," Dunham said. "But the students were always

HEARING
prepared, never letting

what happened behind the

scenes throw them."

And with a phone, some
wires and a microphone,

the actor was able to

address the crowd of about

400 regardless of the snow
_ , lA/i,'

on the ground in New York.
Bethany White "We were probably setting up the telephone 1 5 to 30

minutes before the speech," said Kim Yarbrough, speech
pathology graduate student and conference co-

coordinator.

The group of more than 750 who attended the

^^Ha^H^aH conference was not aware of the many crises that

Colleqe Of developed throughout the three-day conference, and that

was a tribute to the students' hard work, Dunham said.

AudlOlOgy When Jones could not make it, the program co-

and SDGech coordinators and the University's National Student-

Speech-Language-Hearing Association arranged to have
Pathology a trio from the Memphis Symphony Orchestra

Dean- Maurice Mendel comPlement the speech given via telephone. When
another speaker fell ill, a doctoral student was asked to

STUDENT fl " in

POPULATION "" y°u 'iave to 9° a different direction from what has
been planned, that's all right," said Kim Schairer,

full-time male 8 audiology graduate student and co-coordinator of the

full-time female 69 conference. For Schairer, the experience taught her to be

part-time male 1 more flexible.

part-time female .... 12 The duties of the students included deciding on the

grand total 80 program, deciding on speakers to invite, arranging for

speakers' travel arrangements and staying visible to

handle questions during the conference.

Silent bid
~*~ne cor|ference offered short courses and mini-

waiking through one of the haiis of the Memphis seminars on new theories and practices in both audiology

Marriott, participants of the Mid-South Conference and speech pathology, including swallowing disorders,
on communicative Disorders look at a silent cross-cultural communication and programmable hearing

auction table, on which various companies donated airjc

books and equipment on which people could bid. u-r i i_ii ± ± i
•

j. l. xi--

The benefits from the silent auction went to the
The WOl1d S n0t 90ln9 t0 end

J
USt beCaUSe Something

university chapter of the National student Speech- happens that's not planned," Schairer said.

Language-Hearing Association, which hosts the The ShOW ITIUSt gO On.
annual conference.

Photo by David Parker

Hangin' up.
Finalizing the arrangements for the telephone

address for the snowed-in James Earl Jones, Kim

Schairer, audiology and speech pathology senior,

and Darius Jefferson, Memphis Marriott audiovisual

manager, check the connections between Memphis

and New York. Since the actor was not able to be

in Memphis in person to deliver his keynote

address, the coordinators of the conference

arranged for a trio from the Memphis Symphony

Orchestra to entertain at the luncheon in addition

to Jones' telephone speech.

Photo by David Parker
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FREEDOM
Bethany White

Cecil C.

Humphreys
School of Law

Dean: Donald J. Polden

STUDENT
POPULATION

full-time male 258
full-time female ....178

part-time male 18
part-time female ....15

grand total 469

cu

Some of the cases went to court, but others

were solved over the phone.

The Cecil C. Humphrey's School of Law
students who volunteered their time at the

student-run Orange Mound Legal Resource
Center dealt with cases ranging from a divorce to

an eviction case, but they continually faced real-

life situations with real-life implications.

The students interviewed the walk-in clients,

worked the case by doing research, gathering

and preparing documents, and prepared the

case for possible court action—all under the

supervision of a licensed attorney, from 3:30 to 6

p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Working at the

clinic gave Wendy
Flanagan, second-

year law student,

plenty of practical

experience which

could not be found

in the classroom.

"They don't always tell you how to interview a
client or where to get a certain form in class,"

said Flanagan, also the landlord tenant law team
leader at the clinic. "But here, I'm learning how to

really communicate with the client."

Karin Bogue, second-year law student,

agreed. "Now I have experience I can show an
employer," she said. For Bogue, being able to

give back to the community was also important.

Most often, the clients needed only a

document drafted, such as a will or a deed. And
the client, having used this free service in

conjunction with Memphis Area Legal Services,

would pay only the filing fee, for example, rather

than the price for another lawyer.

One of Flanagan's cases, for example, was
solved by a telephone call to a landlord, after a
misunderstanding had evolved into an eviction

notice.

The legal work was divided into four major

areas, according to Don Harris, third-year law

student and student director of the clinic.

Contracts dealt with consumer cases, such as
furniture stores and car dealers, while landlord

tenant laws dealt with situations such as

evictions. Family law dealt with such cases as

divorce, and, in the miscellaneous category,

were wills and guardianships, for example.

Each Friday, the students met at the law

school to discuss the cases and to decide which

cases should be taken. Since the students were
not certified to argue a case in court, the cases
that did reach that level were referred to a
supervising attoumey working with the clinic.

"The hypothetical world is one thing," Harris

said. "But a human sitting across from you giving

you a narrative is something different altogether."

The legality of it all.

In a room at Hanley Elementary School, Lee Holcomb, second-year law

student, and Dean White, attorney-at-law with Farris, Mathews,

Gilman, Branan and Hellen, P.L.C., discuss a case at the Orange Mound

Legal Services Clinic. The clinic offered free advice to members of the

community two days a week as long as classes were in session.

Photo by Frank Benedetli
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now, I'm

WORKING
Bethany White

For some, the University campus was a place

to attend classes, to study and to occasionally

grab a meal at Pizza Hut or Subway.
For about six percent of the student population,

however, campus became not only a place to

learn, study and eat, but also a place to earn a
paycheck.

"What students do varies by department, but

overall it's definitely a good learning experience,"

said Karen Smith, assistant director of operations

for student aid, which also handles paperwork for

the on-campus enrollment programs.

Students are hired

to do a variety of

tasks, from

managing computer
labs, watering plants,

sorting paperwork,

and cleaning

buildings.

As of September 1995, 1 ,247 students worked
on campus for various departments. This included

148 students in the work-study program, who are

paid by the hour, in part from a government
student aid program and in part from the

University.

Students working where they attended classes

was mutually beneficial for the students and the

University, according to Calvin Strong, associate

director of custodian and landscape services. His

department began advertising for students to help

clean buildings on campus about two years ago to

become more efficient.

"When classes aren't in session, we don't have
as much of a need for student workers," Strong

said. "But when classes resume, students are

ready for work and we need them as well."

In one department, about 20 students service

25 major buildings on campus, according to

Strong.

The students are divided into about five groups
and are paired with a permanent employee. Each
group removes trash, dust-mops floors, and
cleans spills.

"Usually the classrooms are clean on Fridays,

so there isn't as much to do," said Norhanizah
Ibrahim, accounting senior, who has kept her cum
laude grade point average while working

weeknights cleaning buildings on campus.
"Sometimes I'm too tired to study, though," she

said.

For many students, the mutual relationship

between the student and the campus was
beneficial.

"If you work off campus, you risk having an
employer who doesn't give a damn about your

education," said Justin Mann, biology senior, who
worked in the greenhouse on top of the Life

Sciences Building.

"Here, it's not like that."

? JQOC



Write on, wipe off.

With a pail of soapy water at his feet, Mohammad Ismail,

mechanical engineering junior, washes a blackboard in the Meeman

Journalism Building. Students who cleaned buildings on campus

made up about 20 of the 1 ,247 student workers, according to

Karen Smith, Assistant Director of Operations for Student Aid.

Photo by Dale Watson

Have broom, will fly.

Havind finished cleaning a classroom, Noor Suleiman, management

information systems senior, sweeps up the last bit of trash. About

20 students worked from 7 p.m. to I I p.m., Monday through

Thursday, and 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Friday to clean the major

buildings on campus, according to Calvin Strong, associate director

of Custodian and Landscape Services.

Photo by Dale Watson

/Ci*"

Clerical duties.
While working in the Office of Leadership and Greek Affairs. Jennifer

Bledsoe, theatre and communication arts sophomore, takes an

important phone call. Opportunities for students to work on campus

existed in many places like the cafeterias or administrative offices.

Work Study
I 05
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HONOR
Michael S. Von Epps

Two of the most elite organizations on campus were
ready to help honor other outstanding students.

The administration was present and dressed in regalia.

The honors were bestowed.

At the annual Honors Assembly, various students were
awarded for outstanding work in their field of study by the

administrators of their departments.

"The primary purpose of this assembly is to recognize

those students who have excelled in scholarship and
leadership," said Dr. Marion

Emslie, executive assistant to

the vice-president for student

affairs and director of the

Honors Assembly.

The banquet is sponsored

by two of the University's most
exclusive honor societies,

Mortar Board and Omicron Delta Kappa. Their respective

presidents, Catherine Brannon and Kristen Hays, human
development seniors, presided over the event. They
introduced University President Dr. V. Lane Rawlins and
Provost Dr. J. Ivan Legg, who in turn presented the

academic deans. Each dean was in charge of awarding the

special students in each college.

"It was very beautiful seeing everyone dressed out in

their regalia," said Mortar Board and ODK member, Wanda
Kilgore, independent studies senior. "All of the

administration and deans present really make this a

special event."

The University Brass Quintet performed during the

assembly and a reception was held afterwards for all of the

honorees.

"This is one of only three functions that the Platform

Party wears its regalia," said Emslie. "It's a really nice way
to honor outstanding students."
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The Prez and his pals.

During the Honors Assembly welcoming ceremony, University President V. Lane Rawlins;

Vice-President for Student Affairs', Dr. Donald Carson; and .Dean of the Lowenberg School

of Nursing, Dr. Toni Bargagliotti, watch with other members of the Platform Party. This

was one of only three events in which the Platform Party wears its regalia.

Photo by Dale Watson



Underwriter
award.
With a firm handshake, assistant

professor of finance, insurance and

real estate presents the Chartered

Property Casualty Underwriters

Award to James Vickery, real estate

senior. This award is presented

annually with a plaque and a check.

Photo by Dale Watson

The master.
During the Fogelman College of

Business and Economics portion of

the assembly, accounting director

Dr. Kenneth Austin presents the

outstanding masters in accounting

award to Ron Reinhardt,

accounting graduate. Each college

was responsible for presenting

awards to its outstanding students.

Photo by Dale Watson

Honor's Banquet
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WOODY
Michael S. Van Epps

Cheers to the Natural Born Yoga man.
While in Memphis filming The People vs. Larry Flynt, actor

Woody Harrelson decided to share his knowledge and
experiences of yoga with 30 University students.

Harrelson made arrangements with Dean of Students Dr.

Joseph Pettigrew to randomly draw names of students on the

leadership scholarship to participate in the class.

Twenty leadership students were chosen and Pettigrew gave
five students from the physical education department and five

students from the theater department chances to be in the class.

"Basically he just called me and asked if he could do it,"

Pettigrew said. "I picked up the phone at first and he said, 'yeah,

this is Woody.' I was kind of in shock at first."

Harrelson teaches the class with his brother, Brett, who is also

in the movie, wherever he is filming

a movie. He started teaching yoga
a year ago in New York and then

Pittsburgh before coming to

Memphis.
"I just started doing it and fell in

love with it," Harrelson said. "I've

been really blessed in certain ways.

I think you've got to find ways to give something back."

His classes consist of two hours of stretching and breathing

exercises that stimulate different muscles at different times. "One
of the first things I said when I was talking to Woody was that I

didn't know you could break a sweat doing yoga," said Katie

Schwie, undecided sophomore. "You feel kind of sore but very

relaxed afterwards."

University officials kept tight security around the gym the class

was held in so that only those students who were supposed to be
there could attend. This was done to avoid having the teacher

distracted by his fans.

While in town, Harrelson was seen at many of the University's

home basketball games and in many popular establishments

around the city. He visited Graceland and told reporters that he is

a big fan of Elvis Presley. He also attended a party at the Sigma
Chi fraternity house where he is an alumni member from Indiana.

"Woody is really down to earth and nice to everybody," said

Neal Oldham, undecided freshman. "His class is a good workout.

We hold the positions so long sometimes that my muscles start to

shake."

Woody told the class that yoga is about strengthening the body
and the mind. "If your body is fluid and flexible and adaptable, so
is your mind," Harrelson said.

Twisted brother.
While working out with his brother's

yoga class, Brett Harrelson twists his

torso as part of the exercise. Brett also

had a role in The People vs. Larry Flynt,

the movie he and his brother were

filming in Memphis.

Photo by David Parker
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I once caught a fish this big.
While doing a stretching exercise as part of his yoga

class, Woody Harrelson watches to make sure his

students are stretching properly. Thirty students were

given the opportunity to participate in the actor's class

Photo by David Parker.

Reach for the sky.
While stretching with his yoga class. Woody Harrelson

concentrates on relaxing his body and mind. Harrelson

not only taught the class at the University, but attended

many home basketball games as well.

Photo by David Parker

You put your right arm out.
In a gym at the Field House, Woody Harrelson instructs his yoga

class on various stretching techniques. "If your body is fluid and

flexible and adaptable, so is your mind." Harrelson said.

Photo by David Parker.

Woody Harrelson
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Lunch is more important.
Instead of going to their afternoon classes, Ellen

Robinson, undecided freshman, Laura Hicks,

undecided sophomore, and Melaine Cole,

undecided freshman, discuss current events in the

Tiger Den. Some students skip class to create

time to work on other class assignments.

Photo by jimmy Shotwell

"Bueller?...Bueller?...Bueller?...Has

anyone seen Bueller?"

This scene from "Ferris Bueller's Day
Off" might seem all too familiar to many
students and professors at the University.

Cutting class is not unusual for a number
of students. Many students find that it is

necessary to skip class in order to relax,

spend time with family, or run errands. Like

many other students on a sunny day,

Valerie Cover, English junior, can be found

relaxing on one of the many campus lawns.

"Students

need a break

TEACHER
Lorie Sweeney &

Michael S. Van Epps

Class-cutting blues.
While skipping his morning series of

classes, rock hopeful Brooks Brown,

theater and communications arts

senior, practices his guitar while

Brian Wiuff, undecided sophomore,

listens. Attendance can affect a

student's grade as long a written

statement of the policy is distributed

during by the teacher during the first

and second class meetings.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

every once in

awhile,

especially on
a nice, sunny
day," she
said. "I think

that every once in a while, I deserve it."

Some students find themselves caught in a
vicious cycle of class cutting.

"Sometimes I have to cut class in order

to study for the make-up test for the class I

skipped last week," she said. "I don't ever

even get close to caught up until the

semester is over."

To discourage class cutting, the

University's official attendance policy states

that attendance can affect a student's

grade as long as a written statement of the

policy is distributed during the first and
second class meetings. Some faculty

members take advantage of this policy and
attempt to boost attendance while others

simply let students make up their own
minds about going to class.

Ashley Varner, education sophomore,
said that the attendance policy does not

Continued on page 1 12
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Important reading.
Because his classes are not challenging

enough, Doug Woodward, mechanical

engineering junior, decides to catch up

on his important reading instead of

going. Some students miss class just

because they feel they deserve a break.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Continued from page 110
affect her. "I can't get out of bed in

the morning anyway," Varner said. "You
can really see the lack of attendance in

my grades after the semester is over."

Some students skip class just to make
up for sleep lost while studying for other

classes. "If I'm up cramming for a test all

night long and have another class after

the test, I usually don't go unless there is

something really, really important going

on," said Christian Townsend, undecided

freshman. "Sometimes sleep is just too

I lM\^I til
important."

Others,

however,

just sleep

because
they don't

want to go. "I usually miss at least one or

two classes every week," said Wes
Caudle, undecided freshman.

"Sometimes the temptation to sleep just

overwhelms my whole body and I'm not

able to get out of the bed."

Not all "class-cutters" do so in order to

stay in bed or enjoy the weather. There
are also many students who have
children that require their time and
attention.

These students often find it necessary

to stay home with their kids. Monte
Barrow, undecided sophomore, has a

young son at home who often requires a
lot of attention.

"My wife can't always stay home with

my son, Foster, when he is cranky or

sick." Barrow said. "So I have to skip

class in order to take care of his needs."

Whatever the reasoning behind it,

students are constantly missing classes.

Any instructor who takes roll regularly,

such as Dorian Wilson, teaching

graduate assistant, knows that "there is

hardly ever a single day when the entire

class is present."

Despite the lack of attendance in

some classes, there are many where the

University requires the instructor to fail a

student for too many missed days.

These classes include freshman-level

English classes and some math classes.

Thus, the penalty for laziness and lack

of attendance can be seen no matter

how well the student does on his or her

tests.

i-uH-iwi
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Passing the puck.
Instead of attending class on a rainy morning, Wes
Caudle, undecided freshman, and Heath Peterson,

sales and marketing junior, sharpen their Sega

hockey skills. Some students felt that they

deserved a break from classes every now and then.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Sleeping in.

Because he was so far behind in his freshman

English class, Jeff Mathews, undecided freshman,

decides to get some extra sleep and catch up on

his soaps instead of going to class. Some students

had to miss class for personal reasons, such as

taking care of their children.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Cutting Class
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Adapting to college life proved to be a challenge for all

University students, and for some, finding the support

they needed began by going Greek and meeting others

sith similar interests.

Through these bonds, students made life-long friends

and made long-lasting contributions. Sigma Phi Epsilon

returned to campus after a three-year suspension and

made a fresh start.

And even though their Greek letters were different,

all of the fraternities and sororities were unified in

their goals of helping various philanthropies. All to-

gether, the fraternities and sororities raised $5600 for

United Cerebral Palsy during Greek Week.

The drive to change the status quo and affect lives did

not stop with monetary gifts, however. Alpha Kappa

Alpha's political forum with local politicians brought

issues home to students who found first-hand an-

swers to both regional and national dilemmas.

Whether an Alpha Tau Omega, Zeta Phi Beta, Phi Mu

or Sigma Gamma Rho, being a Greek meant enhancing

the daily routine of being students, giving precious

time and energy, becoming involved in changes and, all

the while, not forgetting to have fun along the way.

MICHAEL S. VAN EPPS
Section Editor
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Strike a pose.
While gathering for an All-Greek picture

during the fall semester, members of campus

fraternities and sororities show their pride.

The All-Greek picture is a yearly tradition.

Photo Courtesy of Greek Affairs
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Pi Beta Phi Centennial Award
Angela Milam (Alpha Gamma Delta)

Pi Beta Phi Pledge Class Scholarship Award
Pi Beta Phi

Pan-Hellenic Chapter of the Year
Alpha Kappa Alpha

Award for the senior highest GPA
IFC-Mario Musarra (Alpha Tau Omega)
WPC-Stephanie Sanders (Pi Beta Phi

Award for the pledge highest GPA
IFC-Fred Gattas (Alpha Tau Omega)
WPC-Angela Wilson (Delta Gamma;

Delta Cup
Lambda Chi Alpha

BACCHUS/GAMMA Recognition Award
Delta Gamma

Special Award for Outstanding Service

Dr. Charles Leonard Donlin, Greek Adviser

President's Laurel Wreath Awards
IFC-Dean Decandia (Sigma Alpha Epsilon)

PHC-Jason Spight (Phi Beta Sigma
WPC-Stephanie Simpson (Alpha Gamma Delta)

Alumnae of the Year Award
Barbara Hall Olsen

Phi Mu Most Improved Scholarship Award
Delta Gamma

Pan-Hellenic Council Scholarship Awards
Yolanda George (Delta Sigma Theta)

Yolanda Gillam (Delta Sigma Theta)

Reginald Clark (Omega Psi Phi)

Gregory Dotson (Kappa Alpha Psi)

Intramural Awards
Amy Tatum (Delta Gamma)

Dudley Strawn (Alpha Tau Omega)
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"0,KAY WOMEN. YOU HAVE YOUR ORDERS.
ow move out and don't come back without that derby.

Make your sorority proud!"

These words were uttered all over campus as sorority

members set out on their mission: to find the infamous

golden derby.

The search for the derby is just one of the events

during Sigma Chi's Derby Days. A Sigma Chi alumni

hides the derby somewhere on campus, and the sorority

members are given clues to its whereabouts. Points were
awarded to whichever group finds the derby.

The annual celebration began as the members of

Sigma Chi rolled their yard. All seven sororities and Sigma
Chi participateed in this week four-day event to raise

money for Special Olympics. More than $4,000 was
raised.

One of the most anticipated events during Derby Days
is the lip sync competition. In this event the seven
sororities, along with their Sigma Chi coaches, compete in

skits centered around the theme of movies.

A soccer game was also held between special children

from two area schools. During the game, members of

Sigma Chi and the sororities cheered for the participants.

Also, the sororities and the children paraded through

campus and played games. The children poured flour and
whipped cream as well as crack eggs on several

members of Sigma Chi.

"The whole thing could not have been done without the

sororities," said Derby Days chair Todd Barber,

psychology senior. "The smiles on those kids' faces light

up your heart. We should do this every day, not just once
a year."

On the last night of Derby Days, winners were
announced at the Omni New Daisy. They included: overall

winner, Alpha Delta Pi; derby hunt, Alpha Gamma Delta;

lip sync, Phi Mu; banner competition, Alpha Gamma
Delta; and spirit competition, a seven-way tie.

Carrie Lewis, Alpha Delta Pi and undecided junior,

said, "We're very happy to win. It was fun and a good way
to get closer to the other sororities and to the Sigma Chis,

but the main goal was helping the kids."

Delta Gamma Jessica Crowley, pre-medicine

freshman, was named Derby Doll. "It was a real honor to

win," said Crowley, "but the best part was working with the

kids."

Stacy Williams



Aim for the cup, really.
While helping a Special Olympian pour whipped cream

into the cup over the mouth of Sigma Chi Brian Wiuff,

undecided sophomore, Pi Beta Phi Leah Fyfe, communica-

tions senior, encourages her to get it all in the cup. Sigma

Chi raised more than $4000 for Special Olympics.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwelt

Dizzy Wizzy.
During the Derby Games, several sorority members play

the Dizzy Wizzy game. Participants of this game had to

spin around a baseball bat and then run a relay race.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwelt

Show some spirit.

Before leaving for the parade, members of Alpha

Delta Pi join together and scream their sorority's

cheer. The parade was just one of several events

held where Special Olympians interacted with Sigma

Chis and sorority members.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwelt

Sigma Chi Derby Days
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'%OW DOES A DAY OF DISCUSSING PUBLIC
relations and risk management sound?
To many of the Greeks on campus, these were just two of

many issues to be discussed.

Officers from all of the campus Greek organizations

gathered to discuss issues and policies affecting the lives of

sorority and fraternity members on the University Campus at

the annual Greek Leaders Retreat.

"We had about one hundred people attend the event," said

Dr. Charles Donlin, coordinator of Greek Affairs. "We planned

on having eighty or so people and ran out of supplies because
of the tremendous turnout." The retreat was sponsored by the

All-Greek Council and the Order of Omega and was planned

and run by AGC president and Pi Kappa Alpha Ken Kimble,

political science senior, and Order of Omega president and Pi

Beta Phi Courtney Clement, social work senior.

The retreat consisted of six presentations given by students

who are leaders in their individual fraternity or sorority and two
speaker sessions, along with a presentation called "What Does
Greek Mean?" given by the presidents of the Inter-Fraternity

Council, the Women's Panhellenic Council, the Pan-Hellenic

Council, the Order of Omega, and the All-Greek Council.

The six presentations focused on topics such as: positive

public relations, running effective meetings, things you didn't

know about the university, how to raise money for

philanthropies, scholarship, and how to use school offices

designed to help organizations. "We definitely did right by
having Greek leaders from individual organizations giving the

presentations," said Kimble. "The evaluations we got

afterwards were incredible. Everybody enjoyed their peers

giving the talks, and I think they got a lot out of the adults that

spoke also."

Sigma Kappa president Amy Luter, accounting junior, said

that "It was an excellent way to learn how other organizations

function and to learn how to make your own organization

better."

The keynote speaker was Ray Orians, a University of

Memphis graduate and Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni. He is an
executive representative of Pike and spoke to the leaders

about risk management. During lunch, head football coach Rip

Scherer spoke about the upcoming season. Scherer mentioned
that his players "are very much like members of a fraternity. I

am trying to encourage them to become more active on
campus like many of you Greeks." Dean of Students Dr.

Joseph Pettigrew spoke to the leaders during the evaluation

session at the end.

"This year's conference was a tremendous improvement
over the one's we've had in year's past. I think that is due to

the fact that the students in charge saw that there were
changes that needed to be made and they made them," Donlin

said. "I think it really helped having their peers speaking to

them."

Michael S. Van Epps
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Discussion with the dean.
After finishing lunch, Dean of Students Dr. Joseph

Pettigrew listens to the concerns of Pi Beta Phi

President Julie Bingham, psychology junior. Head

Football Coach Rip Scherer spoke to the Greek

Leaders during their lunch.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Master of ceremonies.
Before introducing the next speaker, Order of

Omega President and Pi Beta Phi Courtney Clement,

social work senior, assists All-Greek Council

President and Pi Kappa Alpha Ken Kimble, political

science senior, in answering questions from the floor.

About 100 officers from Greek organizations

attended the retreat.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

The big cheeses.
During a break between speakers, Interfraternity Council

President David Morphy, theater and communication arts

junior, discusses issues with Women's Panhellcnic

President Angela Milam, human development junior.

Topics discussed in the workshops included such things as

public relations, running effective meetings, and using

campus resources.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Greek Leaders
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'push, splash, they were raising some
cash.

As the members of Delta Gamma sponsored their

annual Anchor Splash competition, funds were being

raised to support the blind.

The event is held every fall at the indoor pool in the

HPER Complex, where members of every sorority and
fraternity compete in miscellaneous swimming events.

The competitions included relay races, innertube races,

beach ball relay races, and a water ballet contest.

Winners were: first place, Pi Kappa Alpha and Phi

Mu; second, Delta Chi and Pi Beta Phi; and third, Alpha
Tau Omega and Alpha Gamma Delta. "I'm not surprised

we won," said Pi Kappa Alpha president Ken Kimble,

political science senior. "Our guys really get into it and
always have a good time."

The total amount raised was more than $4800; $800
went to the Aid for the Blind charity while the rest went
to the Delta Gamma Foundation, which in turn donates
it to various blind-aiding philanthropies.

"It was a lot of work, but it was well worth it," said

Anchor Splash chair and Delta Gamma Anne Bergman,
psychology junior. "We raised a lot more money than we
have ever raised before."

Besides the swimming events, the Greek
organizations that participated were encouraged to

make banners and cheer in support of their members.
"It always gets a little crazy in here when
people start swimming," said Delta

Gamma Valerie Parker, English senior.

"We know that everybody is having a
good time while helping our philanthropy.

It makes everything well worth it."

Michael S. Van Epps

Eye on the ball.

During one of the swimming events,

Kappa Sigma Joe Cogliandro, undecided

freshman, chases after his beach ball.

All of the fraternities and sororities on

campus were invited to compete in

swimming competitions.

Photo by Dale Watson



Show some spirit.
Members of Delta Chi cheer for their

brothers during on of the swimming

competitions. The overall winners of Anchor

Splash were Pi Kappa Alpha and Phi Mu.

Photo by Dale Watson

War paint.
After swimming in the relay event.

Lambda Chi Alphas Shane Norman,

undecided freshman; Billy Duffy,

criminal justice junior; and Brad

Simpson, biology junior; talk about

the event. Delta Gamma raised

more than $4800 for the blind.

Photo by Dale Watson

Rockin' the boat.
A banner displaying the Kappa

Sigma theme for Delta Gamma's

Anchor Splash hangs alongside

the University Pool. Each fraternity

and sorority hung a banner

that showed support for Delta

Gamma's philanthropy.

Photo by Dale Watson

Anchor Splash
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p.INK AND GREEN VISIONS TO ENVY.
This was the theme of Alpha Kappa Alpha's

spring interest week that included such
activities as a community service project with

underprivileged children, a fish fry and a

comedy concert. AKA also co-sponsored with

the Black Student Association, the Black Law
Student Association, and the Campus
Democrats a "Politics and You" forum dealing

with issues affecting youth today. They hosted

such speakers as Harold Ford, Jr., FBI Agent
Joseph Kyles, and several other political and
community officials.

"The aim of the forum was to afford students

the opportunity to voice their concerns and
opinions on issues which affect us now and in

the future," said Campus Democrats president

Sondra Keys, political science senior. The
main goal of the forum was to get students

involved in politics so they can make a
difference in the community. Alpha Kappa
Alpha president Elkey Wright, elementary

education senior, explains that "the discussion

stressed the importance of community
involvement and political awareness. As future

leaders of tomorrow, students must realize that

in order to bring forth positive change, each
individual should utilize their right to vote." AKA
also held a voter registration drive after the

forum.

The speakers were set up in a panel forum

and answered questions posed by the students

in attendance. Each person at the event had
the opportunity to ask whatever he or she was
feeling.

"The panel discussion provided students the

opportunity to meet with leaders of the

community and see where they are coming
from, and a chance to get closer to the political

arena," said BSA president Cory Major,

journalism senior.

Stacy Williams
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Cooking it up.
Dorothy Gautreaux, undecided sophomore, and

Tiffany Bellafant, undecided sophomore, set up food

for Alpha Kappa Alpha's Fish Fry. AKA also worked

with underprivileged children and sponsored a comedy

concert during their interest week.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell

Can We Talk?
After the "Politics and You" forum, Alpha Kappa Alpha

president Elkey Wright, elementary education senior,

discusses politics with Harold Ford, Jr. AKA was one of

four campus organizations sponsoring the forum.

} "S,3Ei~K§3iSiiF^H

Sign Here!
While talking with FBI agent Joseph Kyles.

Taurus Bailey, law student, asks for his

autograph. Kyles was one of several political

and community leaders at the forum.

Photo by jimmy Shotwell

Alpha Kappa Alpha
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F YOU DIDN'T KNOW ANY BETTER, YOU COULD HAVE

fsfaken the Fieldhouse for the site of a Hollywood Party.

The Ghostbusters, Madonna, The Blues Brothers, Jimi Hendrix, Jim

Morrison, Elvis Presley, Donald Duck, The Village People, and Cindi

Lauper were all on hand, just to name a few.

They weren't really the actual stars that were there, just Greeks giving

tribute to the decades of the Twentieth Century for Greek Follies.

"Follies and All-Sing alternate years and the main difference between
the two is the rules that the groups have to follow," said Follies chair and
Alpha Gamma Delta Stephanie Simpson, undecided junior. "The show is a

great way for Greeks to have some friendly competition and show their

creative talents."

The decades theme allowed for the groups to choose songs from that

time and they could perform their routine in the fraternity, sorority, or mixed

divisions. The mixed division had tributes to the 1950s, '60s, and '80s while

the individual participants honored the '40s and 70s. Delta Gamma/Delta
Chi won first place in the mixed division and first place overall; Lambda Chi

Alpha placed first in the fraternity division while Alpha Gamma Delta was
the only sorority in its division and took second place overall.

"We worked very hard for a long time on our routine," said Alpha Gam
Angela Milam, human development junior. "We had a lot of fun along the

way and we're proud to have placed so high with all of the competition."

Miss Libertyland and Zeta Phi Beta Nellgene Wade, music junior,

performed a song

during the

intermission.

The was held

to raise money for

the Greek
academic
scholarship fund.

Scholarships

were presented

during Greek
Week to Pi Beta

Phi Stephanie

Continued on
page 128

The Lizard King.
During their tribute to the

1970s, Sigma Chi Chad Melton,

undecided sophomore, does his

Jim Morrison impersonation.

Lambda Chi Alpha won first

place in the fraternity division.

Photo by Frank HenedeW
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The voice of a queen.
During intermission of Follies, Zeta Phi

Beta Nellgene Wade, music junior, sings

for the audience. Wade was crowned

Miss Libertyland and participated in the

Miss Tennessee pageant.

Photo by Frank Benedetti

Reach for the sky.
While singing songs from the 1940s,

members of Alpha Gamma Delta move in

harmony. Alpha Gam won second place

overall.

Photo by Frank Benedetti

Delta Zeta Follies
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Continued from page 126

Sanders, art history sophomore, and
Alpha Tau Omega Mario Musarra,

undecided junior, for having the

highest GPAs for Greek actives

while Delta Gamma Angela Wilson,

undecided freshman, and Alpha Tau
Omega Fred Gattas, biology junior,

were awarded scholarships for

having the highest pledge GPAs.
"Follies is always a lot of fun and

we like to display a little bit of our

crazy side," said Sigma Chi Greg
Jordan, English senior. "Everybody

has a great time performing for each
other."

Michael S. Van Epps

Check out these biceps.
During their tribute to the 1960s, Delta Gammas Sarah

Sweitzer, journalism sophomore, and Stephanie Brown,

psychology sophomore, conquer Delta Chi Corey Lee

Barker, human development senior. Delta Gamma and Delta

Chi took first place overall in the competition.

Photo by Frank BenedeW
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Denim heaven.
Members of Delta Chi and Delta Gamma dance

together during their tribute to the 1960s. The

fraternity/sorority team won first place in the

mixed division and first place overall.

Photo by Frank Benedett)

Poodle skirt girls.

While honoring the 1950s during Follies, Alpha

Delta Pis Anna Stallins, human development

junior, Amy Bryant, undecided freshman, and

Stacy Garrett, English junior, perform with

members of Pi Kappa Alpha. The theme

for the competition was "Decades

of the Twentieth Century."

Photo by Frank Benedett/

Greek Follies
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fcRATERNITY MEN WERE PARADING ABOUT,

some without shirts, and all for a good cause.

No, ladies, it was not a dream. It was the Mr. University of

Memphis contest. The pageant, sponsored by Alpha

Gamma Delta, raised about $1600. The money went to the

Alpha Gam Foundation, which supports Juvenile Diabetes.

All fraternities on campus entered five to six of their

members in the contest, which consisted of a casual wear,

formal wear, and talent competition. Each sorority also

selected one of their members to escort the men, along with

other Alpha Gams.
The sorority escort award went to Alpha Delta Pi Stacy

Garrett, English junior. Andrea Hayduk, Sigma Kappa's
escort and undecided freshman, said, "It was fun to dress up
and to meet a lot of good looking guys all to benefit Juvenile

Diabetes."

The judging panel included an Alpha Gam alumni adviser,

as well as local newspaper reporters.

Entertainment was provided by Alpha Gams Vicky

Loving, journalism junior, and Robin May, undecided

freshman. They also serenaded the five finalists while the

judges made their decision.

The winner of the contest was Lambda Chi Alpha Shane
Norman, physical therapy junior. "After the smoke had
settled and the girls had stopped running around frantically,

Lambda Chi took its place at the top," Norman said. The
runner-up was Pi Kappa Alpha Jeremy Tutor, undecided

freshman.

"The purpose of the Mr. U of M is to provide friendly

competition among fraternity members and also to entertain

the campus as we raise money for our Foundation that

supports Juvenile Diabetes," said Alpha Gam Stephanie

Simpson, communications junior.

Stacy Williams

Walk This Way.
During the formal wear parade. Alpha

Gamma Delta Emilie Dalle, undecided

freshman, escorts Delta Chi Ralph Donati,

undecided junior, across the stage. Alpha

Gamma Delta raised about $1600 for

Juvenile Diabetes through the event.

Photograph: Dave Parker
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I Want To Pump You Up!
While on stage for the talent competition, Kappa Sigma

Mike Erskine, undecided freshman, shows off his biceps.

The pageant consisted of a casual wear, formal wear, and

talent competition.

Photograph: Dave Parker

Tequila!
For his contribution to the talent competition. Lambda

Chi Alpha Shane Norman, physical therapy junior,

entertains the crowd with his version of "Tequila."

Norman was the overall winner of the contest.

Photograph: Dave Parker

Don't Blush.
During the talent competition. Kappa Sigma

Joe Cogliandro, undecided freshman,

serenades Alpha Gamma Delta Robin May,

undecided freshman. The pageant was

judged by an Alpha Gam alumni and local

newspaper reporters.

Photograph: Dave Parker

Mr. U of M
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Stylin'.
While walking across the stage for the casual wear

competition, A.D. Smith, engineering senior, poses for the

judges. The Ebony Man pageant raised $ 1 200 for Delta Sigma

Theta's scholarship fund.

Photograph: Frank BenedeW

Faces in the crowd.
During the Ebony Man contest, Melinda Smith, computer

operations sophomore, and Adrian Cox, physical therapy

sophomore, watch the men parade across the stage. "It was

very well organized and fun to be a part of," said contestant

Jerry Harrison, undecided freshman.

Photograph: Frank Benedetto
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t'BONY MAN IS NOT A TYPICAL BEAUTY PAGEANT.
The theme of the contest was "A Celebration of Manhood." The

pageant, which is primarily open to African-American men, has been a
tradition in Delta Sigma Theta sorority since 1989.

It consists of a casual wear, a swimsuit, a formal wear and a question

and answer competition.

In the past, the contest was only open to students at the University.

However, this year the sorority decided to open the contest to the African

American male population at area colleges and universities. "The
purpose of Ebony Man is to highlight positive young African American
college men," said Yolanda George, accounting senior and Delta Sigma
Theta president. "It displays their unique accomplishments and diversity."

Proceeds raised from the event go to fund two scholarships

sponsored by the chapter—the Glenda B. Hardin Memorial Scholarship

and the Gestra L. Harris Memorial Scholarship Fund. The chapter raised

$1200 to go to these scholarship funds.

The overall winner of the contest was Gerald Rosko, civil engineering

freshman, who said "It was a real honor to win. I was very surprised

because I got into the contest at the last minute."

There was also an African-American Art Show featuring the work of

Frank Robinson and Andre Miller, former University students.

"The whole thing was very well organized and fun to be a part of," said

contestant Jerry Harrison, undecided freshman. "It gave all of the guys a
chance to see things reversed. It's usually the women who get on stage
for these things, but we had a lot of fun and there were no sore losers."

Stacy Williams

Taking it off.

After completing his walk across

stage, Gerald Rosko, civil

engineering freshman, reveals his

true identity by taking off his

mask. Rosko won first place in

the Ebony Man contest.

Photograph: Frank Benedetto
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ARE THOSE PEOPLE TEETER-TOTTERING?
This question was asked by several people as they passed the

Lambda Chi Alpha house while the fraternity and Alpha Chi Omega
held the annual Teeter-Totter-A-Thon.

These Greeks were not going crazy or regressing to their childhood.

They were raising money for United Cerebral Palsy.

To raise money, Alpha Chi and Lambda Chi members asked for

pledges from businesses and friends. A teeter-totter was erected

outside of the Lambda Chi house that could accommodate up to five

people on each side. The object was to have one member from each
organization on the totter for the entire 48 hours that the event lasted.

The two groups were successful and raised more than $1000 for

United Cerebral Palsy.

"The event was a great way to meet the guys, especially when
you're stuck on the teeter-totter for an hour," said Terri Hull, an Alpha

Chi and elementary education freshman.

Lambda Chi and architecture sophomore Brian Baldwin agreed, "It

was fun until we fell off." Despite the occasional aches and pains, the

participants agreed that it was well worth their time.

Keith Acton, Lambda Chi and finance senior, summed up the event,

"It's a great time for both groups to get to know each other while

working towards a beneficial goal."

Wendy Ford and Stacy Williams

• * * *"

Just ChillirT.
Alpha Chi Omega Stephanie

Harbin, education freshman;

and Lambda Chi Alphas Danny

Hopkins, management

information systems junior;

and Jason Colson, business

sophomore, are propelled up

in the air by the weight on the

other end. The teeter-totter

was erected outside of the

Lambda Chi Alpha house.

Photograph: Jimmy Shotwell
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Balanced Out.
Members of Lambda Chi Alpha and Alpha Chi Omega teeter-

totter for United Cerebral Palsy. The two organizations raised

more than $1000 for UCP.

Photograph: Jimmy Shotwell

How Much Longer?
Alpha Chi Omegas Stephanie Main, undecided freshman;

Dawn Clark, marketing junior; and Kimberly Fort, human

development and learning junior, wonder how much longer

they have to be on the teeter-totter. One member from each

organization had to be on the teeter-totter for the entire 48

hours that the event lasted.

Photograph: Jimmy Shotwell

Teeter Totter-A-Thon
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My brand new bed.
Before moving the rest of his

furniture into his new room,

Charles Neal, management

information systems senior, sets

up his new bed. Sig Ep

initiated 30 men that fit their

"Balanced Man" criteria.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

ALK ABOUT TAKING THINGS OVER.
In their first semester as a colony at the University,

the members of Sigma Phi Epsilon assembled a 31-

man roster, took second place in Greek Week, and
moved into the former Kappa Alpha house.

After the chapter lost their charter in 1993, the

fraternity was suspended from campus until this spring.

The chapter was given the opportunity to come back on
campus and recruit new members with help from their

national headquarters staff.

"The headquarters staff came down and recruited

guys for about a week and a half," said president Russ
McDaniel, business graduate. "We had about 120 guys
interested and then they narrowed it down to 30 people

who were initiated."

The fraternity has more members nationally that any
other national organization. Sig Ep prides itself on

recruiting the "Balanced Man."

"Basically, we have really

stringent standards and try to live by
them," said Paul Walker, undecided

freshman. "The Balanced Man is a
gentleman, athlete, scholar, and
leader."

During the spring, the chapter

moved itself temporarily into the

former Kappa Alpha house. They
are paying rent to KA's housing

corporation. However, they plan to

build a new house on their plot of

land on Midland that is now an
empty lot.

The members cleaned up the

house and made several repairs and
painted most of it before moving into it.

The chapter announced plans to continue its annual

scholarship fund of three awards to students who
display the standards of their fraternity, whether they

are a member or not.

The chapter's goal is to have 70 members who are

not seniors by the end of 1996.

"We are very glad to Sig Ep back on our campus
and they have already proved themselves to be a
valuable asset to our Greek system," said Interfraternity

Council president David Morphy, theater and
communication arts junior.

Michael S. Van Epps

Are there really two E's?
While painting their new sign for the front yard,

Sig Ep Scott Fox, political science senior, checks its

spelling. In its first semester back on campus, Sig

Ep won second place in Greek Week.

Photo by Michael S. Von Epps
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'TS TIME TO SPICE UP THE SEMESTER WITH A

little taste of Italy.

Every year the sister of Phi Mu sponsor a spaghetti

dinner for all of the students on campus. The event raises

money for the children at LeBonheur Hospital. While the

sorority members sell the tickets for the dinner and serve

the food at the dinner, none of them have to do any of the

actual cooking.

"Coletta's makes the food for us and we serve it to all of

the people at the dinner, " said Phi Mu president Kari

Jarrett, physical education junior. "They give us a discount

on the food and cook spaghetti and bread for us."

The members do make their own salad, tea, and
brownies for dessert.

Ticket sales for the dinner cost $4 in advance or $5 at

the door. Phi Mu raised $2,275.1 1 to give to the children's

hospital.

"We always have a lot of fun doing it and we've been
doing it for so long that everyone has come to look

forward to it every year," said Phi Mu treasurer Alexia

Fulgham, journalism junior. "It's nice to be able to give

something back to those less fortunate."

Approximately 500 people attended the dinner, held in

the ballroom of the Panhellenic Building.

"I go to the dinner every year," said Sigma Alpha
Epsilon president Dean Decandia, English junior. "I know
the girls don't cook it, so it has to be safe."

Michael S. Van Epps

Just a little more.
While having his plate filled with

pasta, Alpha Tau Omega Neal

Asbury, human development

junior, asks for extra from Laura

Nelson, communications

sophomore, while Laura

Coleman, undecided sophomore,

and Dawn Hughes, psychology

junior, wait for other diners. The

members of Phi Mu raised

$2,275. 1 I for LeBonheur's

children's hospital.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell

Are you gonna eat that?
While trying to finish their own meals, Mike Brashear, undecided

sophomore, and Frank Bennett, undecided sophomore, ask Katie

Redus, music sophomore, if she is going to finish her spaghetti.

Phi Mu purchases the spaghetti from Coletta's restaurant and

then sells it to raise money for LeBonheur's children's hospital.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwel
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Strut your stuff.
While performing a step

show, members of Kappa

Alpha Psi move in unison.

The event was part of the

fraternity's interest week,

which was held to attract

prospective members.

Photo by David Porker
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And you thought your week was
busy. Just ask any member of a Pan-Hellenic

sorority or fraternity what the busiest week of the

year was and the answer is likely to always be the

same: interest week.

Each PHC organization chooses one week per

semester to showcase its members and activities

for prospective members. The potential members
are invited to all of the events and usually

participate in the philanthropic activities with the

members. Each day of the week consists of

different activities and most weeks usually end with

a step show in the Alumni Mall.

"Interest week lets people interested in us show
their support and gives them an opportunity to

meet all of the men in our fraternity," said Kappa
Alpha Psi president Martin Truitt, criminal justice

senior. "It's really for people interested to let us

know who they are."

Kappa Alpha Psi's spring interest week started

with the members going to church with each other

and then having a cocktail party that night. The
rest of the week included events such as a mixer

open to all students, a car wash to benefit

Operation Feed, a bowling night, a speaker on
giving back to the community, a party, and a
traditional step show. The step show was held to

ask the people watching it to donate canned goods
to Operation Feed.

Most of the other PHC groups participated in

some of the events during Kappa Alpha Psi's

week. "We are all expected to help out during each
other's weeks," said Alpha Kappa Alpha Kim
McVay, management senior.

The PHC groups have found that having interest

weeks works better for them than having the

traditional rush weeks of other Greek
organizations. "Each group is able to show support

for one another and that in turn creates a good
sense of unity," said PHC graduate advisor Levi

Pointer, leadership and policy studies graduate.

?

Michael 5. Van Epps

Steppin' on the Mall.
During its interest week, members of

Kappa Alpha Psi perform a step show

to raise money and canned goods

for Operation Feed. The step

show is a traditional event during

most Pan-Hellenic Council

organization's interest weeks.

Photo by David Parker





Bachelorette
number two.

During the Dating Game at

Newby's, Pi Beta Phi Gwen
Stark, undecided freshman,

answers a question while Alpha

Gamma Delta Jessica Todd,

undecided freshman. Phi Mu

Stephanie Shelton, undecided

sophomore, and Phi Mu Shanna

Johnson, undecided freshman,

look on. Fraternity members

played the part of the eligible

bachelors for these women.

Photo by David Parker

KJ H, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO! THERE IS FUN
to be done. There are points to be scored. There are

games to be won. And the magical things you can do
when you're Greek, will make you the winningest-winner

of the week."

A Dr. Seuss poem?
Sort of.

This was the theme for Greek Week, adapted from Dr.

Seuss by Pi Beta Phi and Greek Week chair Jennifer

Wilson, undecided freshman.

The purpose of the week is to raise money for United

Cerebral Palsy and unite the fraternities and sororities on
campus by having them interact during some events and
competing against each other in others.

The Greek Games, sponsored by local radio station

96X, which did a live remote from the games, pitted the

organizations against each other. "The games were so
much fun and everyone came out to support the event,"

said Pi Beta Phi president Julie Bingham, theater and
communication arts junior. "I think the friendly rivalries

created were very good for our Greek system."

The week was busy for all of the Greek organizations.

It started with participation in the Highland Hundred
Young Alumni Council Blue-Gray Barbecue Challenge, in

which eight fraternities and six sororities competed to see
Continued on page 144

A true goddess.
After collecting more money than the other Greek goddesses

competing for the title. Phi Mu Kim Kiperts, undecided

freshman, was announced the winner. All of the money raised

through Greek Week was donated to United Cerebral Palsy.

Photo by David Parker
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Toga time.
While waiting for the announcement of Greek god, Sigma Phi Epsilon

Jeremy Linney, undecided sophomore, Sigma Alpha Epsilon Jamie

Spicer, undecided sophomore, Lambda Chi Alpha Justin Loulson,

undecided sophomore, and Kappa Sigma Shane Barnard, preparatory

freshman, show off their togas for the crowd. The Greek gods and

goddesses collected $4,603.08 for United Cerebral Palsy.

Photo by Dale Watson

Continued from page 142
who could cook the best barbecue.

"I loved being at the barbecue contest because
everybody came out and basically stayed all night,"

said Kappa Sigma Brandon Oliver, international

business senior. "Everyone was mingling and it really

showed the unity among our Greek organizations."

The Greek Games were held the next day and
then approximately 200 Greeks attended the

University's annual Blue-Gray game. The following

afternoon, all of the chapters held a UCP carnival

that hosted special children and then cooked out at

all of the chapter houses. The week also included a
crest and shield drawing on the Alumni Mall, a mock
rush for the fraternity men to experience sorority

rush, a philanthropy fair to exhibit the charity work of

each chapter, a Jr. Panhellenic fashion show, an All-

Greek picnic with entertainment by Sound Fuzion, an
All-Greek Picture, a dating game at Newby's, and the

Greek Awards, at which the week's winners were
announced to be: Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha
Gamma Delta, first; Sigma Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu,
first runners-up; and Alpha Tau Omega and Pi Beta
Phi, second runners-up. At the end
of the week, Greeks donated

$5,600 to UCP.
"I think everyone had a lot of fun 1

and I appreciate all of the support

we got from all of the groups,"

Wilson said. "It's really nice when
we can all get together and be
unified as Greeks."

Michael S. Van Epps

Thanks for the cash.
During the Greek Awards, United Cerebral

Palsy program director Ashley Luckett

presents a plaque to Greek god Jamie

Spicer, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and undecided

freshman. Spicer helped raise part of the

$5,600 that was donated to UCP.

Photo by Date Watson

While waiting for the contestant to

make her choice, audience members

at the Dating Game help her along.

All of the Greek organizations

competed against each other for

points throughout the week.

Photo by Date Watson
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Ghouls and
ghosts.

During the Pi Kappa Alpha/

Pi Beta Phi Halloween party,

fraternity and sorority

members dance in the

Panhellenic ballroom. All

Greek organizations raise

money for various

philanthropies.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwell

'UYING FRIENDS? PARTY ANIMALS? HAZING? THESE
might be the first impressions you get when someone mentions

Greek life at the University. You might not realize it, but being a

Greek means many individual and chapter responsibilities. The
University's Greek Column describes the nine basic expectations

of Greek life:

First, ritual: I will know and understand the ideals expressed in

my fraternity ritual and will strive to incorporate them in my daily life.

Second, academic integrity: I will strive for academic
achievement and practice academic integrity.

Third, abuse/hazing: I will respect the dignity of all persons;

therefore, I will not physically, mentally, psychologically, or

sexually abuse or haze any human being.

Fourth, health and safety: I will protect the health and safety of

all human beings.

Fifth, property: I will respect my property and the property of

others; therefore, I will neither

abuse nor tolerate the abuse of

property.

Sixth, financial obligation: I

will meet my financial

obligations in a timely manner.
Seventh, drugs and alcohol: I

will neither use nor support the

use of illegal drugs. I will neither

misuse nor the support the

misuse of alcohol.

Eighth, environment: I

acknowledge that a clean and
attractive environment is

essential to both physical and mental health; therefore, I will do all

in my power to see that the chapter property is properly cleaned

and maintained.

And ninth, confrontation: I will challenge all my fraternity

members to abide by these fraternal expectations and will confront

those who violate them.

Greeks not only realize responsibilities t themselves and their

chapters, but also to their community. In the past year, University

Greeks have donated more than $50,000 and more than 20,000

service hours to such philanthropies as United Cerebral Palsy,

Special Olympics, LeBonheur children's research hospital, St.

Jude, and the NAACP.
At the University, Greeks consistently hold a higher grade point

average that non-Greeks.

Becoming a Greek entails the process of formal or non-formal

rush, bid-days, pledgeship or association, and finally, the initiation.

Once initiated, Greeks strive to live up to their responsibilities and
cash in on the advantages of membership, according to the Greek
Affairs Office.

Michael S. Van Epps

No kneeling please!
While competing for the honor of Gre'ek god, Pi Kappa Phi Frank Benedetti,

management junior, poses for the crowd. The god/goddess competition was a

part of Greek Week that raised money for United Cerebral Palsy.

Photo by David Parker
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For all its glory and sweat, one sports season can

turn a die-hard seasoned fan into a fan with—or

without—much enthusiasm. Sweat was definitely

poured onto the courts and fields of competition,

both in practice and in the game.

The pressure to do better than previous years was

carried over, and athletes had to prove themselves

daily. While all of the student athletes gave sweat,

practice and determination, though, few were not

recognized officially.

The Tigers basketball team went to the NCAA

again, but was defeated in the first round. Women's

basketball, however, began to gain national atten-

tion, and the hockey team began to receive more

attention from the University.

The football team began a fresh start under head

coach Rip Scherer, who signed a five-year contract

with the University. With the combination of deter-

mination and sweat that these athletes gave, each

one proved to be a winner.

STEVE CARPENTER
Section Editor

Catch her if you can.
While Lady Tiger midfielder Kara Murphy,

special education junior, races past a

defender with the ball, teammate Jodi Fisher,

undecided freshman, sprints behind her to

pport In their inaugural season of

e Lady's soccer team went 5- 1 4.
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Is second place the first loser?

The Lady Tigers seemed to think

so, and proceeded to move
themselves from second to first.

During the pre-season polls, the

women's basketball team was
chosen as second place in

Conference USA behind the

DePaul Lady Blue Demons.
During the regular season, the

Lady Tigers continued to lag behind

DePaul after suffering two blowouts

by the Demons. In those games,
the team was defeated by 39 and
21 points.

By the time the Lady Tigers went
to the conference tournament, they

were ready to return the favor.

According to coach Joy Lee-

McNelis, three was the team's

magic number. "They say that the

third is a charm."

Instead of suffering another

blowout, the team held DePaul
down, forcing the Lady Blue

Demons to commit 21 turnovers.

Keeta Matthews, physical

education senior, emphasized the

team's hard work in attaining the

first-half lead. "We talked about how
we had to just keep playing the way
we were playing that got us in the

lead," said Matthews. "We just

played hard."

The Lady Tigers led during the

first half, but DePaul led

the game by the end of the

second. However, a
buzzer-beater made by

Matthews forced the game
into overtime.

When it was all over,

the Lady Tigers had
defeated DePaul 93-87

and were the Conference
USA champions. They

Defense!
Playing during one of the regular season

games, Tamika Whitmore, undecided

freshman, puts defensive pressure on her

opponent. Whitmore is considered by the

coaching staff to be one of the best

freshmen in women's basketball.

Photo by Dale Watson

were no longer second place.

Coach McNelis commended
Matthews' performance during the

game. "Keeta kept her cool,"

McNelis said. "She really stepped

up and answered with some very

big buckets." However, it was
Matthew's final shot in the second
half that proved to be the turning

point.

LaTonya Johnson, pre-

professional freshman, rejoiced in

the surprise victory. "It just felt

great— I can't describe how good it

felt," said Johnson. "I still can't

believe we did it."

Although the Lady Tigers went
on to lose against the Ohio State

Lady Buckeyes 75-97 in the first

round of the NCAA tournament, the

game marked the second time in

two seasons that McNelis led the

team to an appearance in the

national tournament.

Besides hard work, unity may
have helped the team. Throughout

her career at the University,

McNelis has emphasized teamwork
to her players.

According to McNelis, "we have
some talented players on our team,

but you cannot win a championship

by playing as individuals."

Steve Carpenter



Pass the ball
During the South Florida game, Dwelia Smith,

undecided sophomore, looks to pass the ball. Smith

scored six points during the game and helped the Lady

Tigers hammer the Lady Bulls 106-60.

Photo by Dale Watson

Now listen up
During one of the regular season

games, team members listen in

as Coach Joy Lee-McNelis

counsels the team. This year

marked the second consecutive

season that McNelis has guided

the team to the NCAA
tournament.

Photo by Dale Watson

THE BUZZ

Front L-R: Patoshajeffery, Blair Savage, Angela Scott, Joy Lee-McNelis, Michael

Ladner, Catrina Street, Nicole Murray , Heather Phillips. Back L-R: Niki Bolden.

Shakeisha Chambers, LaTonya Johnson, Regan Fedric. Tamika Whitmore,

Heather Newlon, Keeta Matthews, Dwelia Smith, Kitty Allen
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Drake
Alcorn State

Louisiana State

Southeast Louisiana

Alabama State

Kansas State

Mississippi

Stephen F. Austin

Mississippi State

Tennessee
Louisville

UAB
South Florida

UNC-Charlotte
Southern Illinois

Marquette
DePaul
UT-Martin

Southern Miss
Tulane
Cincinnati

Saint Louis

Louisville

New Orleans
UNC-Charlotte
DePaul
Southern Miss
Louisville

Southern Miss
DePaul
Ohio State

Record

L 81-89

W 78-63

L 94-101 (OT)

W 74-71

W 1 1 6-32

W 72-57

L 73-74

L 73-82

L 83-94

L 63-84

W 86-70

W 89-53

W 106-60
W 79-60

W 79-57

W 78-53

L 72-1 11

W 99-59

L 88-89

W 96-64

W 89-71

W 84-60

L 74-81

W 94-66

W 87-69

L 88-109

W 92-86

W 98-77

W 87-83

W 93-87 (OT)

L 75-97

20-11

Women's Basketball
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Turning on
the heat.

During the Arkansas

game, Lorenzen Wright,

undecided sophomore,

puts defensive pressure

on an opponent. Wright

opted to leave after his

second year at the

University to play

professional basketball

Photo by Dole Watson

Following in someone else's

footsteps is never easy.

Retracing one's own steps can

be even harder, as the men's
basketball team learned this

season.

During the 1995 season, the

Tigers fought their way to an
unexpected visit to the Sweet

Sixteen in the

NCAA
tournament.

After

attaining such a
level, the team
was expected

to perform even
greater deeds
this season.

Expectations

were higher

considering the

return of the

starting lineup

of the previous

year's team.

The Tigers

were ranked as fourteenth in the

nation by the Associated Press in

pre-season and were ranked third

until the loss to the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen.
By the end of the season, the

Tigers had attained a 22-7 record,

and were favored to easily beat the

Drexel Dragons to move further up
in the tournament. However, a 63-

75 loss to the Dragons left both the

team and the fans bewildered.

Despite the high expectations,

the Tigers were forced to pack their

bags and return home early.

As stunned fans questioned the

reason for the disappointment,

head coach Larry Finch seemed to

think a simple lack of team effort

resulted in the loss. "I don't think

they ever got started," Finch said.
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Lorenzen Wright, undecided

sophomore, seemed to agree. "We
were thinking about other things

than basketball," Wright said. "I

don't know where our heads were,

but they weren't on this game."
Before the game, the Tigers

exhibited an obvious change in

appearance. Rather than wear the

traditional blue uniforms, the team
came out to play in grey outfits.

However, the change in uniforms

didn't seem to help playing ability

according to Cedric Henderson,
physical education junior. "It didn't

matter what color we had on,"

Henderson said. "We just didn't

play."

Several weeks after the season's

end, Wright called for a press

conference and announced that he
would leave the program to go play

in the National Basketball

Association. "I believe I am ready

for that challenge," Wright said. "My
decision is a difficult one, but I look

forward to a new chapter in my life."

With Wright's absence, the

Tigers lost six players, four of whom
were part of the team's starting

lineup. Soon after the season,

Finch began recruiting aggressively

to replace the missing players and
to rescue the program from an
uncertain future.

Since the loss, many fans

vocalized their frustration with the

Tigers' lackluster performance to

Athletic Director R.C. Johnson. "It's

been a been a bombardment of

calls and letters—much more than I

thought there would be," Johnson
said. "There's been both those

who've been critical and those who
say they'll stand by the University.

We're going to weather this storm."

Steve Carpenter
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Here's the plan.
During a timeout, coach Larry Finch draws out a

winning play. Finch is considered the winningest

coach in the University's history and has compiled

an overall record of 204-1 14.

Photo by Dale Watson

THE BUZZ
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Purdue

Jackson State

Florida A&M
Georgia State

Tennessee
Sam Houston State

Northeast Louisiana

Temple
Massachusetts

Houston
UNC-Charlotte

DePaul
South Florida

Arkansas
Marquette

UAB
Southern Miss

Saint Louis

DePaul
Louisville

UNC-Charlotte

Georgetown
Southern Miss

UT-Chattanooga
Louisville

Cincinnati

Tulane

DePaul

Marquette

Drexel

Record

W 91-76

W 90-67

W 80-50

W 89-69

W 57-55

W 74-51

W 96-76

W 68-58

L 61-64

L 67-69

W 57-55

W 74-55

W 60-59 (OT)

W 94-72

L 55-59

W 86-77

W81-68
W 80-63

W 83-82 (OT)

L 56-74

W 68-55

L 60-81

W 91-66

W 63-55

W 57-54

L 66-71

W 86-75

W 92-69

L 60-72

L 63-75

22-8

Take a breather.
During one of the regular season games. Cedric Henderson,

physical education |unior, comes off the court after being replaced.

Henderson will join Chris Garner, physical education |unior. as

one of the few returning players of the starting lineup.

Photo by Dale Watson
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For the second consecutive year,

Midnight Madness lived up to its

name. By the time the team started

playing its first public practice

session of the year, more than 100
people had been refused

admittance.

Although there was a slightly

larger crowd at last year's event,

the year's event still managed to fill

the Field House to its maximum
occupancy.

Midnight Madness began last

year. The event occurs at the first

legal National Collegiate Athletic

Association hour. This season's

started at 12:01 am, Oct 15, 1995.

Midnight Madness is held in the

Elma Roane Field House, which

makes the event more intimate.

"We had a great crowd here" said

head basketball coach Larry Finch.

"If I'd have taken it to the Pyramid,

I'd have had the same size crowd,

and it would look like there were
three people."

Although the main feature of

Midnight Madness is the Tigers' first

scrimmage and practice, this year's

event had a special feature.

Forward Michael Wilson, physical

education senior, attempted to

break a world record for the highest

slam-dunk.

The record was set in the

"Guiness Book of World Records"

by Joey Johnson of Arizona State.

Wilson, whose vertical leap has
been measured at 51.5 inches,

When do they come out?
The crowd anxiously awaits for the Tigers to

begin playing at this year's Midnight Madness.

By the time the event began, more than 1 00

people were refused admittance to the Field

House where the event took place.

Photograph: Dale Watson

attempted to make a slam-dunk in a

goal that was placed 1 1 feet, 8.5

inches off of the floor.

After four narrow misses, the

crowd cheered for another attempt.

However, Wilson missed once more
and decided to give up. "Earlier, I

was hitting it every time" Wilson

said. "It's different when you're

doing it by yourself."

The idea for the attempt was first

mentioned by Mark Owens,
basketball sports information

director. John Lyne, son of

basketball secretary Mitzi Lyne,

mentioned the Guiness record to

Owens.
"When John told me about it, I

immediately thought about it being

a part of Midnight Madness,"
Owens said.

After Wilson's unsuccessful

attempts, the men's team came out

and played a 20-minute scrimmage.
Then the Lady Tigers followed with

a 10-minute scrimmage.
In addition, several players from

local high schools who were
considering playing for the

University attended.

The event also gave fans a

chance to see the team in action

before the regular schedule.

According to Finch, "The key is to

get the enthusiasm"

Steve Carpenter
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Hoop!
During Midnight Madness's slam-dunk

contest, Mingo Johnson, physical education

senior, makes his attempt. Johnson, a guard

from Nashville, TN, is listed as the second-

best 3-point shooter on the team.

Photograph: Dale Watson

On the air.
Before Midnight Madness

begins, WMC-TV5's

Harold Graeter

interviews head coach

Larry Finch. Coach Finch

was voted the conference

Coach of the Year after

guiding the team to

the NCAA Playoffs.

raph: Dale Watson

Defense!
During the scrimmage between the blue

team and the white team, Rodney Newsom,

physical education senior, guards Lorenzen

Wright, undecided sophomore. Wright was a

John Wooden and Naismith National Player

of the Year candidate.

Photograph: Dale Watson

Midnight Madness
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Swing batter!
During a regular season game, Cameron

Jones, physical education junior, steps

up to bat. Jones, a community college

transfer from Oklahoma, played his first

season for the Tigers.

Photo by Dale Watson

Catch!
During a season game at Nat Buring

Stadium, Ronnie Barassi, undecided

junior, steadies to catch the ball. Barassi

was one of two Tiger players selected

for the Conference USA baseball team.

Photo by Dale Watson

C'mon guys.
During one of the regular season games,

Coach Jeff Hopkins cheers on the baseball

team. In his four years as coach, Hopkins has

led the Tigers to a conference championship

and an NCAA tournament appearance.

Photo by Dale Watson
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Hopes were high for the Tiger

baseball team.

As the Tigers headed into the

Conference USA playoffs against

Southern Mississippi, the team
seemed confident that it could earn

a berth in the NCAA playoffs. Head
Coach Jeff Hopkins was confident

in the team's ability.

"We had as good a shot as

anybody," Hopkins said. "This team
could have done it, but it had to hit

on all cylinders: pitching, hitting,

playing defense."

Unfortunately, the team failed to

perform on all fronts as it headed to

play the Golden Eagles in

Hattiesburg. After losing to

Southern Miss 4-9, the Tigers had a

chance to redeem the loss by

playing Saint Louis. However, the

Tigers lost a close game to the

Billikens 8-9.

The two swift losses ended the

season for the Tigers, who had
hoped to repeat the 1995 season
when the team won the Great

Midwest tournament.

Chad Harville, undecided
sophomore, expressed hope,

saying that "last year we went into

the tournament as underdogs, and
this year we went to the tournament

as underdogs," Harville said. "The

NCAA bid was a great incentive.

We wanted to prove that we were
better than our season record."

The Tigers' regular season of 26-

26 was indeed a bumpy one.

Injuries plagued the team which

resulted in an unusual amount of

losses.

The experienced pitching staff, a

strong point of the team starting out

the year, was plagued by two

Continued on page 158

Miss it!

Crouching behind an

opposing team member.

Hank Cummings, finance

senior, prepares to catch a

missed ball. Cummings was

the most experienced of the

catchers on the team.

Photo by Dale Watson

Baseball
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Cotinued from page 157
critical injuries. Lonnie Glass, human
development senior, and Jonathan Lyons,

undecided junior, were forced to sit out for brief

periods. Furthermore, Ronnie Barassi,

undecided junior and the team's leading hitter,

was forced to miss much of the season with an

injury.

So the Tigers head into the future in hopes
of regaining glory from the 1994 and 1995
seasons. However, disappointment lurks in the

minds of the players. Collins Day, physical

education senior, expressed that the team "just

wanted to be there [at the end of the

conference tournament] on Sunday, and I

didn't care how we got there," Day said. "I

didn't care if everyone else forfeited, we just

wanted to be there on Sunday."

They were not.

Steve Carpenter

Taking it easy
While lying on the grass after

warm-up exercises, Cameron

Jones, physical education junior,

takes a break before the game is

played. Jones had the highest

number of hit by pitch

occurrences on the team.

Photo by Dale Watson

1

Now pay attention...
Sitting in the dugout, Jody McKibben, undecided junior,

Coach Jeff Hopkins and Russ Bratton, undecided freshman,

watch and take notes on the game. Bratton, a pitcher, was

one of the youngest members of the veteran pitching staff.

Photo by Dale Watson



Get that ball!
During a regular season game, Heath

Bender, physical education junior,

scrapes to get the ball and start a

double play. Bender, a community

college transfer, saw action with the

Tigers as the first baseman.

THE BUZZ

Southeast Missouri

Naval Academy
Air Force

Notre Dame
Military Acadamy
Mississippi State

Mississippi State

Baylor University

Baylor University

Baylor University

Cumberland University

Cumberland University

Middle Tennessee State

Middle Tennessee State

Tulane University

Tulane University

Tulane University

Middle Tennessee State

Eastern Michigan

Eastern Michigan

Mississippi

Union University

Murray State

South Florida

South Florida

South Florida

Tennessee-Martin

Arkansas State

Southeast Missouri

Murray State

Saint Louis

Saint Louis

Saint Louis

Tennessee-Martin

Southeast Missouri

Southeast Missouri

UNC-Charlotte

UNC-Charlotte

UNC-Charlotte

Austin Peay State

Arkansas State

Louisville

Louisville

Austin Peay State

Mississippi

Alabama-Birmingham
Alabama-Birmingham
Alabama-Birmingham
Vanderbilt

Southern Mississippi

Southern Mississippi

Southern Mississippi

Southern Mississippi

Saint Louis University

Record

W15-7
W8-0
L2-3
W4-2
W13-0
W3-2
L3-6

L2-16
L3-22

W 19-14

L1-4
W8-1
W6-4
W4-0
W4-3
L8-16
W3-1
L1-6
W6-4
W13-8
L4-9
W9-8
L4-8

L5-18
L4-5

L3-7
L6-9
W9-8
L2-4

L8-14
W13-5
W6-3
L2-4
W5-4
W7-6
L4-12
W13-8
L9-10
L2-7

L7-13
W6-3
W9-4
W7-2
L5-9
W9-8
L8-12
L4-8
W7-6
L6-9
L 1-7

L2-3
W6-2
L4-9
L8-9

26-28

Baseball
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Mississippi State L 18-28

Michigan L7-24
Southwest Louisiana W 33-19

Arkansas L 20-27

Louisville L7-17
Tulane W23-8
Cincinnati L28-3
Tulsa W10-7
Mississippi L3-34
Southern Miss L9-17
East Carolina L 17-31

It started and ended the same
way: difficult.

Under the direction of first-year

coach Rip Scherer, the football

team had hoped to repeat or even
surpass the winning 6-5 records

which it had earned for the past

three years.

However, after beginning the

season with an 18-28 loss to

Mississippi State, the Tigers went
on to finish the season
with a 3-8 record.

The loss to the Bulldogs

would prove to be a
bumpy beginning to a

bumpy season.

Different problems
plagued the Tigers, and
turnovers would prove to

be especially crippling for

the offense.

During the Louisville,

Cincinnati and Southern

Mississippi games, the

Tigers got within ten yards

of scoring a touchdown
and turned the ball over

each time.

Coach Scherer was
disappointed with the

offensive performance.

"You don't deserve to

win a game when you have first and
goal three times and come out with

no points," Scherer said. "We're a

struggling offense. Everyone could

see that."

Joel Peschke, criminal justice

junior, saw more action as tight end
under the Scherer strategy.

However, he agreed that the

offense was lacking in power.

"When we get a break, we just

seem to let it slip away," Peschke
said.

Another problem which plagued

the offense was the lack of a steady

quarterback.

Although Qadry Anderson began
as the Tigers' starting quarterback,

he received a shoulder injury during

the first half of the game against

Mississippi State. Afterwards, Joe
Borich and Bernard Oden
competed weekly for who would
start at the the position.

Anderson eventually returned to

lead the team to a win over Tulsa;

however, Anderson never

completely took over as
quarterback.

Another criticism of the team was
the lack of a strong offensive line.

Keith Setler, communications senior

and offensive lineman, attributed

this to a lack of players.

"I don't think people realize just

how difficult it is to play with only

seven linemen in the game," Setler

said. "It affects your practice and it

makes you tired."

Although the defense didn't

obtain the national number one
ranking of the previous season, it

still managed to limit the opposing

teams' yardage. Playing teams like

Southern Miss, the defense forced

up to six turnovers against the

opposing offenses.

Coach Scherer saw that the

team had a long, hard season, but

vowed improvements.

"I'm awfully disappointed,

because I feel like I let the players

and the fans down, and it's not

going to happen again," Scherer

said.

"The people, the players, and I

expect more. Being responsible for

the program, I have got to accept

being 3-8. But I don't expect to ever

be again."

Steve Carpenter
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1 Not so fast.

During a Michigan offensive drive. Richard

Hogans, undecided junior, and Chris Smith,

undecided senior, wrap up a running back.

Despite their effort against Michigan, the

Tigers lost 7-24.

Photo by Dale Watson

Anybody open?
As the Mississippi State defense charges the

line of scrimmage, Bernard Oden, undecided

sophomore, looks for an open man. Oden

took over as quarterback during the season

after Qadry Anderson was injured during the

Mississippi State game.

P/iolo by Dale Watson

Fumble!
During the Michigan game, Richard Hogans,

undecided junior, makes the opposing

quarterback drop the ball. The Tiger defense was

able to produce a touchdown from the fumble.

Photo by Dale Watson

Football
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I T WAS A WHOLE NEW PRO-
gram. The Tigers started the

season with a brand new
conference and a different head
coach. Unfortunately, the team's

record worsened.

The University joined

Conference USA with 1 1 other

teams from across the country to

coordinate the scheduling and
broadcasting of most of its major

sports programs.

During the off-season, the

University fired former head coach
Chuck Stobart after he posted

three consecutive 6-5 seasons.

Stobart was replaced with Rip

Scherer, who had been coaching

for three seasons at James
Madison University in Virginia.

Scherer was a two-year starter at

William and Mary University as

quarterback. He earned his

bachelor's degree from William

and Mary before receiving his

master's from Pennsylvania State

University. Scherer is married and
has three children and said that he
planned to bring his family-oriented

attitude to the football program.

"We are a tight-fisted family who
cares for and respects one another

as individuals," Scherer said. "We
are a program that provides an
atmosphere for learning and

Film at eleven.
Before taking the field at Liberty Bowl

Memorial Stadium, head coach Rip Scherer

talks with news media from WHBQ-Channel

1 3. Scherer's first season as head coach

resulted in a 3-8 record.

Photograph: Dale Watson

ultimately leads to 100%
graduation."

Scherer came to Memphis
during the winter. He participated

in many service projects and
spoke at several events across the

city. "We're trying to build a top-

notch program here at Memphis,
and you have to start with what's

around you," Scherer said.

The team notched victories over

Southwest Louisiana, 33-19;

Tulane, 23-8, and Tulsa, 10-7; on
their way to a 3-8 season. After

the victory over Tulane, Joe
Borich, physical education senior,

reflected on the new program.

"This is a new system, it is an
explosive system, and we are

finally starting to see some
progress."

Despite the 3-8 record,

members of the program were
impressed by Scherer's first

season and knew that the team
will improve. "Our record by no

means reflects the tremendous
accomplishments Coach Scherer

made this year," manager Bart

Stowe, physical education junior,

said. "Our program will go far in

the future, just wait and see."

Michael S. Van Epps



Testing 1-2-3.

During the pre-game festivities of the annual Tiger

Blue-Gray Game, head coach Rip Scherer

introduces the starters for the season. Scherer

formerly coached for three seasons at James

Madison University in Virginia.

Photograph: Da/e Watson

Run the option.
During the first game of the season against Mississippi

State University, quarterback Bernard Oden, undecided

sophomore, runs the option play to the right. Watching

from the sidelines is head coach Rip Scherer, who

completed his first season with a record of 3-8.

Photograph: Dale Watson

Coach Scherer
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It started with potential, but

ended suddenly.

After being ranked seventh in

the conference and going 6-9

through the regular season, the

Tigers were ready for the

Conference USA Tournament.
However, the team fell 1-0 to the

St. Louis Billikens in the first

game of the tournament.

The Tigers finished the regular

season with a victory over New
Mexico, which they had hoped
would give them the drive to

compete well against St. Louis.

The Tigers were optimistic

about the tournament not only

because of their talent, but also

because of their history.

"Seven seems to be our lucky

number," head coach Chris

Bartels said.

Three years ago, when the

team won the Gareat Midwest
Tournament, they were also

ranked seventh.

According to Bartels, the

Tigers and the Billikens were
pretty well matched. "Not to take

anything away from them, but we
seem to match up well," Bartels

said. "We talked about it, and we
realized that we had to play them
sooner or later to win the

tournament, so why not play

them right off the bat when we're

fresh and they're fresh."

When the Tigers and the

Billikens faced off in the

tournament, the team had also

developed confidence from a

four-game winning streak. With

close wins over Vanderbilt and

Christian Brothers, the Tigers were
starting off on a good step.

Unfortunately, the team was not

able to produce the goals in order

to win in the tournament, despite a
good performance.

"We did everything but put the

ball in the back of the goal," Bartels

said. "We missed some wide-open
shots."

According to defender Justin

Rose, marketing management
senior, the defeat by the Billikens

was not a humiliating one.

"We got beat first round, but we
played well," Rose said. "We got

beat by the team that won the

tournament. They beat the other

teams in the tournament worse
than they beat us."

During the regular season,

injuries hurt the players' abilities

according to defender Jason Dunn,

undecided sophomore.
"We hurt three of our good

defenders," Dunn said. "That really

hurt us."

Bartels agreed, "We haven't

been healthy all year."

Dunn implied that keeping calm

was also something which the team
struggled with during the season.

"When we got scored on, we'd get

shaky and try to rush things," Dunn
said. "We weren't playing calm."

Dunn said that the team planned

to work on not getting discouraged

easily. "If we go down a goal, we
don't need to let our heads down,
but keep them up and do our best."

Steve Carpenter

Use your head.

... ^

As teammates Bernard Licari, electrical engineering

senior, and Chris Morris,undecided sophomore,

jump to gain control against opponents in the UAB
game, Jody Orellana, undecided freshman, looks on.

The Tigers lost by only one goal.

Photograph: Dole Watson



Knock it loose.
During the UAB game, Phillip McDonnel, international business

senior, kicks the ball loose from an opponent. McDonnel is one of

the senior players who will be leaving after this season.

Photograph: Dale Watson

THE BU
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Front: David DiPiazza, Michael Hynson, Matt Briggs, Brandon Moses,

Carter Fairley, Scott Grant, Quincy McKnight, Tim Pogue

Middle: Kurt Clemence, Brandon Crossett, Joey Lewis. Tim Finlasson,

Kirk Rawlings, Chris Williams, Ramon Aguillon, Jody Orellana, Rolando

Aguillon, Benjamin Luzuka. Back: assistant coach Tony Carbognani,

Tom McGee, Grainer Campbell, Jason Dunn, Chris Morris, Fergal

Forde, Greg Gallina, Philip McDonnel, Justin Rose, Tommy Smith,

Bernard Licari, Johnny Neff, Chris Greene, head coach Chris Bartels,

assistant coach Clint Browne

/-'' C --• <c\j

Portland

Washington

South Alabama

UNC Charlotte

Ark. Little Rock

DePaul

Marquette

Louisville

Cincinnati

St. Louis

South Florida

UAB
Centenary

Christian Bros

Vanderbilt

Evansville

New Mexico

St. Louis

LO-7

L1-8

W1-0
L1-6

W5-1
T1-1

L1-4

W3-1
LO-2

LO-4

L4-0

L 0-1

L2-4

W1-0
W5-2
T1-1

W5-2
L 0-1

Men's Soccer
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It's not often that people make
history, but that's exactly what the

women's soccer team did this

year.

Under the direction of head
coach Les Szabo, several

students played on the first

women's soccer team at the

University.

According to Szabo, the team
tried to establish a firm foundation

in its first season. "We did not

expect to go out our first season
and win a national championship,"

Szabo said. "However I do
believe that with the talent we
have on this team, we can go out

and compete with anybody on our

schedule."

The Lady Tigers finished with a
5-14 overall record, ending the

season with a 4-1 loss to UNC-
Charlotte. While the loss to the

Lady 49ers was heartbreaking, it

showed an improvement in the

team's abilities, according to

assistant coach Pam Kalinoski.

"I think it's a total testament to

the team, the fact that we were
eliminated by the conference

champs, and we hung with them
for 70 minutes," Kalinsoski said.

Szabo thought that being a
brand new program had an effect

on the team.

"Our home games we did

pretty well with, but we need to

work on the road games and
getting used to traveling," Szabo
said. "Basically living the life of a

nomad, it's been kind of tough."

Experience proved to be a

difficulty as well. Kara Murphy,

special education junior, and
Robin Waddel, physical education

junior, were the only members of

the team with collegiate

experience.

According to Kalinoski,

establishing a good offense was
an obstacle for the Lady Tigers in

their first season.

"We have been encouraging
them to be goal-scoring

piranhas," Kalinoski said. "Not

due to a lack of trying, but we've

had trouble scoring goals this

year."

According to Szabo, the team
is heading in a good direction

despite the season's rough

beginnings.

"It is kind of tough, but I think

it's going in a positive way."

Steve Carpenter

Not so fast.

During the Eastern Illinois game, Shelley

Heinz, physical education junior, struggles

to keep control of the ball. Heinz lead the

women's team in goals scored with 29.

Photograph: Dale Watson
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Get the ball.

During the Eastern Illinois game, Christy Caswell, undecided

freshman, struggles against a defender. The Lady Tigers compiled a

5- 1 4 record in their first season.

Photograph: Dale Watson



Eyes on the ball.

While practicing before the

season, Catherine Brannon,

human development senior,

dribbles the ball down the field.

Brannon and the Lady Tigers

began the University's first

women's soccer season this year.

Photograph: Dale Watson

THE BU WA

Front: assistant coach Brooks Monahan, Elin Obrebo. Elizabeth Bellamy,

LaVonne Hill, Jodi Fisher, Francis Currin, Sherri Stamper, Kim Kelsall,

Kara Murphy, Shannon Kelley, Christy Caswell, assistant coach Kenny

McClaine. Back: head coach Les Szabo, Michelle Pierce, Jessica

Buttermore, Stephanie Bourigault, Jennifer Vossen, Shelley Heinz,

Catherine Brannon, Robin Waddel, Lisa Zimmer, Amy Distretti, Vicky

Brown, Pam Kalinoski

UNC Charlotte L2-7

South Carolina LO-5

Louisville LO-1

Arkansas-Little Rock W7-1
Louisiana State LO-5

Florida State L1-3

Evansville W2-1
Rhodes LO-1

Arkansas LO-2

Tulsa LO-5

Mississippi State LO-1

Cincinnati LO-6

South Alabama L2-4

Eastern Illinois W3-0
Marquette L1-3

Loyola-Chicago W2-0
Ole Miss LO-1

Christian Bros W10-2
UNC-Charlotte L1-4

Women's Soccer
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Who says clothes don't make
the man?

In fact, they may have made
the entire rugby team. With the

new rugby jerseys that bear the

University's name, the team had
a new sense of pride.

"Uniforms definitely bring out

a feeling of pride, especially new
ones," said Kelly Middleton,

biology junior and president of

the rugby club.

Last year, the team played

with jerseys that bore the

University's old name, but the

members raised enough money
to purchase new jerseys that

reflect the school's new name.
"We put on our new jerseys

against Ole Miss, and we were
no longer the Memphis State

Rugby Team," Middleton said.

"We're now officially, at least by
our standards, the University of

Memphis Rugby Club."

The team is not officially

sponsored by the University, and
each player has to to pay dues
in order for the team to rent

playing fields and pay for

equipment.

Scott Shankle, architectural

technology sophomore,
explained that the members did

more work with the school this

Steady.
The rugby club members go down for

a scrum at the line of scrimmage.

Team member Bernie Fechter,

journalism senior, stands at the ball

to mark the line of scrimmage.

Photograph: Dale Watson

season.

"The Rugby Club usually does
just enough paper work with the

school to to become a club team,"

Shankle said. "This year, we
elected new officers, and we got

the money from Club Sports."

Innacom was the local sponsor
that paid for the new uniforms.

With a fresh attitude, the team
concentrated on being more
visible on campus and drawing in

new players. "We're trying to get

more freshmen," Middleton said.

"In the spring, we have a table set

up in the University Center. We
try to recruit more."

As for visibility, the team also

planned a tournament in the

spring in which fraternity and
sorority teams played each other.

This allowed the team to recruit

fraternity members as well as
freshmen. According to

Middleton, these tournaments

have been quite successful for

the past two years.

So what difference do the new
jerseys make? According to

Middleton, "If you look good, you
feel good."

Steve Carpenter



Wrap 'em up
During a home game, Kenny Lackey, finance sophomore, wraps up

an opposing team member. The team found a new sponsor this

season that purchased new jerseys for the players.

Photograph: Dale Watson

THE BU WA
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Front: Kenny Lackey, Jay Landrom, Scott Dowdle, Bernie Fechter,

Dwayne Tailor, David Ellis, Chris Gagler, Eugene Cameron. Back:

Ben Vitualla, Joe Laurenzi, Link Mclntyre, Eric Flemming, Terry

Kelly, Kelly Middleton, Patrick Prentiss, Sean Miller, John Laurenzi,

Bob Bush, Jon Rogers, Scott Shankle

H 1 ;"
IT'

Vanderbilt L7-27

Arkansas St. W13-7
Old No. 7 L5-30

Ole Miss L 15-21

Rhodes W14-0
Mississippi State

Middle Tennessee State

W 27-12

L7-15

Tennessee L6-15

Mississippi State

Western Kentucky

Arkansas State

W26-0
L7-21

W28-5
Dry Gulch

Ft. Campbell

R.A.T.S.

L3-8

W 19-18

L 14-28

St. Louis Hornets W31-0
Wisconsin W12-5

Go Blue!
As team members go down for a scrum against MTSU.

Bernie Fechter, journalism senior, oversees the players.

The team started its season with new jerseys that

displayed the University's new name.

Photograph: Dale Watson
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It was a season of records.

Some were high, and some
were not so high.

The Lady Tigers finished the

season with a 13-21 record after

placing in the Conference USA
tournament as a sixth-seed team.

After finishing the regular

season with a 3-2 victory over the

Lady 49ers of UNC-Charlotte, the

team was ready to face DePaul in

the conference tournament.

The team's victory over UNC-
Charlotte was not a totally

satisfying one according to

Monique Swaby, history senior.

"I thought we should have won
the third set," Swaby said. "I

wasn't pleased with the way we
played. I'm not going to lie."

Swaby also thought that the

players should have operated

more as a team during the game.
"We should have done a lot

more to help each other out," she
said.

Janice Neyens, electrical

engineering senior, also had
mixed emotions about the victory.

"The win was nice," Neyens said,

"but it would have been better if

we hadn't played down to their

level instead of playing how we
can."

Neyens felt that emotions

played a role in how effectively

the team performed. "I think we
play better when we're mad at the

other team," she said.

The mixed emotions about the

victory predicted how the Lady
Tigers would play in the

tournament as it went on to play

with mixed results against

conference opponents.

In the first round of the

tournament, the Lady Tigers shut

out the DePaul Lady Blue

Demons with a 3-0 victory.

However, the team fell to St.

Louis in the next game.
Although the Lady Billikens

struggled to survive in the second
set, they came back to defeat the

Lady Tigers 3-1.

Despite the Lady Tigers' final

record, other season records

were quite impressive, according

to head coach Penny Lucas-

White.

Swaby finished the season
with a record of 259 kills during

the regular season, 40 of those

made during the Ole Miss match.

Swaby led the team this season
in both kills and digs.

The team also compiled a high

of 77 kills in the 3-1 victory over

the Ole Miss Lady Rebels.

Although some records were
disappointing, the team still

played hard this season and held

their heads high, according to

Lucas-White.

"I can't say enough about how
hard this team fought," Lucas-

White said. "This has been an
extremely tough year for

everyone involved in this

program, but today we can hold

our heads high and be proud to

be Lady Tigers."

Steve Carpentar
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Spike
During a match at the Elma Roane Field House,

Monique Swaby, history senior, jumps up to spike the

ball for a kill. Swaby led the team in kills with 259

during the regular season.

Photograph: Dale Watson

Back: assistant coach Sami Randolph, assistant coach Laurel

Luman-Perini, Shoni Hodges, Tera Hayman, Heather Fletcher,

Monique Swaby, Allwyn Fitzpatrick, Deidre Rowell, head coach

Penny Lucas-White; Front: Rebecca Tigert, Tara Pfeffer, Lamar

Bryant, Liz Mullen, Janice Neyens, Nikki Taylor

South Florida LO-3

Florida State LO-3

Tennessee Tech W3-2
Central Florida LO-3

Illinois-Chicago W3-0
Murray State W3-0
Ole Miss LO-3

Clemson LO-3

Auburn L1-3

UNC-Charlotte W3-0
Southern Illinois W3-2
Louisville LO-3

Southern Miss W3-0
Tulane W3-0
Arkansas-Little Rock W3-1
Middle Tennessee L1-3

Houston L1-3

Louisville LO-3

Arkansas State L2-3

George Mason L1-3

Marquette LO-3

DePaul W3-0
Ole Miss W3-1
Cincinnati L1-3

Wright State L1-3

Saint Louis L1-3

UAB W3-1
South Florida LO-3

Houston LO-3

UNC-Charlotte W3-2
DePaul W3-0
Saint Louis L1-3

Arkansas State LO-3

Volleyball
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They set their sights.

They trained hard.

In the end, some records were
broken and some people were
hurting.

The men's and women's track

and cross country teams each had
different goals and desires during

their seasons. Some of them were
met while some were just not

attainable due to injuries.

The men's cross country started

its season with two of its most
important runners before the

season and had to rely on only

three experienced athletes and two
newcomers to carry the weight.

Leading the team was Jason Scott,

biology senior, as he finished ahead
of the rest of the team at every

meet this season. He finished the

season with all-conference honors.

"Jason spent his summer training

and came back to school in

excellent shape," said head coach
Glen Hays. "He built on that to

become one of the top runners in

the conference."

Unfortunately, the Tigers finished

their season ninth in the

conference.

The Lady Tiger cross

country team set its sights

to improve on its record

from last season.

However, injuries plagued

them throughout the

season and the members
were not able to finish

above anyone else at the

A game of toss.
While competing at a meet on South

Campus, Karin Cox, physical education

senior, throws her javelin. Cox led the

Lady Tigers in many of the field events.

Photo by Dole Watson

conference tournament.

"Injuries were definitely a factor. I

felt like we would not finish last with

as well as we were running at the

midpoint of the season," head
coach Brenda Calhoun-Cash said.

"However, the injuries buried us."

The track teams were able to

tear down some school records

during their seasons. The 5,000
meter record was set at 19:38.51

this season by Laura Peel,

undecided sophomore; the Lady's

distance medley relay record was
set this season at 13:15.24, the

long jump recorded was taken by
Tyranda Mosby, psychology junior,

with a leap of 19' 8.25", while the

shot put record was taken by Sherri

Stamper, undecided freshman, at

Continued on page 174

Continued from page 1 74
45' 2", and the 20 lb. weight record

was set at 47' 9.25" by Dawnaya
Ewing, undecided sophomore, and
the men's shot put (57' 2.25") and
35 lb. weight (61' 0") records were
broken by Kevin Robinson,

... .;v)



Nothing to it.

While competing in the javelin toss,

Kevin O'Connell, undecided

freshman, prepares to throw.

Several Tiger track athletes broke

school records this season.

Photo by Dale Watson

Men's Cross Country: Head coach Glen Hays, Vince Perryman, Jason Scott,

Brian Stewart, Jim Reif, Jason Wood. Toby Dolman. Women's Cross Country:

Elin Ovrebo, Gwen Sanders, Rachel Weston, Romelin Bueno, head coach

Brenda Calhoun-Cash, Christa Carney, Elizabeth Brennan, Karin Cox, Laura

Peel, asst. coach Dena Dunn, trainer Melody Terry.

Track and Cross Country
I 73



Just like the beach.
After sailing through the air and into the sand,

Tyranda Mosby, psychology junior, takes care

not to get sand in her eyes. Mosby set a new

school record with a long jump of 19' 8.25".

Photo by Dale Watson

Way over.
During a pole vault competition, Kevin

O'Connell, undecided freshman, makes it over

the bar with ease. The Tiger track team was

hindered with several injuries.

Photo by Dale Watson

I may have hurt my neck.
While getting ready to throw the shot put,

Brandy Hain, undecided freshman, balances it

against her neck. The Lady Tigers worked all

season to improve on their finish in last year's

Conference USA tournament

Photo by Dale Watson
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preparatory sophomore.
"We stressed the T.E.A.M. aspect of sports

this season: Together, Everyone Achieves
More," Calhoun-Cash said. "We all pushed each
other to not only excel as athletes, but to

become better people as well."

Coach Hays expected his team to be equally

as successful.

"This is the most balanced our team has
looked in several years," Hays said. "We have
some of the best athletes in the conference.

Michael S. Van Epps

VX^Mc*& *"V

Men's Track. Front: Jermaine Arlington, Adrian Dunbar, Vince Perryman. Marcus Moore.

Lance Wiedower; 2nd row: Austin Dickinson. Lambros lacovou. Kevin Robinson. Matt

Talley. Robert Herring. Kevin O'Connell. Chris Scarlett. Jason Wood; back row: head coach

Glen Hays. Matt Reed. Jason Scott. Marcus Santi, Tim Smith, Jim Reif. Ryan Stevenson. Brian

Stewart. Toby Dolman. Steve Whistler Lady's Track. Kimbrell Allen, janeen Gooden,

Gwen Sanders, LaTncia Williams, Sharon Compton. Tamekia Hammond, TriNikka Davis.

Romelin Bueno. Christa Carney. Karin Cox. Dena Dunn; 2nd row: Tameka Sledge. Charner

Rodgcrs, Samantha Slaughter, Stacey Magnett. Dawnaya Ewing, Elin Ovrebo. Stephanie

Bland. Elizabeth Brennan, Laura Peel, Brenda Calhoun-Cash; back row: asst coach Robert

Pitter. Rachel Weston. Kriaki Pilia. Prianika Pruirt. Tyranda Mosby. Melody Terry. Jeremie

Leflcr. Brandy Haln.

Track and Cross Country
I 75



What is something that any
sports team needs?

Experience sure helps, and a
lack of it can be a real

disadvantage.

The women's tennis team
learned the difficulty of a lack of

experience this year. After finishing

10th in Conference USA, the

women completed their season with

a 5-1 1 record.

According to Coach Charlotte

Peterson, the women's team was
diligent, but simply too young and
inexperienced. "I was very pleased

with the team. They practiced hard

and they were pretty intense in their

matches," Peterson said. "I just

think when it came down to where
experience would have helped, they

struggled."

The women were indeed short

on veteran players. Only three of

the team members were returning.

According to Peterson, the youth of

the team seemed to keep the

members from playing cool during

the matches. "They got a little

intimidated. The pressure just got to

them," Peterson said. "They need to

play more matches and not feel like

it's you personally playing for the

team."

Peterson indicated that another

obstacle for the women was
performing in their classes as well

as on the courts. "They're

very outstanding students and
their academics are important

to them. Their grades reflect

that," Peterson said.

Unfortunately, the life of a
tennis player and the life of a
student were not always
compatible. "Because the

academics are important to

them, they stay up late

Giving some pointers.
Before a match, Coach Charlotte

Peterson gives some advice to Staci

Graham, undecided sophomore.

Peterson's team struggled this year due

to a lack of veteran players.

Photo by Dale Watson

studying," Peterson said. "You can't

say not to study."

The men's tennis team was able

to overcome some of their

obstacles to complete the season
with a 13-9 record. The men's team
returned four of its original players,

and was able to add some young,

fresh talent. New players like Josh
Burk, mechanical engineering

freshman, proved to be the future of

the men's team in a new
conference. Coach Tom Buford

agreed, saying that "Conference

USA is a very strong conference in

tennis," Buford said. "Our freshmen
had a chance to get better this

season."

Buford felt that the team had to

step up to a difficult challenge after

losing veteran players from last

year. "Some people on our team
had to step up quickly," Buford said.

"We needed everyone to play more
consistent in order to get through

the conference."

As for the women's team,

Peterson was still satisfied with the

team's performance, despite the

bumpy season. "We were strong,

but yet we were weak at times, but

if you're doing your best, you're

doing all you can do."

Steve Carpenter



Charge the net!
At one of the regular season matches, Jeffery Cotter, undecided

sophomore, volleys the ball over the net. Cotter finished his

season with a singles record of 14-6.

Photo by Dale Watson

Men's Tennis: Front: Jeffrey Cotter, student assistant coach Brian Cox, Tim Bauer, Hakan

Hansson; back: head coach Tom Buford, asst coach Magnus Berg, Tim Hampton, Jason

Watson, Josh Burk, Will Frazier. Women's Tennis: Front: Alison Oddy, Angela Brannon.

Lucy King, Stephanie Longback: head coach Charlotte Peterson, Kirsten Stewart, Diane

Ruston, Cindy Kroth, Caroline Laming, Staci Graham, student asst coach Dwayne Ponder

Lambuth
Texas-Arlington

SW Missouri State

Tennessee State

Washington College
Belleville Area College
Lambuth
Denver
Colorado State

Southern Colorado
Air Force Academy
Colorado
Tennessee Tech
Saint Louis

Marquette
Cincinnati

Tennessee-Martin
Belhaven College
Murray State

Arkansas-Little Rock
North Carolina-Charlotte

Cincinnati

Men's Record

Texas Christian

Texas-Arlington

North Texas
Tennessee State

Arkansas State

Tennessee Tech
So. Illinois-Carbondale

Arkansas-Little Rock
Tennessee-Martin
Southern Miss
Southeast Louisiana

Arkansas-Little Rock
Alabama-Birmingham
Southern Miss
Saint Louis

Women's Record

W7-0
LO-4
LO-5
W5-1
W5-2
W7-0
W6-1
W6-2
W4-2
W3-0
L3-4
LO-6
LO-4
W4-2
W4-3
W4-3
L 1-6

W4-3
W4-2
L1-4

L2-5
W4-2
13-9

LO-7
L3-6
L2-5
W9-0
LO-6
L4-5
L2-8
W5-4
W5-4
L2-7
W5-4
L4-5
L 1-8

L4-5
W6-3
5-10

Tennis
I 77
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A change of coaching personnel

can be an improvement for a sports

program.

This was certainly the case for

the women's golf team.

After finishing first in the Great

Midwest Conference tournament

last year, the women's team, under
the new direction of coach Debby
King, continued to excel by

achieving top ten finishes in 7 of 8

competitions during the regular

season. By the time the season had
ended, the women's team had
earned a place in the NCAA
tournament, where it placed 16th.

After last season, King replaced

Lori Brock as head coach of the

women's golf team. However, when
the change occurred, many were
skeptical. Jennifer Jordan,

undecided sophomore, was
originally among the skeptical.

"I had a lot of doubts," Jordan

said. "At first, I didn't like the

change because I liked Lori a lot.

But a couple of months went by,

and we realized Debby's teaching

style was so much better. She
motivates us."

Meredith Thomas, undecided

sophomore, was also

unsure of the change. "I

think we were all kind of

down about it at first,"

Thomas said. "Lori

recruited us, and we
knew we were capable of

doing great things. Debby
came in and we worked
with her well, and she did

so many great things for

us."

King proceeded to take

care of any other skeptics

after taking over and
leading the team to such
achievements. To King,

There it goes
While competing at a regular season

tournament, Brent Clements, undecided

sophomore, watches the ball after his tee-

off. Clements returned to the men's team

for the second year in a row as a walk-on.

Photo by Dale Watson

the achievements of the team
seemed rather natural, though. "To

me, just looking at the talent when I

took over, I didn't see why they

hadn't made it before," King said. "I

had no doubts we'd be able to go
this year."

Before joining Conference USA
and competing against

powerhouses like South Florida and
Houston, the men's team added
new, fresh players to provide depth

to the program. Among the

newcomers were Brent Clements,

risk management freshman, who
was named the Conference USA
tournament medalist. The men's
team achieved top ten placement in

4 of their tournaments, including 3rd

place at the conference

tournament.

As for the women's team, it will

continue to work under King's

leadership, who seemed confident

she could do so. "I don't like to

sound cocky," King said. "I'd rather

term it being confident. I believe I

can turn good players into great

players."

Steve Carpenter



Measuring up.

t

While playing at one of the Memphis Women's Collegiate matches, Melissa

Isham, journalism senior, examines her ball on the putting green. Isham

placed 1st in the Lady Panther Invitational last fall.

Photo by Dale Watson

Men's Golf. Left column: Ashley Brown, Matt McNeil, Clint Clement, Jack

Pieratt. Middle column: Doug Young, Blake Harrigan, Brent Clements, Jerry

Gmetro, head coach Jim Cook. Right column: Brent Otto, Sam Kirkland, Derek

Knief, Blair Scurlock Women's Golf. Marie-Louise Hviid, Melissa Isham,

Naima Ghilain, Leslie Ferrell, head coach Debby King, Heather Eschenburg,

Kim Hunt, Meredith Thomas, Jennifer Jordan

;: :
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Men's
Woodlands Intercollegiate

Kroger Intercollegiate

Kentucky Intercollegiate

University of Alabama Fall Invitational

South Florida/Ron Smith Invitational

Matlock Collegiate Classic

Seminole Classic

Blue-Gray Intercollegiate

All-American Intercollegiate

Billy Hitchcock Invitational

Conference USA Tournament

Women's Golf

Memphis Women's Intercollegiate

Lady Tar Heel Invitational

Lady Kat Invitational

Lady Paladin

Lady Panther Invitational

LSU-Fairwood Invitational

Duke Spring Invitational

Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic

Conference USA Championship
NCAA Championship

14th

4th

-111

7th

15th

16th

14th

17th

14th

12th

3rd

1st

5th

3rd

10th

1st

6th

11th

10th

2nd
1 6th

Golf
I 79



Steady...
During one of the regular season

matches, Maria Thorborg, international

relations junior, prepares to shoot.

Thorborg is one of two women on the

team who competes along with the men.

Photo by Dale Watson

THE BUZZ

4&M&CGpUgVM
Front: Maria Thorborg, Scott Cathcart, Tammy Dennis, Dewayne Porter,

Coach Butch Woolbright. Back: John C. Dowdy, Michael S. Belk, Brian Hedin,

lohn Schwent, David Lofton.
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Governor's Invitational

Walsh Invitational

U of M Invitational

Pacer Invitational

Roger Winthrow Invitational

Sectionals

Conference USA Championship

4th

3rd

2nd
1st

4th

2nd
2nd

Ready, aim.

i

During a regular season match, John Schwent,

finance senior, aims his rifle. Schwent and the

ROTC rifle team placed first in the nation among

other ROTC programs.

Photo by Dale Watson



Athletic teams are for dumb
jocks, right?

Certainly not if one considers the

rifle team. Since its small beginning

four years ago under Coach Butch

Woolbright's leadership, the rifle

team has managed to place itself at

the top of the University's teams in

overall grade point average.

In fact, not only did the rifle team
have the highest grade point

average of any team on campus,
the team also placed sixteenth

among the nation's rifle teams.

The team is also the only one
sponsored by the University that

has both male and female members
competing at the same matches.

However, this distinction has its

disadvantages, according to

Dewayne Porter, engineering

technology senior.

"We were supposed to place in

the top five in the nation as far as

grade point average. But since

we're not all men or all women, they

[The National Collegiate Athletic

Association] wouldn't count us,"

Porter said. "We really raised a

stink about it, but it didn't do any
good."

Among the other distinctions, the

team has never lost a regular

season conference match at home,
and has only been defeated once
by a team that was not in the top

twenty in the nation.

The rifle team placed second in

the Conference USA tournament,

with Marquette taking first place.

Marquette has been somewhat of a

rival for the team in recent years.

"They keep getting better every

year and so do we, and the other

teams stay at the same level,"

Porter said.

The team operates differently

than others in the University in

terms of competition. This too can

be a disadvantage sometimes. "In

basketball, if the five players don't

play well, the coach can replace

them. However, in our matches, it's

up to four people to compete and
they can't be replaced," Porter said.

"It puts a lot more pressure on the

individual."

The team is relatively new at the

University. It was started four years

ago by the athletic department.

When his son enrolled in the

University, Woolbright was put in

charge after offering his services. "I

volunteered to help them and
wound up coach of the team."

So with the male and female

members and with the high grade

point average, the rifle team seems
to be a team that sets itself apart

from the others. Woolbright agreed.

"There are some things that make
them very distinctive."

Steve Carpenter

Shoulder to shoulder
Standing ready to shoot, Michael S. Belk. engineering technology

senior, and Brian Hedin, mechanical engineering junior, aim for their

targets. During the matches, a small number of members are

expected to perform well for the team.

Photo by Dale Watson

Rifle Team
I 81
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Every veteran team eventually

has to pass on the torch.

Sometimes it has promising results,

and other times it doesn't.

Just ask the hockey team.

After going undefeated two years

ago, the club's impeccable record

has slowly declined. This year they

managed to secure an 11-10

record.

Jeff Brightwell, theater and
communications senior, felt that the

team had been hurt simply by
losing too many of its original

players.

"This year we kind of struggled,"

said Brightwell. "We lost a lot of

people; that's why we went 11-10"

Brightwell felt that this loss of

players hurt the offense most of all.

"We've got a good defense," he
said. "Our offense is not what it

used to be."

With the loss of some of the

better players after last season, the

current members are concerned
about what will happen next

season.

Billy Garaffa, finance senior, felt

that most of the players who will be
leaving after the spring are the

team's better players.

"The guys that are with us are

the backbone of the team," Garaffa

said. "All of them are starters."

The team may experience its

greatest blow when its current

goalie, Cory Fisher, history senior,

leaves. "Where they're going to hurt

the most is in the goal," Brightwell

said. "Cory anchors everything, in

my opinion."

The hockey team is not

sanctioned by the University. Like

some of the other independent

teams, the members have to pay a
yearly fee in order to cover the

costs of equipment and rink rental.

Getting the University to donate
money to a team can often be a
struggle for an independent team.

Last year, the University gave
the club some money, but Garaffa

acknowledged that it was not a
large amount. "We don't get much
money," he said. "It costs a lot of

money to play hockey."

Brightwell agreed, but was still

thankful for any amount. "The
school finally gave us some money
last year," Brightwell said. "It's not

much, but it's better than it was."

The end of the season marked
the finish of the team's fourth year.

Three years ago, the club became
a member of the Southern

Collegiate Hockey Association,

which gave it more credibility in the

University's eyes.

As for next year, the team
members hope to replace the

current starters with some new
recruits. Brightwell mentioned the

possibility of drawing new players

from the local high school

programs. However, if

the team cannot get

some fresh, young
players, Cory Fisher

feels that the team will

suffer. "It's probably

going to hurt us pretty

bad," Fisher said.

"Hopefully we'll get

some new guys."

Steve Carpenter

Showdown.
To start the match, Billy

Garaffa, finance senior, faces

off against a Georgia Tech

opponent. Next year's hockey

team will face difficulties with

the loss of more experienced

players like Garaffa. .

Photo by Dale Watson
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Gimme the puck.
While playing at the Mid-South Coliseum, Jeff

Brightwell. communications senior, receives a

pass. The hockey team has to pay rink fees in

order to play matches in the Coliseum.

Photo by Date Wotson

Umph!
During the Georgia Tech match, Cory Fisher,

history senior, fends off an opposing player.

Fisher, a graduating senior, will be missed next

year as the team looks for a new goalie.

Photo by Dole Watson

Hockey
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They didn't have a coach and
they took first place anyway.

After spending the entire season
without a coach, the cheerleading

squad did not go to the national

championship competition.

It wasn't because they couldn't, it

was because they didn't think it

would be right.

"We went all season without a
coach and then placed seventh in

the nation based on the videotape

of our routine," said co-captain

Jimmy Lassiter, civil engineering

sophomore. "We could have gone
but we just didn't have the right

leadership to compete for a national

championship."

The squad's former coach had
been fired the year

before and a
replacement couldn't

be found. Therefore,

the team looked to

captains Chris

Crabtree, undecided

sophomore, and
Ashley Gill, human
development senior,

for leadership.

Although the team did

not compete for the

national crown,

Crabtree and Gill

did—and they won.

"It was incredibly

exciting. I was really shocked
because I didn't expect us to win,"

Crabtree said. "I went up there for

Ashley and just hoped we could

have a good time, but we worked
hard and won first place."

The traditionally first place pom
pon squad took second place in the

nation for the second consecutive

year. They had won the

championship the previous nine

years.

"Losing just gives us the

motivation to go back the next year

and win our championship back,"

said head coach Cheri Ganong.

Michael S. Van Epps

Flip boys.
While waving their flags for the crowd at the Pyramid, cheerleaders

Eric Pettet, undecided sophomore, and Jack Yates, architecture

senior, run around the basketball court. The squad was ranked

seventh going into the national tournament but elected not to go.

Photo by Dale Watson
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Run in place.
During a halftime routine at the Pyramid, pom pon member Callie

Calloway, foreign language senior, moves in harmony with the other

dancers. The pom squad took second place in the nation for the

second year in a row.

Photo by Dale Watson

Victory lap.
While trying to motivate the crowd at a basketball game, cheerlead-

ers run around the court with the Tiger flags. The squad went the

entire year without a coach.

Photo by Dale Watson

Gimme a T.
While cheering at the Pyramid, members of the chcerleading squad

try to motivate the crowd. Cheerleaders Chris Crabtrce, undecided

sophomore, and Ashley Gill, human development senior, won first

place in the national partner stunt competition.

Photo by Dale Watson

Cheerleading and PomPon
185
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of 100. Cutlines are set in GillSans 7/9 with a horizontal

scaling of 1 00, and the kickers are set in GillSans Bold 1 1 /

9 with a horizontal scaling of 100. Bylines are set in

GillSans Bold 14/24 italic. Story names 14 pt. GillSans.

Photo credits are set in GillSans 6/9 italic. All layouts were
designed by Barry Spencer. Headlines varied from section

to section but generally included BergellPlain, Helvetica,

and GillSans.

All advertising was handled byTom Sherwood Enterprises,

in Dallas, Texas. The DeSoto is a member of the National

Scholastic Press Association and the Associated Collegiate
Press Association.

The press run for the 1 996 DeSoto was 1 500 copies. The
bookwas sold for$25 during registration. The DeSoto had
an operating budget of $66,300. The DeSoto was offered

to students, their parents, faculty and staff during fee

paymentand registration, direct mailings, and group portrait

sittings. Upon completion, the yearbooks were mailed to

the purchaser's home address from Taylor.

Inquiries should be mailed to: The DeSoto, Meeman
Journalism Building, The University of Memphis, Memphis,

TN 38152.

k §1*
t

MICHAEL S. VAN EPPS
Section Editor
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MEMPHIS AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Clean Air Begins With Us

NPF

Memphis Filter Fabricators,

Inc.

Commercial

Industrial

Residential

P.O. Box 14621

1470S.TrezevantSt.

Memphis, TN 38114-0621

(901)454-9503

The Bank ofFriendly Service

The Peoples Bank
Shelby Center

386-3131

Member FDIC

to<M.

+*lM.

FREE TOURS
Right here in

Memphis!
We're the "Home of the Brews."

368-BEER
Open Monday Through Saturday (except holidays)

from 10A.M. to 4P.M. Memorial Day to Labor

(Noon to 4P.M. Labor Day to Memorial Day).

5151 East Raines Rd.
(Raines at Mendenhall)

i^kiwi
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Compliments of

THOMPSON MACHINERY

1291 Corporate Ave.
Memphis, TN

332-3051

C~ COMBUSTION ENERGY
SERVICES, INC.

4159 JACKSON AVE. • MEMPHIS, TN 38128

OFFICE 901-372-9619

FAX 901-372-3300

HOME 901-829-2166

TAB WAITERS BEEPER 901-729-1066

• Building Products

• Ceilings

• Doors & Windows

• Electrical

Supplies

• Farm & Ranch

• Fencing

,emCa<Ui

Building Materials

land Full-Line Lumberyard!

• Lumber

• Paint & Wallpaper

• Plumbing &

Bath Products

• Plywood & Paneling

• Rooting

• Tools

OFFICE 726-5726 PHIL ALEXANDER

COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE

Your complete building materials store lor

building, repair A remodeling ACME GLASS CO.
SOUTHEAST

794-4066
NORTHEAST

373-4677
4365 Winchester Rd.

Phone Orders Welcomed
Open 7 Days A Week

Next Day Delivery Guaranteed
Commercial Credit Available

Qooflrnphlcol Rojl/lcllons Moy Apply — Cull Slor» For D«UIIb

6899 U.S. Hwy. 64

Stage & Summer

1390 POPLAR AVE.

MEMPHIS. TENN. 38104

^~JfQ^ NIGHT PHONES 872-3594

•** s^T^T^ Speedy Service 872 6069

Advertising and Index
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The
Best Seat
In Til

House

Make II A BLOCKBUSTER Night!
Proud to be a SuperTiger Sponsor!

Congratulations,

Class of '96!

(ATCO)
> ^SINCE 1889 /

ANDERSON-TULLY
COMPANY
P.O. BOX 28

MEMPHIS, TN 38101

"K\K« VVi



Compliments

of

Lithograph Printing Company

Full Color Commercial Printing

4222 Pibt Dr. • Memphis, TN 38118 • 901-365-7100

Congratulations

Class of '96

the jLMt6e*£
T OF BARTLETT

SERRA
7850 HIGHWAY 64

BARTLETT, TN 38133

(901) 382-5644

FRANK JONES, Finance Manager

Advertising and Index
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Congratulations

to the

1996

University ofMemphis (graduates

George B. Jones & Co., P.C.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

MEMBERS OF AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38120

PHONE 901-684-2277

TOP
BILLING
U7r yjlute iKo^e who hm^ built their reputations on great fterformttru

CONTUBfTAL
TRAFFK
SBtVKLMC.
THE smaxtm TV I*)

M.TF\*J« A^rx. • IVh«o™ Urmc^H. t^^rwr Will fJ0ll ;«> ISO0

WAREHOUSE
1822 Latham at.

Memphis, TN 38106

Southern Sales and Services Company

Electrical, Industrial, Safety & Welding Supplies

W.BILL CRAWLEY
President

P.O. Box 172308

Memphis, TN 38187-2308

(901)942-2158

Fax (901) 942-2265

MCT Micro Computer Technologies, Inc.

computer hardware specialists

Mike & Betty Pickens

7020 E. Shelby Drive

Memphis, TN 38125

(901)754-3757

^FAX (901) 754-3787

628 W. Poplar

Collierville, TN 38017

(901)854-1944

FAX (901) 854-1962

SILUERSTflR

NE1DS
THE ALL AMERICAN COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER

BUILDING BRIDGES FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE

3144 Park Ave. - Memphis, TN 38111

News/Advertising/Promotions

(901) 452-8828 or 4324-3144 - Fax 452-1656

Wdwi



ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S RESEARCH HOSPITAL,
known internationally for leadership in research and

treatment for chronic childhood illnesses offers

opportunities for professionals who want the challenge

of working with the world's most celebrated teams,

ST. JUDE HOSPITAL provides an environment which

offers professional and personal growth, as well as

competitive salaries and excellent fringe benefits.

* RESEARCH

• NURSING

* ALLIED HEALTH

* SUPPORT SERVICES

Applications are accepted in the Human Resources

Department, 505 N. Parkway, Monday through Friday

between 8:30 AM and 4:00 PM.

ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S RESEARCH HOSPITAL
332 N. Lauderdale

Memphis, TN 38101

Danny Thomas; Founder

affirmative action/squat oppoMunity employer

Great Meals

Outstanding Careers

SH0NEYS
America's Dinner Table*

SEAFOOD

TPI Restaurants
9
Inc.

For Information contact:

Employment Manager
TPI Restaurants, Inc.

2158 Union Ave.

Memphis, TN 38104

ill/

E8
MAYfAG

A-l MAYTAG G3
MAYFAU

2082 West Poplar Avenue

Colliervilie, Tennessee 38017

(901)853-2535

FAX (901) 853-3439

Welcome Inn
America

Daily and Weekly Rates

939 Getwell Road Memphis, TN 38

1

(901)452-7275 Fax (901) 327-5!60

Home Appliance Center

Sales-Service-Parts

Service Specialists on All Brands

Servicing Shelby County for 33 Years

5040 Summer Avenue

^ (1 Block West of 1-240)

Dependability tte IQM
^yriatc.

794-9981

BEST WISHES CLASS OF 1996

@BUICKVPONTIAC
"MITSUBISHI

6400 WINCHESTER 795-4500

I 93



We Deliver
Great Lawns

Let TYuGreen-ChemLawn roll out a lawn care

program specifically designed and seasonally

scheduled to give you the lush, healthy lawn you've

always wanted. Why sweat, worry and weed another

minute? Call today for a free lawn analysis.

541-3220
TruGreen»Chem1am«
hum iimiiimmm—mmm miiiiiiiniiiiii

THP
COLONIAL BAKING COMPANY

OF MEMPHIS

PROUDLY
SERVING THE PEOPLE
OF THE MEMPHIS AREA

(mmongratulatlom

totfje

<mmlau of '00

^BLUFFCITY^
BRITISH CARS
JAGUAR • LAND ROVER

MEMPHIS, TN (901) 743-4422 • 1-800-621-0227

!<£MQVV&r$



% \faMcu} Svwc
Good Restaurants • Lounges • Swimming Pools

• Banquet/Meeting Facilities

MASTERCARD,
DINERS CLUB,
DISCOVER,

AMERICAN EXPRESS,
VISA,

CREDIT CARDS
HONORED

For Worldwide

Reservations:

800-465-4329

(800-HOLIDAY)

OVERTON SQUARE/MIDTOWN

278-4100

Resume
"Badfv

(901)685-1157

(800)808-1825
Rhonda Captino

• 99% Success Rate

• Professional Assoc, ofResume Writers

• Out Placement Services

• Professional Speaker

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED AT POPLAR & 1-240

MEMPHIS, TN

Compliments of

Dunavant Enterprises, Inc.

3797 New Getwell Rd.

Memphis, TN

369-1500

Congratulations Graduates!

BERNARD UPSiY
PRESIDENT

INDUSTRIAL • COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

• HOT BUILT-UP R00F3
• SHINGLES • RUBBER ROOFS
• GPQM . MODIFIED BITUMIN

BPGCIAL RESIDENTIAL DEPARTMENT
• NO JOB TOO SMALL
• REPAIRS • RE-ROOF8 • TiAROFFS

•GALL FOR FREF tSTIMA TSS'

LOCALLY OWN60 1 OPERATED " 8IN0I 1976"

362-6240
LICENSED IN TENNESSEE. ARKANSAS * MISSISSIPPI

4920 PLEASANT HILL
FREE ESTIMATES LONG TERM WARRANTIES TERMS AVAILABLE

&>We are currently

seeking results-

oriented individuals

for professional

positions in our inside &
outside sales departments.

QUALIFICATIIONS
• Proven sales or business experience
• Excellent communication skills

• Aggressive, enthusiastic and highly self-motivated individuals

POSITION OFFERS
• Salary, commission and bonus
• Training program • Established accounts
• Advancement opportunities
• Complete benefit package including health, dental, optical,

401 K, etcetera

BerryCompany '

A ©BELLSOUTH' Company*
For mora information, send your resume to:

Recruting Director - 2820 Thousand Oaks Boulevard, Suite 1 100
Memphis, TN 381 18

FAST
PROFESSIONAL
CONFIDENTIAL

24 HOUR
NATIONAL
SERVICE

AMERICAN BAIL BOND CO.
231 EXCHANGE
MEMPHIS, TN 38105

(901) 523-0303

JAMES HESTER, Owner
RES. (901) 327-8352

PAGER 579-8096

DARIUS HESTER.Gcn. Mgr.

RES. 324-4773

BEEPER 223-9101

Advertising and Index
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BEST
LOCKS & ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

BEST LOCKING SYSTEMS OF MEMPHIS

5425 RAINES RD„ SUITE 11

MEMPHIS, TN 38115
901-366-9000

FAX: 901-366-9741

TN, AR, MS 800-227-BEST

JIM NAZARENUS, Factory Rep

1177 Union Avenue

Memphis, Tennessee 38174

725-0100

tgJRftJ^Frito-Lay, Inc.

Best Wishes To The Graduates of

1996!

5338 Crestview Rd.

Memphis, TN 38134

Bus: 901-373-6007

Fax: 901-386-6433

John A. Speaker

Area Vice President

Murdock Printin

430 Monroe Ave.

Memphis, TN

526-5112

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES 1996!

G & W DIESEL
892 Kansas

Memphis, TN

I

948-1625

COVINGTON PIKE

DODGE

1825 Covington Pike

Memphis, Tennessee 38128

901371-9200

Parts and Service 371-9300

Paulette Doe, President



STORM WINDOWS, REPLACEMENT WINDOWS,
DOORS, INSULATION, SIDING, PATIO COVERS,

CARPORTS, GUTTERING, ROOFING,
ROOM ADDITIONS AND REMODEL

Bill Wilfong
President

1861 -A Vanderhorn

Memphis, TN 38134

TNLic.#HI00183

377-7271

CEKTLTICATTS Of AUTHORIZATIONS
f, S.U.I. - PP. U. UM, A. t,

N.B.B.I. - R

,0NS v^llVv (#1

piwnT mmnTEnnnci reruice qowp.
"^""711 "mtT (901) -353-9880P.O. BOX 280883

MPHS..TN 38168-0883

FABRICATION, INSTALLATION, & MAINTENANCE

CONGRATULATIONS 1996

UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS GRADUATES

ational
Uniform
Service

Committed To Be The Best

Tel. 901-362-2000

Fax 901-367-0615

3820 Delp Street

Memphis, TN 381 18

|^AUf]y|ODEL-

RESIDENTIAL
Cleaners
-Since NON- COMMERCIAL

ONE OF THE SOUTH S OLDEST & BEST

3 GENERATIONS OF FAMILY OPERATION
• I INI DIlvCUANINCiLAUNDflr -HOUSIIKXIHII US • MlllCfK I) VAUI I SIOIIACI

SI't 01*11/10 CI LANING Si HvlCt 5 -COSIUMI CIIA'llNG SMOKt OOOIIHIMOVAI

ifAllllH SUI W I UMCI (AWING IjHAJ'l Mil S 1AKI DOWN IIIIIANf, . WAM II DAMAGI "I SIOIIAIKW

• W[ MING GOWN ITIE SHIVA I t!N • All MIA IONS • SIKH III 1'AIH SI HVK.I

FOR DEPENDABLE SERVICE CALL
PICKUP r-r*r\ r\Ar\r\ A CONVENIENT

& DELIVERY OZO~\JH\J\J BRANCH NEAR YOU

EAST 5007 BLACK ROAD amou irom Sw

MID TOWN
1023 LINOEN AV (MAIN OFFICE)

EAST MEMPHIS
664 WARING RD AT SUMMER

KAMK JMYSKKVirt VII \( II I ()( \ HON

- Men

Call us for all your uniform rental and
direct sales needs.

Leaders in Design Technology

& Innovative Reprographics
Congratulations Graduates!

CAMPBELL
BLUEPRINT & SUPPLY CO.

Authorized

E£l
DEALER

MATT SIGHTS
Res. (901) 272-1548

E1-JKMWBSKnrnJ!SBSS«MK£«M

31 24 BROAD AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38112

PHONE (901) 327-7385

WATS LINE 1-800-238-7564

TENN. WATS LINE 1-800-542-1 1 15

DENNIS CAMPBELL, CH. OE TI IE BOARD

Ditch
s

Witch
Authorized Ditch Witch Dealer

Ditch Witch Mid-South
3681 Old Getwetl Road

Memphis, TN 38118

Bus. (901) 365-7400

Advertising and Index
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WINCHESTER SYCAMORE

Bonus! Receive a FREE GIFT when you open a

Free Student Checking Account!

No monthly service charge

No minimum opening deposit

Unlimited checkwriting

Unlimited Annie usage

FDIC insurance $100,000

34 convenient locations

Member FDIC

AUNION
PLANTERS
BANK

The Best Answer in Banking

1063 S. Parkway
948-7652

EEEBZBEBEEEEB3

a . , m, nnn r>
4940 Summer Ave.

Originator of The BBQ Pizza 685-6726
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT

-ntem^Au DANCEWEAR

Capezio-Danskin-Leo's

Feathers, Rhinestones, Sequins

5724-E STAGE RD.

(901)372-6625

1407GETWELL
(901)743-74 50

V

W. H. PORTER & CO., INC.

4821 American Way, Suite 100

Memphis, Tennessee 381 18

(901) 363-9453 FAX: (901) 363-2722

Engineers, Planners,

Surveyors, Consultants

WILLIAM DAVID PORTER, P.E., R.L.S.

President

MGMPr+IS

CCNTCR f^OR

REPRODUCING
rfCrtlTrr

1462 POPLAR AVE.

MEMPHIS, TN 38104 901-274-3550

Evening & Saturday Appointments

Free Pregnancy Testing

Abortion Services

..u^,

£"-5** Environmental and Safety Detlgns, Inc.

l >

YOUNG Insulation

Group of Memphis, Inc.

1054 Florida Ave.
Memphis, TN 38106
(901) 774-1150

Foe (901) 774-6071

good \JV)C*<
^

5724 Summer Trees Drive

P.O. Box 341315 • MEMPHIS, TN 38184 • (901)372-7962

FAX (901) 372-2454



MOLMAN
BOILER WORKS INC.,

Since 1947

24 HOUR SERVICE

1
SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE

1-800-331-1956

DALLAS
1956 SINGLETON BLVD.

DALLAS, TEXAS 75212

(214)637-0020

CORPUS CHRISTI
3921 AGNES

CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78405

(512)884-0411

HOUSTON
1224 NORMANDY

HOUSTON, TX 77015

(713)455-4900

"Your" Uniuersity Store Has
Euerything Vou Need--FflST!

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF USED TEXTS-
YOU SAVE 25%!

S&i*

NEW TEXT BOOKS
Him FOR ALL YOUR COURSES!

ALL THE SCHOOL SUPPLIES YOU NEED

GREAT SELECTION OF
SCHOOL CLOTHING!

GET THE MOST CASH
FOR YOUR USED BOOKS!

FAST SERVICE—NO LONG LINES!

The Uniuersity Store J
Lower Leuel-Uniuersity Center

Memphis State Uniuersity MB

Gwatney I

3099 Austin Peay

382-3100

Gwatney II

3441 Airways Blvd.

348-5500
CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES 1996!

UNOEH THE GREAT AMERICAN MAO

ATIXEY
CHEVROLET • GEO Continental

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.

rOnly One Choice!

New Cars & Light Trucks

Custom Van, Medium & Full Duty Truck

Service, Parts & Body Shop

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1996!

5646 SHELBY OAKS DRIVE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38134

(901)382-4070

Advertising and Index
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Hometown Pride!
Your hometown Wendy's is proud to lend a

helping hand. We're working with you to

make our community tater than ever

.

[
OLD FASHIONED

HAMBURGERS]

Thebesthamburgers
and awhole lot more.

COFFEE
SHOP
ALWAYS
OPEN

3139 Poplar

3530 Summer
4647 Quince
509 S. Highland

1698 Poplar

1308 Union
4946 Park

1787 Union
1911 E. Brooks Rd.

1642 E.Shelby
7665 Hwy. 72 (GTown)
5020 Hwy 78 (Best Western)

3291 Austin Peay

*

<* <vgr

I

L^kini



BUBBLE GUM

America's Favorite/Made in Memphis

by

LUFKIN TRAILERS
A DIVISION OF LUFKIN INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEW & USED TRAILERS PARTS & SERVICE
FAX 901-346-8657

MOBILE 488-7458

PHONE 901-345-0340

MEMPHIS SALES AND SERVICE
P.O. BOX 16309

1947E. BROOKS RD.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 381 16

HOME 795-4691

RON MILES, BRANCH MANAGER

Serving the

Greater Memphis Area

for Over 35 Years

Phone (901) 452-1580

Fax (901) 327-9294

MEMPHIS SASH AND DOOR
3850 Air Park Street

Memphis, Tennessee? 38118

(901)363-6040

(800)777-6513

2846 Summer Ave.

Memphis, TN 38112

901 / 452-2280

OIRPETWND

SHELBY DODGE, INC.

2691 Ml. Moriah Rd.

MEMPHIS, TN 381 15

rrn

i.*.i.'.i:M;v*m.M.ij.UAJj.i

Quality and Service - Reasonably Priced

3912 Park Avenue

Memphis, TN 381 11-6635

Stealth

Advantage

Dodge

Intrepid * Dynasty * Daylona * Shadow * Spirit * Caravan * Trucks

DOUGLAS (J. DIALS
Vice President - CM

Bus. Phone (901) 363-0006

Beeper (901) 721-4867

Advertising and Index
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"Commitment To Excellence"

I CIIKYSLEK I

rr»a LIBERTY

Professionals • Integrity ' Longevity

tlit! In ' V 1.1'

<W«» II'

l'ji|.llUliW».f

365-0002
New & UnsiI l.'iir NuIcn

Kniliil iSi Leasing
Scrvk'i' tSi I'mts

Ci.llMnii lUpiilr X Pain)

I
*ii)« i|ll

Wijiti itjii

• Wyimilh

• IMIp

• Iwii

• fj(lc

• MIlRlWH

...ff^* "The ( lltlosl And I ;nju*st

&<£• I'lnysli'i I V.ilci In Memphis

B/Tjggor
iwterauar

2580 Ml. Moriuh Uil.

( 'lir\slcr I 'I > mi mi tit > A II it Idmiio • Stllllini

LIBERTY
WEST MEMPHIS

HONKS IV

732-5190

Dadg® Jeep,

"NliWKKNWHMil-ANU
III I

1

1)1 All !«!"

2.WI K. MKOAItWAV
WI'„S"I' M I,M I'll is, ah

i>oi)(ii;« ,ii '«•;•'• kaiiI.k

A Cozy Stay At A
Comfortable Price

Discover Country Suilcs By Carlson*
4

, a charming cozy place

with all the touches of home at a price that will let you rest

easy. Stay with us and expect such fine conveniences as:

Tull Kitchens

Free Local Calls

Honied Pool/Spa

Meeting Rooms

Free Continental Plus Breakfast

Wednesday Night Cookoui

Cable TV.Showtime, CNN.ESPN
4 FAX and Copy Service

At Country Suites By Cartoon

"

M
,
you'll l>e itemed like family and led

riglu at home in the country,

Countryline® Reservations: 1-800-456-4OO0

Toll -free in the U.S. and Canada

COUNTRY
suWes

4300 American Way

MEMPHIS Memphis, TN 38118

(901)366 9333

IMC M*uwncxix yjic.

CONTINENTAL WATER
SYSTEMS CORPORATIONS

SINCE
1968 QUALITY ATHLETIC AND

RECREATIONAL SUPPLIES

"SPECIALIZING IN [[AM UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT"

HOURS:

9 - 5:30 MON. - F.

9 - ZOO SAT.

3230 SUMMER AV
Collegiate,

lAlfcJ

Reverse Osmosis, Ultrafiltration, Distillation,

Deionization, Water Softening

Salt - Carbon - Filters - Water Analysis

Custom Engineered Systems

ggl

BOTTLED WATER
Mineral, Purified & Distilled

Cooler Rental

Free Delivery & Set Up
Bottlers Of:

Continental Purified Pure Memphis

"We Take The Best & Make It Better"

398-2300
1938LynnbrookPl.

£3k

SINCE 1927

quipment Company
OF MEMPHIS

Suppliers of

Boilers • Air Compressors • Pumps
Steam, Water, and Air Equipment

3929 Summer Avenue

Memphis, TN 38122

Phone (901) 323-6688

FAX (901) 323-6689

UNIFORMS
Memphis' Oldest Name in Uniforms

NAUMD
Fredric 1 1. Shapiro

President

W<it4i



Congratulations and (Best Wishes to the Qraduating Class of 1996.

Compliments of the following Companies.

American Bail Bonds

231 Exchange

Memphis, TN
523-0303

Memphis Marriott

2625 Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Memphis, TN
362-6200

Atkins Bros. Chevrolet

1934 Hwy 51 S

Covington, TN
476-2277

Memphis Window Cleaning

534 Edith Avenue

Memphis, TN 38101

942-1700

Bright Construction

3434 Holman PL

Memphis, TN
794-7180

Merrie Oldsmobile

1048 W. Poplar

Collierville, TN 38017

853-2213

Buntyn Restaurant

3070 Southern Rd.

Memphis, TN
458-8776

Mid-South Music

3699 Summer Ave.

Memphis, TN 38122

458-8791

Ditch Witch Mid South

3681 Old GetwellRd.

Memphis, TN
365-7400

Midway Ford

2082 West Poplar Avenue

Collierville, TN 38017

853-2535

Dixie Color Lab

520 S. Highland

Memphis, TN
458-1818

Mr. Formal Tuxedo Rental

781 S.Highland

Memphis, TN
323-4501

Don Thompson Body Shop

622 Minor Street

Memphis, TN 381 11

327-2598

Payless Cashways

6899 US Hwy 64

Memphis, TN
373-4677

East Memphis Rubber Stamp Co.

730 S. Highland

Memphis, TN
452-9731

Pittman Glass

3742 Summers Ave.

Memphis, TN
452-1700

Graceland Dodge, Inc.

3311 E.P. Blvd

Memphis, TN
398-9231

R.P. Tracks Restaurant & Bar

3547 Walker

Memphis, TN
327-1471

Hart Furniture

141 Eastley

Collierville, TN 38017

853-8595

Southern Company

3101 Carrier

Memphis, TN
345-2531

Kaplan Hardware & Supply

2182 S. 3rd

Memphis, TN
942-9344

Wal-Mart

5000 American Way
Memphis, TN
366-6036

Malone Oil Co.

4745 Poplar Ave.

Memphis, TN
683-1872

Western Steak House & Lounge

1298 Madison Avenue

Memphis, TN
725-9896

Advertising and Index
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Acton, Keith 16, 1 34

Adams, Scot 26

AKA POLITICAL SPEAKERS 124-

125

Albertson, Eric 85

Alive and Awake 205

ALL-GREEK PHOTO/AWARDS
116-117

Alonso, Michelle I I

Anderson, Qadry 160

Appleby, Dr. David 39

Armitage, Danny 40

Asbury, Neal 1 39

Austin, Dr. KennethJ07

Auston, Andy 22

Bailey, Taurus 125

Balakrishnan, Ramesh 48

Baldick, Cherly 26

Baldwin, Brian 134

Baltz, Julia 59

BAND 62-63

Barassi, Ronnie 156

Barber, Todd 42, 46, 118

Bargagliotti, Dr. Toni 30

Barker, Corey Lee 1 28

Barron, Jennifer 38

Barrow, Monte I 1

2

Bartels, Chris 1 64

BASEBALL 156-159

Beasley, Dakota 1

5

Beasley, Dr. Daniel 1

5

Beasley, Stephanie 15

Bekis, Dr. Barbara 74

Belk, Michael 181

Bellafant, Tiffany 1 25

Bender, Heath 158

Benedetti, Frank 147

Bennett, Frank 1 39

Bergman, Anne 28, 1 22

Bingham, Julie 121, 142

BLACK STUDENT ASSOCIA-
TION 52-55

Black Grad Student Associa-

tion 205

Blair, Trista 46

Bledsoe, Jennifer 105

Blume, Karla 78

Bogue, Karin 102

Borich,Joe5, 160, 162

Borok, Michelle 58

Boyd, Joey 30

Brackstone, Sam 92

Brannon, Catherine 106, 167

Brashear, Mike 1 39

Bratton, Russ 1 58

Brightwell, Jeff 182

Briley, Paula 66

Brock, Lori 1 78

Bronson, Stan "The Man" 220

Brown, Brooks V. 34, 110

Brown, Stephanie 1 28

Bryant, Amy 1 29

Buchner, Melissa 84

Buford, Tom 1 76

Burkjosh 176

Burris, Ashley I 1

3

Caldwell, Heather 70

Calhoun-Cash, Brenda 172

Callaway, Callie 20, 205

Callies, Brian 56

Calloway, Callie 185

Campbell, Michelle 42

Card, Trace 62

Carroll, Jonathan 40

Carson, Dr. Donald 52, 74

Casteel, Casey 44

Caswell, Christy 166

Caudle, Wes 110

CECIL C. HUMPHREY

SCHOOL OF LAW 102-103

Chance, Dr. Cindi 90

Chawdhry, Ajay 38

CHEER/POM 184-185

CHOOSE OR LOSE 42-43

CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
66-67

Clark, Dawn 1 35

Clemence, Kurt I I

Clement, Courtney 1 20, 205

Clements, Brent 1 78

COACH SCHERER 162-163

Cochran, Johnny 74

Cogliandro, Joe 1 22, 131

Cole, Melanie I 13

Coleman, Laura 139

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCI-

ENCES 84-85

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION
AND FINE ARTS 98-99

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 90-91

Colson, Jason 134

COMMANDER'S CUP 70-73

Cone, Amy 205

CONSTRUCTION ON CAMPUS
32-33

Cotter, Jeffery 177

Coulston, Jason 43

Cover, Valerie I 1

Cox, Adrian 1 32

Cox, Karin 40, 173, 205

Cox, Randy 222

Crabtree, Chris 1 84

Craig, Mary 28

Criss, Paul 78

CROSSCOUNTRY/TRACK 172-

175

Crowley, Jessica I 18

Cummings, Hank 157

CUTTING CLASS 110-113
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DAILY HELMSMAN 60-61

Dallas, Virginia 64

Dalle, Emilie 130

Davis, Dr. Barbara 88

Davis, Jenny 9

Day, Collins 158

Decandia, Dean 1 38

DELTA GAMMA ANCHOR SPLASH
122-123

DESOTO YEARBOOK 212-213

DeVries, Jacqueline 84

Diets, Douglas 39, 94

Dohogne, Tony 46

Donati, Ralph 130

Donlin, Dr. Charles 120

DORM RENOVATIONS 40-41

DROP/ADD LINES 25-26

DuBanJon 20, 24

Duffy, Billy 123

Dunham, Marilyn 100

Dunn, Jason 164

CALLIE LEITH CALLAWAY

Callie graduated in the spring with a degree in mathematics and

Latin. She was a member of the Cecil C. Humphreys Honor
Society, Membership Chair of the Mortar Board, Order of

Omega and Omicron Delta Kappa member. Callie was active in

Pi Beta Phi Sorority and the Women's Panhellenic Council. She

served as a New Student Orientation Guide, Ambassador on

the Student Ambassador Board and as a Senator in the SGA.

Callie also was the Varsity Captain of the Pom Pon Squad. She

plans to attend the University's Graduate School and pursue a

Master's of the Arts in Teaching/MAT.

COURTNEY ELIZABETH CLEMENT

Courtney majored in social work and graduated in the spring.

She was President of the Order of Omega, active in Mortar

Board, Council of Eighty, Tiger Tamers, the Social Work
Student Association and the National Association of Social

Workers. Courtney was very active in her sorority. Pi Beta Phi,

and the Women's Panhellenic Council. She plans to pursue a

Master's in social work.

ALIVE AND AWAKE
John Cooper, Joy A. Steots, Julie Hare, Jason Staggers

AMY ELIZABETH CONE

Amy majored in criminal justice with a minor is psychology and

graduated in the summer. She held membership in the Order of

Omega, the Early Scholars Scholarship Program, the Student

Activities Council, the Peer-Mentor Program, and Frosh Camp
She was also active in Delta Gamma Sorority and the SGA. Amy
plans to work with the juvenile court system, counseling

juvenile offenders.

BLACK GRADUATE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Front: Robert Oselen, Jr., Audrey A. Elion; middle: James A.

Graham, Dereece Smither, Tonya Brooks; back: Patrina

Durham, Henry Matlock, Jr.

KARIN ANNA COX

Kami majored in fitness management and nunored in physical

therapy. She graduated in the summer and was a member of the

Golden Key Honor Society. Tn-Beta, Alpha Epsilon Delta.

Kappa Delta Pi and Gamma Beta PHi She appeared on the

Dean's List for six semesters and worked actively with the ESP

Tutor Core and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. She also

was on the cross country and track team. Karin plans to attend

physical therapy school after she graduates and eventually work

as a physical therapist.
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Fulgham, Alexia 138

Fyfe, Leah 119,207

Eaheart, Jason 62

EATING 38-39

EBONY MAN (DELTA SIGMA
THETA) 132-133

Edwards, Larry 99

Elliot, Ciscley 74

Emslie, Dr. Marion 106

Erskine, Mike 131

Eslahi, Farokh 22

Ewing, Dawnaya 1 74
(

Ezell, Ray 84

?

Farmer, Robbie 137

Fechter, Bernie 168

Felker, Danny 38

Feltus, Jamie 32

Ferguson, Keith 88

FINAL EXAMS/MOVING OUT 46-

49

Finch, Larry 1 52, 1 54

Fisher, Cory 182

Fisher, Jodi 148

Flanagan, Wendy 102

Flowers, Walter 39

FOGELMAN COLLEGE OF BUSI-

NESS AND ECONOMICS 88-89

FOOTBALL 160-161

Ford, Harold Jr. 124

Fort, Kimberly 135

Fowler, Leighanne Hart 14

Fowler, Roger 53

Fox, John 62

Fox, Scott 137

Frazier, Marissa 24

Gallagher, Kevin 42

Ganong, Cheri 184

Garaffa, Billy 24, 182"

Garner, Chris 153, 219

Garrett, Stacy 1 29, 1 30

GATED PARKING LOTS 34-35

Gattas, Fred 1 28

Gautreaux, Dorothy 1 25

Geismar, Mark I I

Geng, Lei 38

Gentry, Wesley 25

George, Yolanda 133

Gill, Ashley 184

Gilliam, Brent 40

Gilliard, Effie 24

Glass, Lonnie 158, 217

GOLF 178-179

Gore, Bobbie 207

Grace, Mason 217

GRADUATE SCHOOL 96-97

GRADUATION 30-3

1

Graeter, Harold 1 55

Graham, Staci 1 77

Gray, Michael 98

GREEK FOLLIES 128-129

GREEK LEADERS RETREAT 120-

121

GREEK LIFE 146-147

GREEK WEEK 142-145

Green, Robert 25

Greer, Altamese 90

Greulich, Alison 217

Gurliacco, Jennifer 60

Hain, Brandy 173

Hale, Diane 34

Hall, Dr. Mary 90

Hanks, Holly 96

Hanssom, Hakan 217

Harbin, Stephanie 1 34

Harmon, Amy 58

Harper, Desiree 97

Harrelson, Brett 1 08

Harrelson, Woody 223

Harris, Don 103

Harrison, Jerry 132

Harville, Chad 157

Hayduk, Andrea 1 30

Hays, Glen 1 72

Hays, Kristen 106

Hedin, Brian 181

Heinz, Shelley 166

Heliums, Jim 36

Henderson, Cedric 152

Henderson, Louis 80

HERFF COLLEGE OF ENGINEER-

ING 94-95

Hicks, Laura I 13

Hill, Joel 70

Hislop, Craig 70

HOCKEY 182-183

Hoffman, Joyce 96

Hogans, Richard 161

Holcomb, Lee 103

HOMECOMING WEEK 16-19

HONORS BANQUET 106-107

Hooshmand, Ario 221

Hopkins, Danny 1 34

Hopkins, Jeff 156

Howard, Phillip 56

Howell, Angel 26

Huckabee, Maggie Lee 101

Huggins, Amelle 36

Hughes, Dawn 139

Hull,Terri 134

Hulshof, Richard 221
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Hunt, Adele 59

Hunt, Amy 38

Hunt, Kim 179

}

Ibrahim, Norhanizah 104

Isham, Melissa 178

Ismail, Mohammad 105

LEAH ELLEN FYFE

Leah majored in communications and minored in psychology.

She graduated in the summer. Leah served as Vice President of

the Jr. Panhellenic Council, President of the Women's
Panhellenic Council and worked with Pi Beta Phi and the Greek

Council. She was a member of the Early Scholars Program,

Order of Omega, Mortar Board, and was on the planning

committee for the "Legends in the Making" Leadership

Conference. Leah received the National Student Government

Award in 1994. She has also been active in the SGA, Student

Ambassador Board, Frosh Camp, and was a member of the Pom
Pon Squad. Leah plans on attending graduate school in the fall.

NATIONAL STUDENT
SPEECH-LANGUAGE

HEARING ASSOCIATION
Front: Melanie MacDonald, Leah Markowitz, Marilyn Dunham,

Dr. David Wark, Suzanne Pickering, Kim Yarbrough; Back:

Jenna Collins, Ginger Mullin, Lisa Moses, Nicole Zaccaria, Kim

Schairer, Julie Whitefield, Kathryn May

BOBBIE GORE

Bobbie graduated in December with a major in English and a

minor in anthropology. She received such honors as an

International Studies Abroad Scholarship and an Adult

Scholarship. She was a member of Sigma Tau Delta and the

University Honors Program. After graduation, Bobbie planned

to pursue a Master's degree and would like to teach in another

country for a semester or possibly a full year before returning

to the US to teach on the college level.

JAY LANCE JOHNSON

Jay was an English and political science major and graduated in

the spring. While a student at the University, Jas was a Founding

Father of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, President and Tennessee

State Parliamentarian of Gamma Beta Phi, Associate Chief

Justice of the SGA, and Founder and Chair of the Cicero

Society. Jay held membership in Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Tau Delta,

Golden Key, Mortar Board, and Pi Sigma Alpha, jay plans to

attend law school in the fall.

PRELAW SOCIETY
J.V. Thompson, Lisa Moore, Queen Merriweathcr, Robin Ray

WANDA JOYCE KILGORE

Wanda graduated in the summer with a degree in organizational

leadership in the urban environment through the University

College. She appeared frequently on the Dean's List, was a

member of Golden Key. Phi Kappa Phi. Omicron Delta Kappa.

Outstanding Young Women in America, and Mortar Board.

Wanda held leadership positions in the Adult Student

Association, was Speaker of the House for the SGA. and a

member of SAC and the Peer Mentor Program. She plans to

attend law school and become an arbitrator/mediator.
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Jackson, Becky 9'

Jarrett, Kari 1 38

Jefferson, Darius 101

Johnson, Jay 207

Johnson, LaTonya 150

Johnson, Mingo 155

Johnson, R.C. 152

Johnson, Randy 90

Johnson, Shanna 144

Jones, Cameron 156

Jones, James Earl 100

Jones, Jemarion 52

Jones, Melissa 32

Jones, Tamara 46

Jordan, Gregory P. 33, 128

Jordan, Jennifer 178

Joyner, Paige 98

Judd, Bobby 6

?

Kabat, Stacey 58

Kalinoski, Pam 166

Kantner, Mindy 25

KAPPA ALPHA PSI STEPSHOW
140-141

KARATE CLUB 56-57

Keith, Jimmy 17

Kent, Allison 57

Kent, Joanna 56

Kenton, Todd 35

Kernodle, Lee 34

Keys, Sondra 1 24

Wdi/ii

Kilgore, Wanda 106,207

Kimble, Ken 120, 122

King, Debby 1 78

King, Jason 42

King, Kalista 32

King, Novel 54

Kiperts, Kim 143

Klug, Jim 64

Koehn,Jeff80

Kopp, Kristie 209

Kyles, Joseph 124

Lackey, Kenny 1 69

Laming, Caroline 177

Landman, Brenda 92

Lassiter, Jimmy 184

Lee, Chris 70

Lee, Spike 7, 1

6

Lee-McNelis, Joy 150

Legg, Dr.
J.

Ivan 106

Lenny, Jeremy 70

Lenox, Micah 70

Lewis, Carrie I 18

LIBRARY FLOOD 35-36

Licari, Bernard 1 64

Linton, Danny 60

LOEWENBERG SCHOOL OF
NURSING 86-87

Lott, Jenni 66

Lovelace, Jonathan 70

Loving, Vicky 1 30

Lucas-White, Penny 1 70

Luckett, Ahley 142

Luter, Amy 1 20

Lyne, John 154

Lyne, Mitzi 1 54

Lyons, Jonathan 158

Madden, Paige 96

MADRIGAL DINNER 20-21

Main, Stephanie 135

Major, Cory 52, 124

Malladi, Amulya 60

Mann, Justin 104

Mathews, Jeff I 1

3

Matthews, Keeta 1 50

Maxwell, Jeremy 36

May, Eric 68

May, Robin 1 30

McClurkin, Trey 209

McCrory, Mark 62

McDaniel, Russ 136

McDonnell, Phillip 165

McKeever, Ryan 24, 26

McKibbenJody 158

McVay, Kim 140

Mead, Toni 209

Measells, Jana 96

Melton, Chad 1 27

MEN'S BASKETBALL 152-153

MEN'S SOCCER 164-165

Mendel, Dr. Maurice 30

Middleton, Kelly 168

MIDNIGHT MADNESS 154-155

Milam, Angela 14, 121, 126

Milczewski, Janis 30

Mitchell, Jeff 66

MOB SQUAD 64-65

Moore, David 90

Moreland, John 66

Morgret, Mimi 60, 68

Morphy, David 121, 136

Morris, Chris 164

Mosby, Tyranda 1 74

MR. U OF M (ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA) 130-131

MUD BOWL 15

Murphy, Kara 148, 166

Murray, Bill 5, 209

Musarra, Mario 17, 76, 128

Nat'l Student Speech Hearing Assn

207

Neal, Charles 137

Nelson, Laura 139

Neuf, Christi 78

Newsom, Rodney 7, 1 55

Neyens, Janice 170



Nguyen, Diemmy 21 I

Norman, Shane 123, 130

Nunes, Carol 17

O'Connell, Kevin 173

Oden, Bernard 1 60, 1 63

Ogunlade, Olusola 88

Oldham, Neal 21, 25, 142

Oliver, Brandon 142

OPEN MIC NIGHT 68-69

Orellana, Jody 164

Orians, Ray 1 20

Owens, Mark 1 54

STUDENT
AMBASSADOR BOARD

Stephanie Simpson, Katie Schwie, Angela Milam, Paige

Forrester, Amy Webster, LaTreka Grimes

STUDENT SOCIAL
WORK ORGANIZATION

Front: Vicki Morris, Stephanie Hamm, Jennifer Pack, Jennifer

Bendler, Kristin Glorie, Gloria Johnson; back: Curtis

Warren, Samantha Branch, Melinda Weeden, Wilda Tierney

KATHY KRISTINE KOPP

Kristie majored in sales with a minor in marketing. She

graduated in the summer and was a member of Pi Beta Phi

Sorority. She was a member of the Student Ambassador Board

where some of her duties were to conduct campus tours,

attend presidential events, and help facilitate graduation

ceremonies. After graduation, Kritie plans to attend graduate

school and earn her MBA.

HERSCHEL HERBERT MCCLURKIN

Trey majored in mulit-media services and graduated in

December. He was a member of Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi

Kappa Phi, Golden Key, Gamma Beta Phi, Order of Omega, and

Phi Eta Sigma. Trey appeared on the Dean's list seven times. He

was very active in Kappa Sigma Fraternity and has also been on

the Student Ambassador Board, SAC, BACCHUS/GAMMA and

the Commercial Music Association. He plans to pursue a career

in the audio and/or vidoe production industry.

ANTONIA SHANTAY MEAD

She was a biology/pre-med major and graduated in May. She was

a member of Black Scholars Unlimited, Tri-Beta, Golden Key.

Alpha Epsilon Delta, and Gamma Beta Phi. She was active in the

Black Student Association and the Peer Mentor Program. She

plans to enter medical school in the fall.

WILLIAM SHELDON MURRAY IV

Bill had a double major in English and economics and graduated

in the summer. He was President of Alpha Tail Omega and

President of the SGA. He appeared frequently on the Dean's

List and was a member of the Honor Students Association,

Omicron Delta Kappa. Sigma Tail Delta, the Cecil C
Humphreys Honor Society, Order of Omega, Phi Kappa Phi.

and Phi Eta Sigma. He has been active in SAC, Frosh Camp,

Student Ambassador Board, the Peer Mentor Program, and the

College Republicans. Bill served on man;' University Standing

Committees, selection committees, and is a board member of

the National Alumni Association. He plans to enter the business

field after graduation.
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Padilla, Mike 42

Paesche, Rob 14

Pangle, Scott 57

Panter, Janet 96

Parker, Valerie 1 22

Patterson, Dan 80

Peace, Tom 88

Peel, Laura 1 74

Pennington, Perry 62

Perkins, Shawanda 80

Peschke.Joel 160

Peterson, Charlotte 1 76

Peterson, Heath I 1

Pettet, Eric 1 85

Pettigrew, Dr. Joseph 1 08, 1 20

PHI MU SPAGHETTI DINNER 138-139

Phillips, Brent 49

Phillipy, Shelley 88

Pogue, Tim 2 1

7

Pointer, Levi 140

Porter, Brady 1

5

Porter, Dewayne 181

Pre-Law Society 207

Prickett, Ashley 145

Quinn, Michael 84

Ranta, Dr. Richard 20, 30

Rawlins, Dr. V. Lane 5, 9, 14, 31,

52, 106

?

Ranta, Dr. Richard 20, 30

Rawlins, Dr. V. Lane 5, 9, 14, 31, 52, 106

Redus, Katie 1 39

Reeder, Steve 78

Reinhardt, Ron 107

RHA CASINO NIGHT 80-81

Richardson, Chenise 54

Ricketts, Jeremy 14

RIFLE TEAM 180-181

Robinson, Ellen I 13

Robinson, Kevin 174

Rodgers, Kimberly 60

Rogers, Derric 70

Rose, Justin 164

Roser, Dusty 2 1 I

Rosko, Gerald 1 33

Ross, Steve 39

RUGBY 168-169

Ruhland, Andrew 7, 33,213

Sacoto, Juan 44

Sanders, Stephanie 126

Sauer, Jennifer 58

Scarbrough, Jamie I I

Schairer, Kim 100

Scherer, Rip 17, 120, 160, 162

SCHOOL OF AUDIOLOGY AND
SPEECH PATHOLOGY 100-101

Schroeder, Diana 59

Schwent, John 180

Schwie, Katie 1 08

Scott, David 23, 28

Scott, Jason 1 72

Scruggs, Nino 22

Sealy, Jason 35

Setler, Keith 1 60

Sevier, Lindsey 80

SGA UNITY WEEK 74-77

Shankle, Scott 1 68

Shaver, Steven 76

Shelton, Sara 2

1

Shelton, Stephanie 144

Shivley, Vicky 82

SIGMA CHI DERBY DAYS 118-119

SIGMA PHI EPSILON 136-137

Silien, Karen 96

Simmons, Brian 42

Simpson, Brad 123

Simpson, Stephanie 16, 126, 130

Siriratchuwong, Voralax 38

Slemons, Jana 44

Smith, A.D. 132

Smith, Andrew 78

Smith, Chris 161

Smith, David 94

Smith, Dr. John 94

Smith, Dwelia 1 5

1

Smith, Joseph 62

Smith, Karen 104

Smith, Ken 36

Smith, Melinda 132

Snee, David 14, 30

Sneed, Jannie 78

Snow, Katrina 54

Social Work Organization 209

SOUL CAFE 78-79

Spicer, Jamie 142

SPRING FLING 24-25, 27-29

Stallins, Anna 129

Stamper, Sherri 1 74

Stark, Deanna 20

Stark, Gwen 144

Starrett, Dev 43

Steiner, Greg 46

Stevens, Kathleen 48

Stewart, Cecil 70

Stewart, Jason I

Stobart, Chuck 1 62

Stowe, Bart 1 62

Stringham, George 70

Strong, Calvin 1 04

Stubblefield, Patrick 66

Student Ambassador Board 209

Suleiman, Noor 105

Swaby, Monique 1 70

Sweitzer, Sarah 1 28

Szabo, Les 166

Talley, Matt 22

1

Tarrant, James 20

Tatum, Amy 15

Taylor, Margaret 86

Taylor, Thamar 97

TEETER-TOTTER-A-THON 1 34- 1 35

TENNIS 176-177

Thomas, David 96

Thomas, Meredith 1 78

Thompson, Sen. Fred 30

Thorborg, Maria 1 80

TIGERLAN LAB 22-23

Todd, Jessica 144

Toombs, David 64, 68

Townsend, Christian I 10

TRAINS 44-45

Trevelyan, Mari Lynn 98

Truelove, Todd 24

Truitt, Martin 140

Turner, April 74

Turner, John 49

Tutor, Jeremy 130

Tutor, Terry 98

Tyler, David 25

Umberger, Carol 2 1 I

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 92-93

Uzeta, Jaime Ernesto 2 1

9

Van Tilburg, Diane 74

Vanderscaff, Lauren 44

Varner, Ashley I 10

Vickery, James 107

Vincent, Ryan 70

Vitale, Dick I 1 , 64

VOLLEYBALL 170-171

Waddel, Robin 166

Wade, Nellgene 1 26

Wagstaff, Afryca 54

Walker, Paul 1 36

Ward, Danny 33

Washington, Christi 28, 68

Watson, Ashley 84

Watson, Kevin 92
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Watson, Peter 49

West, Ashley 74

White, Dean 1 03

Whiteley, David 78

Whitmore, Jason 35

Whitmore, Tamika 1 5

1

Wilkerson, Jeff 70

Williams, Leigh 40

Williams, Rita 88

Wilson, Angela 128

Wilson, Dorian I 12

Wilson, Jennifer 142

Wilson, Matt 60

Wilson, Michael 154

Winter, Angela 38

Wiuff, Brian I 10, I 19

Wolak, Heather 22

WOMEN'S ACTION COALITION 58-59

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 150-151

WOMEN'S SOCCER 166-167

Women's Panhellenic Council 21

1

Wong, Hubert 48

Woodward, Doug I 12

WOODY HARRELSON 108-109

Woolbright, Butch 1 8

1

WORK STUDY 104-105

Wright, El key 124

Wright, Lorenzon 1 52, 1 55, 223

Wright, Vickey 86

DIEMMYTHI NGUYEN

MiMi majored in biology with a minor in chemistry and

graduated in December. She was a member of Alpha Lambda

Delta, Phi Eta Sigma, Gamma Beta Phi, Mortar Board, the Peer

Mentor Program, and Alpha Epsilon Delta. She worked with

SAC, the International Student Association, the Vietnamese

Student Associations nd served on the Health Issues

Committee. She will pursue medical school while working at

Methodist Hospital as a doctor's assistant.

Yarbrough, Kim 100

Yates, Jack 185

Zocolla, Chris 14

DUSTY L. ROSER

Dusty majored in production/operations management and

began working in the automotive field after his graduation in

December. He held membership in Golden Key, Omicron

Delta Kappa, and Pinnacle. Dusty also served on the Memphis

Public Works Accessibility Advisory Committee.

WOMEN'S
PANHELLINIC COUNCIL

Front: ]Amy Budlon, Angela Milam; middle: Ashley Chance,

Jennie Bledsoe, Amy Garrett; back: Amy Webster, Sara

Shelton, Anne Bergman
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YEAR
Well, this yearbook has finally come to an end.

I cannot say that I am disappointed because I

cannot really be disappointed about having time

for a life again. I wonder if I can remember how to

play golf.

First and foremost I would like to get my gripe

out of the way: if you don't like this book or if you
think it could be better, then get off your butt and
work on it or show some interest in it or buy it or

show up when we take pictures or do something

besides go home right after class everyday and
complain because you don't like the way things

are on campus.
With that said, I would like to acknowledge the

people that worked on this book with me:
-Dr. Sandra "Have you talked to anyone on the

layout staff lately?" Utt. You have been very

dedicated to this book ever since I have been on
staff. Thank you for putting up with my schedule

and giving me so much to do this year. Thanks for

the A too.

-Bethany "Hey hon, just call me when you
need me to do anything" White. You took on a
section that I would never have wanted to do and
I know it wasn't your first choice but you came
through big and I appreciate it.

-Jessica "Resource double loser whatever"

Harden. You have really improved as a writer and
I might miss your annoying way of annoying me
whenever we were in the office together. Good
luck with your men.

-Dale "Your little friends are hoodlums,

Michael" Watson. One of the world's nicest guys
and best photographers. You are truly a blessing

and it was always nice never having to worry

about sports pix. I'm going to miss your stories

—

someday.
-David "I'll just use this for a Helmsman picture"

Parker. You were always dependable and came
through big for me in the end. I appreciated your

hard work even though you're from Kentucky.

-Steve "But I've been so busy lately"

Carpenter. Sports is not an easy section. You did

a great job with it even though you don't like

hockey players anymore.
-Frank "The Italian Stallion/Greek god

pimpdaddy" Benedetti. Thanks for printing the

massive amounts we gave you all at once. You
really do look like a tool in a toga.

-Jimmy "I shouldn't play soccer anymore"
Shotwell. You were doing so good before the

injury. I think you still have some of our film in

your camera.

-Diane "We need to talk" Hamberlin. I guess
we're even now. I'm sorry I couldn't help more in

'95 but your book was great. I hope mine turns

out as good.

-Barry "I want to do it all" Spencer. Thank you
infinite numbers of times. You saved me a lot of

grief in the end. Good luck with your career.

-Kerry "I'm sure you're Woody's number one
concern" Avens. You came a long way with your

story-writing. Don't ever tell secrets during future

meetings.

-Leigh "only 77 more days to graduation"

Williams. Thank you for all your hard work as
office manager.

-Lorie Lynn "It's Crushtime" Sweeney. Thanks
for bailing me out on the stories that I didn't really

want to write. You can borrow my flashlight

anytime.

-Stacey Williams, Wendy Ford, Melissa

Fitzhugh, and Jamie Williams did next to nothing

for this book. Stacey, you're a wimp and Ben's a
good guy.

I would also like to thank people that had
nothing to do with this book.

Karen Fehse, my girlfriend and future wife, has

always been there for me and helped me through

the stressful times. I look forward to spending the

rest of my life with you.

My mother has always been a big inspiration

and source of pride for me.

My brothers are two of the world's greatest

guys.

My fraternity brothers (Sigma Chi) are all a
bunch of heathens that I love. Thanks to the

people in the Greek Affairs office, Photo Services,

the Helmsman, and any other office on campus
that helped me out.

Thank you to Doug Kearney for putting up with

lack of deadlines and page changes. Thank you
to Stefan Duma, David Wade, Jim Schmidt,

Leanne Ellis, Barry and Diane, and Hugh
Higginbotham for teaching me about yearbooks.

Thank you to everyone I am forgetting and I

hope I never see another yearbook as long as I

live.

IN HOC SIGNO VINCES and good-bye.
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Gratuitous photo of me.
Michael Van Epps and his Sigma Chi little brother

Andrew Ruhland did a spectacular impression of

the Blues Brothers at the Greek Follies. After all

of our hard practice, I think we came in last.

Photo by Dale Watson

Almost there.
While working as Office Manager, Leigh

Williams counts the days until seh graduates.

Thank you for all of your hard work stamping

and sorting and managing.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

Not in Untitled
While editing a story, Dr. Sandra Utt makes

sure she isn't working in Untitled. I really will

miss having to answer to you every day, or

maybe I won't.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps

While she is supposedly working

on a story lead, Jessica Harden tries

to convince one of her boyfriends

to grow up. Thank you for keeping

me from having to worry about

your section too.

Photo by Michael S Van Epps

DeSoto Staff
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ach student's own individual style con-

tributed to the myriad of campus. Oppor-

tunities for each student were, and will

continue to be, enhanced by these differ-

ences. And it was with their different per-

sonalities, dreams and hair lengths that

students came together, formed common

bonds and paved their own pathways into

the world around them.

In enduring HAIR RAISING experi-

ences, students realized they were, in a

large part, responsible for the future.

They explored their own interests and

began to develop new ones. And they

began to pull away

from old ties and

form new attachments. In the pro-

CLOSING



On your marks.
As the annual Homecoming Alumni Run begins,

many of the runners set their watches to pace

themselves. Many alumni returned to visit the

campus during Homecoming Week.

Photo by Dale Watson

Hold her steady.
During a timeout at a home basketball game.

Tiger cheerleaders put on a display to impress

the fans. The cheerleaders attended every home

basketball and football game.

Photo by Dale Watson

Not an unusual occurrence.
While waiting to register, students have to deal

with the lines in the registration center. Many of

the lines went away when the University began

phone registration in the spring.

Photo by David Parker
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cess, they learned more about who they

were—and where they wanted to go.

Organizing with others, students made

friends and interacted with people who

shared their concerns and interests. And

while their combined voices were heard

throughout campus, they often LETTHEIR

HAIR DOWN in the name of fun.

Students' lives were more complex than

classes alone, yet they found themselves

perched on top ofTHECUTTING EDGE

of technology and knowledge, both of

which helped to keep their academic

efforts on target.

Dedicating themselves to being

cm \AOW 1/lAif
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Flying high.
During a soccer game at Echles Field,

goalkeeper Tim Pogue, undecided

sophomore, dives to block a shot. The

soccer team finished its regular season with

a record of 6-9.

Photo by Dale Watson

Just iike the '50s.
During their tribute to the I 950s at Greek

Follies, Phi Mu Allison Greulich, journalism

senior, is serenaded by Kappa Sigma Mason

Grace, geography sophomore. The contest

was held to raise money for Greek

academic scholarships.

Photo by Frank Benedetti

While pitching a game at Nat Buring Stadium, Lonnie Glass, human

development senior, prepares to throw a smoking fastball. Glass is

the University's all-time strikeout leader.

Photo by Dale Watson

Power backhand.
During a match at the University tennis courts, Hakan Hanssom, civil

engineering senior, returns a serve with his powerful backhand. Hanssom
played number one singles for the Tigers.

Photo by Dale Watson
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Greek, students found a way to give sup-

port to those who needed it the most. And

the students found support themselves,

in friends and contacts with whom they

could CUT LOOSE when needed.

When the whistle sounded and the

clock began, however, student athletes

strove to MAKE THE CUT in competition.

The end score was only one measure of

the outcome, and one of celebration and

reflection. But the determination deep

inside of each athlete was another, and

often more important, measure.

All in all, the Uni-

versity students

proved themselves to be A CUT ABOVE,

CLOSING
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Choose or lose.
When the MTV Choose or Lose tour bus came to

campus to register student voters, MTV's field

coordinator, Jaime Ernesto Uzeta, watched the

students sign up. The bus toured many campuses

across the country.

Photo by Dale Watson

Easy deuce.
While putting away the Tennessee Vols 57-55,

Tiger guard Chris Garner,
, puts in an easy layup.

Garner finished the season second in minutes

played and fourth in rebounds.

Photo by Dale Watson

Lace it tight.
During the SGA Unity Week, students put on

their ice skates for a night of free skating at

the Mall of Memphis. A unity rally and picnic

were also available to the students.

Photo by Dole Watson
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The Man.
During a baseball game at Nat

Buring Stadium, Tiger bat boy Stan

"The Man" Bronson, watches the

players intensely. Bronson was

honored at a home game this

season for his many years of

dedication and service.

Photo by Dale Watson

with as diverse of interests and back-

grounds as hair length and color. Long or

short, blonde or purple, straight or curly,

spiked or permed — they

saw, and did, it all. And in

the process, many were

told to "CUTYOUR HAIR."

Yet when the year came

to an end, all students took

with them the imprints of

each person who touched

their lives. Experimenting with hues,

lengths and color variations was a fun

form of expression for all

Oa\ [AOlAf tiAir
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Who ya gonna call?
During their tribute to the 1980s, Fiji ghostbuster Ario

Hooshmand, preparatory freshman, is surrounded by

Sigma Kappa ghosts. The Delta Gamma/Delta Chi

tribute to the 1960s won first place.

Photo by Frank Benedetti

Who needs manners?
During the SAC Spring Fling pie-eating contest, Richard

Hulshof, political science senior, stuffs his face. SAC also

sponsored a Twister tournament and The Gin

Blossoms during Spring Fling.

Photo by David Parker

Total power.
While competing in a track meet on South Campus,

shotputter Matt Talley, geography junior, prepares to

throw. Talley was the Tiger's number one

shotputter this season.

Photo by Dale Watson
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Dessert first.

Before eating his Subway

sandwich, Randy Cox, theater

and communication arts

senior, decides to dig into his

dessert of apple cobbler in the

Tiger Den. Many students

found the dining possibilities

on campus fulfilling while some

wished for better food.

Photo by Jimmy Shotwelt

individuals, but

the year was about

much more than

hair. It was about

what made up each

person, what they gave of themselves and

how others affected them.

Hair can be cut.

Struggles, victories and discoveries,

however, can't.

CLOSING



Hello NBA.
During a game at the Pyramid, Lorenzon Wright,

undecided sophomore, shoots over his opponent.

Wright averaged 17.4 points and 10.4 rebounds per

game and entered the NBA draft after the season.

Photo by Dale Watson

Why be polite?
During a game against DePaul at the Pyramid, members

of the Mob Squad harass the Blue Demon players. The

spirit organization was present at every home

basketball and football game.

Photo by Dale Watson

Do a little dance.
While members of his class stretch their arms,

actor Woody Harrelson appears to be dancing

instead of stretching. The actor visited

Graceland while he was in Memphis and told

reporters that he is a big fan of Elvis Presley.

Photo by Michael S. Van Epps
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This is my natural color.
While working at a computer in the library, Kristi Wong, undecided junior, stops to

check her spelling. Wong said that her hair color is not officially Tiger Blue.

Photo by Dove Parker
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